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WWRT or Titf SIX lrtlttS FROGftdMS

XNTK>QfCTIUNi

>>CKQWXflu)i PIJfiD is a Swernaant ef India Fragroane 

Implemented in Jtottankeiathir alack In Tamllnadu In 

ceiiaberatUn with UWICSF and tha NCdftT. Action Flan 

was prepared by SCART. TomllNadu In cannulation with 

tha ncaaT and tha UMCaF.

action Flz^x In tha l«ot guarter ef IB 17. tha SCSRT 

taak up tha Orlentatian af scheel Teachers In 

Identifying tha heodlcapped children In Kattankalathir 

Black. Thia Orlentatian pregranae wag cei ducted fer 

twe *eya far 3oo teachers.

In IBM. Twe nay Orlentatian training pregraom wag 

conducted. far tha at 4 teachers In the survey details 

ef the pr eject. A Five day training pregranae far 

acheel teachera werklng In the Fra Jot area wag conducted. 

564 teachera were benefitted ef thia pregraone.
Next tha heads af all secsnd&ry scheela. scheel Aaalatent 

Deputy Xnapectar af scheela and Aaa latent atacet lanai 

Officer a ware oriented.

Thia Six weeks Intensive training program la an

extended one far the teachera wha have undergone 5 Stye

training. Thia training pregranae la organised by thp 
Slr+J’* C,umi, xA

,fteglenel college af Education. hyaere 4n c^liaberetlan

The Meaaurca Bereana are drawn frep Mcsrt. Regional 

colleges ef Education. SCART. Tamiihadi and experts 

In the field ef social sguoatien.
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1.5 OB^nVESi

1.5.1 Te develop ctn^etencles in regular tea chare te Met 
the educotienai needs ef the dis*toed children.

1.5.2 Te develop cos^etencies in under taking ftolW UP 
essesanent ef the disabled children.

1.5.3 Te select appropriate teaching torategi-o.

1.5.4 Te enables them te use educational tpys and teaching 

aids specific te different disabilities.

1.5.5 Te enable then te inpreve classroom MnegeMnt

1.5.5 Te lap rove the retention rate ef disabled children

in regular scheels.
1.5.7 Te promote integration ef disabled with the

non-disabled in regular echeele and te prjaete emotions 

and see iai interaction.

M2.T. ODOLOSYt in order te achieve the stage ctlvee di 

this programs participating approach te learning 

followed. Panel discussion, workshops, seminars etc. were 
prganised. Trainees vie ited special echeele and integrated 

set up available here. They prepared lessm plane end 
teaching aide related te the theM fer varims types sf 
disabled children. They had unesrtakon case stu iss else.

■hey prepared various games end play natsrial far the 

education ef handicapped children.

An exhibition woo arranged ts

display ths teachings ids and play notarials developed by the 

participants.



Bvery week participate were given end
er twe tegts. Their performance wee evaluated one
neeeeeary feed back wag provided. Xh the beginning ef
fifth ueek a gert ef diagnostic evaluations wag dsne 
and remediation wag provided. At the end ef the

course participants were fiven gene tostg and 
guirmative evaluation wag done. In all the performance 
ef the participants were good.

£ach week wag devoted te one digabiilty go 
that they can learn maximum in each area ef digabiilty 
week»wiee report is given here.
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X &S&. • 4-13-te

structure * the pr curias*. the MXh»

2.1 Heview ef Mature ant Meets ef each Disability.
• Visual Impairment.
• Hearing impair merit.
- Motai sgtertatisn
- Learning Disability
• Keurmuscular ant Grthepaetic

2.2 Principle ef Teaching chiltren with special neets.

• Xntivitualiaet instruct isn

• Curriculum Atjustnent ent Aexlblilty in teaching
• Multi Sens ary appreach te teaching
- Task analysis ana elective ap preach te teaching

- Diayn esing learning tifficulties ant strategies 
te tackle than

- Smetlanai suppert/cl imate ef learning
• Behavisur Management

2*3 Was ef Assessment fer Teaching
• Seating the Assessment rep art

• Relating te etuoatisnal neets ef chiltren
• Planning teaching te nest special etuoatien neets

2.4 seurces ef suppert
• general Teacher
• Special Teftcher/Reesuroe Teacher

• parents
• peers - mnticappet* Nan-ffentlcappet
- Cemmunity

2.5 Secert Keeping
- Per the pregramme

» h* A. o r.-nMn fr



3. Jaswirce Per sans;

3.1 fir.ftatfiuram slnfh, Professor, SCBRT, Tamilnadu

3.2 Dr. Ta sain Ayisah, Reader and caard lnat ar» Special 
Education Call, Regional cmofe af education,

kurfiflhHAL. iatisbuf ps~f. ^£<T •
3.3 ®nt.p.R.saraj ini, Assistant Professor, sC^RT, TamiiBadu

3.4 Thiru Dr. Veerappan, Assistant yield Officer, NC^RT 

Field office, MaRras (Ouest Lecture)

3.5 Dr.Chandran - Teacher, School far Mentally Retarded, 

Chran^et. (Ouest Lecture)

3.4 Mrs. She el a, Assistant, Scheel far the Blind,
Little Viewer Ctovent, Tonasket, Madras ( Ouest Lecture)

4. PIELP TRIPs

4.1 Scheel fer the Deaf and Dumb, Tanan^et, Madras
( Little Piawer Convent )

4.2 School fer the Blind . Little newer Can vent.
Ten&npet, Madras.
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Registration •£ the Participants: lo.OO A.M. te 18.98 < 

Cycle styled Registration forms were distributed 
to the Participants. Instructions wore given thfeem, 

regarding how to fill up the teems. All the registered

forms imre collected and filed.
n •

1. 1 Br^RAOHURAM SINGH, PROiSSbOR, SCERT, TAMILHADW

Inauguration of the progranmei

The six weeks Tra ining Programme was inaugurated 
after Invocation. Dr.Raghuram Singh, Professor, SCSRT, 
presided over the function, in his presidential 
address he stressed the following points.

a) Teachers should he devoted an dedicated to their 

commitment.
b) Training Is the basis for the development and 

growtR.

c) Self-evaluation io a must fmr a teacher.
d) Meed and importance of Integration ef the 

disabled with the normals.
1. 2 MR .MAHAL IN GAM, PROGRAMME OFFICER, UMlCBft

Thiru Mahal Inga m, Programme Officer. UNICES, 
Tamllnadu In his Inaugural address explained the role 

ef UNICEF In Implementing various projects. KOw UN ICS F 

was started and hew It Is functioning now wOs projected 

well to the participants. He said that no project Is 

caned UNICEF Project. It Is only a Swemment of 
India project and UNICEF Is giving financial assistance



H» emphasised hew the tr<bv»d teachers whs ere at the

functionary level should work far succasaful inclement i« 
ef the schema. OMZCJsr is taking cere ef the children by 

assisting various schemes introduced by the Oever «ent ef 
ms la. he cites sene ejsenples such as FSCR* DA cap,
SVPW ate. Ha painted aut that is the duty ef tue trainsd 
teachers te facilitate pi ceoent ef ths Sls^Uled children 
in regular scheels thrhigh adaptations and by providing 
additional in put ta the disabled children. He explained the 

objectives af the plso Sciieme enc re sue stud the participant• 
te extend their lull cooperation te sake the preject successful.

1.3 nr.easnin ^ylsah, Reader, and Coordinator^ Special Bducati 
gall. KCk. Mvtore.
Dr. Them in, coordinator, ZdO Cell, Regional College ef 

education, Mysore ployed an instrumental role in organising 
the entire pragra.me. &he briefed the participants about 

the six weeks programme and what participants are expected te 
da, The following points were expressed by her,

• Responsibility of the trd nod teachers, te knew the nature 
and needs ef various disabilities.

• Hew the identify various disabled children.
• how te adapt the teaching strategies te suit the needs 

ef disabled children.
• Participation and involvement af the participants In 

workshsps, seminar, panel discussions etc.
• Training given te the techs is should be utilised 

effectively far the success ef the programme.

1.4 Mr.gopaiakrlshnon. Asf lfetunt rrofoober. *CbRT. mmimabi

Mr.Oapsiakrishaan, Assistant Fra fester, SCLRT 

proposed vote sf tranks and welcomed all the participants 

and resource per. ana present at ths eccaslen. Hs rs«udsB<f 
the participants ta ba punctual and attentive during the 

pregranwe se that they can gst mexlaum benefits iron this six 
weeks intensive training programme.



oopr&s break

2. TMT.P.R.SARQblNI. JROttSSQR, SCKRT. TAHXL^Bft

Review ef Mature and needs ef visually In^eired

Childrens-
The salient paints ef her lecture are given bsiewi-

2.1 Placement af V.Z.Children In the carman schesls demands 

many suppertlve services.
2.2 V.X. Child can asslmll te mere than 00% ef the seller 

Glass ream Instruct ien when appropriate reading material 

Is provided.
2.3 The Intellectual, physiol, emotional and social 

development sf a v.X.&lld can Me hast realised thrmigh 
regular curriculum.

2.4 The emphasis Is net an the curriculum change hut on 

special approaches ts curriculum.

2.5 Adaptation ef ths lemming material Is necessary far a 

V.X. child te ensure better uneerstand ing.

2.0 . Some V.Z .Children may respond gulckly and impulsively; 
but some may be reflective and analytic in nature.
Same may be mschmioil, pleading and hesitant.

2.7. V.I.Chidren have "Mediated Learning" while ths sighted 
have "natural learning*.

2.5 Rosentlai factors sftbe learning prsooes dhais be 

highlighted as ths learning experiences ef a V. I.child 
Is restricted.

2.9 Planned sjparienoes Involving senses ether than sight 
should be provided.

2.10 In format ien through tactual omuipulatlon, edm auditory
reception and el factory sensation oii.net totally 

substitute the visual perception. But still the child 

has to depend upon these.

oii.net
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2.11 Mamins t«k*. piaoa aar* .tt.ctlv.ly whan it passaa 

eanaaata laval ta .to.tr.at laval.
LURCH VUAK
aa.ti.aa atbj s,a.

3. pr.Ya.sln AvlaBh. twcdar. auat. Hvcrj.

Ths highlighted the salient pein eg regarding

the nature and needs ef Hearing repaired Children. some 
ef the important joints ef her lecture are given beiom-

3.1 The Hearing impaired children f-ce more difficulties In 
the regular class reset then the ethur disabled children 
eg they have problem In developing basic learning tael. 

(Language and speech)•

3.2 Fr evision far adjustment In Instructional material 
and methsdeiegy suiting te the needs ef H.Z. children.

3*3 H.I. la an Invisible disability early leant if lest ian end 
development ef appropriate Instructlenal material far 
them assumes vital Importance.

3.4 Careful selection sf additional learning experiences 
lav el v ing special Instructional aide le very Important.

3.5 Mild and mecer<?te H.l.Chiidren eeoetimes f^oo more 

problems in learning correct pronunciation rod In 
gracing abstract concepts, Concept feru^tlon is very 
difficult for H«l.£iildrm • The tachsre hrve te make 

spec i <4. efforts in thia direct ion.
3.0. Mere visual cues are required te cosqpensate auditory 

deficits.
3.7 Reis playing end dramatization should be adopted te 

create real situations ana thereby helping them te 
under stand the concepts.

corses bksmc



4.
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AjfrlSTAKT fRQfSfi&OR, eG^T

4.1 She explained tdufc a« the limitations at V.I.
Children uniter 3 heelings

s. experiences 
te. Msteility 
o. needing

4.2 Shaee limitations can tea war cm tey giving eaat>ensatery 

as^arlancaa ant tehe alee stream that It Is ths
rasp ansi tell ity sf tha angular teacher and tha nesaurae 
Ts«diar ta tr«nsfera an tha vlslm erlmtet cancspta 
lnte Nen-Visdan eriented canaapta.

4.3 Other rem In Ing sansas can tea utilised far the daveiapmant 
at their csgnitive skill,

5. IteHOUAd* liHkVlQUR or THK
nr.ytaaln# HCd# Mysere discussed language teahsvlsur 

at tha M.Z.children, same at tha painus taken tar discuss las 

are ai fallewsi
5.1 The normal child learns language hut tha lan/isga is 

taught ts a deaf child.
5.2 reet-llnguaiy teat ch liter an can daval^ langu«9»

bc-JTt^r
speech [than the prwlingual teeat chilteren.

5.3 Auditory training la essential te dwalteP Oted Speech

5.4 H.1. Olldrsn have Limited veostoulaty» lack at 
understanding at multiple amanlngs at tha ware s snd the:
usage.

5.5 Language Teaching shsuld tea related ta tha Oild’s 

meaningful experiences.

4. nraiuatlsn -
Ths afternesn seeslan ended with evaluation to knew 

tha impact at tha first day training programme- lo 

guest lens ware given tar tha test. Their performance was
•val uAfeaJ anO Sal 1 n setli m fcZilMn- ai 1 th.



•i>

participants have Sone the list mil. Ml of thorn Iwve 
secure* nre than OOK they cajio not unOerstan* the 
cmoepts of partial ano Total Integration. various 
typos of integrates set-up an* types of integration «mre 
also aiscusseO because partipants has sane Siiflculty 
in unaeratanOtny these emcopts.
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Mevlew af Mature and needs af the Oxo hied i

1« J&«ft GHU»* h » JU,H. >i^AK^.s4UhGkig.

Ha shared hie experiences with the participant a
nul clarified their deuhta. The Principles ef te china 
chileran with epeclal needs were highlighted. min paint a 
af hie lecture are listed heiew.

1.1 Teacher ehoid censlder a child aa ajahild firdt end 
than a child with impairment.

1.2 Teacher a ehold ha affectionate and aaft«<Acan.

1.3 Special educat lanel intervention le needed ea they 
are children with special needs.

1*4 Learning la a specific behavior.
1.5 Children sheuld ha snesuraged and mstftvated ta 

o^lare mate and mare.
1.6 behavior la an avert ph^sm/nsn.

1.7 Teacher aheuid alway a try ta find aut the recede far 
the child's hahavleur deficlte and necessary remedial 
measures ahauld ha taken up.

l.S The teacher sheuld he dynanlc end ahold amha the 
apaclai child dynamic.

l.t Just ilka normal children, disabled children aust ha 

enesur-ged ta participate in all the passible learning 

activities.
1.10. Teachers ehold act ae human development agents.
1.11 *11 th.tr «C th. cfcaeUM chil* ah*il« —

nctrM *d4 awiltare, pr»p«rly.

OOVW* BREAK
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A.AZIZ. BCE. MYSORE

2. ttlnelnl.. ai Machine. ehll*«an with «S»rHU iWtoWSfr
.ha aj,l&toa< haw ta ta*ch • H»I«Oiil* to tatays^ta*

aat.up. the iatlawing paints wasa Mxeaaa* toy *r»

2.1 Spaech is tl» act ai ^asking.

2.2 cantinuaua training an* axareisa as* ns ads* ta sactlfy 

tho defects sf speech,

2.3 Acceptance ef the ohli* i» the toodly fcy the parents 
nod in the echeel by the teacher le very ioportant.

2. ♦ sensory- eat or dsveiopnent end coordination are
ele rely related te language and cognitive develepodnt,

2.3 early identification and educational Intervention 

faclltate integration.

2,0 V&r 1st lens in stress and pitch help te ns he utterances 
meaningful. Articulation dieerere«voice disorders

and rhythmic disorders should he corrected at en early age.
The teacher should net check the child te qpeefc pr perly 
who le a etuttefcfcr,

2,o Articulatory disorders can he corrected In the closeroen

3. wa ai Hby-msy aathaii

M— aAieatlaoal playnatariaia waralhawn ta ths* 
and their educational values were explained* Hsu these 
state rials can he adapted was alee explained.

corws BOKK

3,1 QMUUP dQRfci
The participants were divided into 3 group es tech 

proip ids guided by a toemirce persm, in group they 

discussed hew te adapt play materials te suit the needs ed 
earlmie disabilities. They prepared sone play materials in 
Tamil fer children ef special
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3.1 The ttttrUli prepare* by Periewe* by

the reset tee perssne. They were aska* te cablet* their 

wark after lunch break.

LUHCH SRS*K

ArTOhOGM SSg>XM.

3.3 Participants cmtloue* their werk ef completing the 

Play way neterlala. Play aeterlal was relate* te 

language *evel*s*nt. inculcation ef gee* habits
an* *evelepeent ef sense an* g>e* fee* habits an* 
cleanliness, they are regueste* te use these 
eater IQ a in the classreee.

»T.P.n.SMUUiwi. sc&rx. Ma*raa.
«. t^vfw >f Nature «m< n««4» f Mentally 4 Chil

The peints highlights* by her are lists* belewt

4.1 Mbet is e Mental n»tar*etlen?

4.2 General Character sties ef Motel Retar*etien* un*er 
fall swing hea*sa
a. ihy&leal b. Secie-ectnaalc c.Secle-enetianai 
*. learning an* e*uoatisn.

4.3 bee*s ef Mental Beta res* Oiiia.

- supportive enviremnt an*a coeptanae
- ereup interactisn

• Hunanietic approach te un*eratan* their oreUen% *
• euiaenoe an* esunselling- bee*. T^chnisues an*

In fe motion services*
- Individual nee* sriente* pregrao&es

• Wee* far eGuoatienel interact ien <«* social 
interactisn

- JBfucatisn en* training in functional skills

• Training in self help skills
a. Meter skills
b. Sensory training
c. Health S Personal hygiene.
*. oral ceaeunloption skills.
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5. Mature amt Meet ef trthepaeticeily mntieeppe* 
Chiitren.
nr.&malM< Mesaures Fsrsea fram Mysore highlighted the 
following paintsi-

5.1 Meaning ef Orth^eet io impairment.

5.2 Oaueos ef M11 Mpeirment
5.1 functional limitations ef Q»M»Qiiltrem
5.4 Meets ef Crthopaetioslly Mont Jeep pet Chiitren.

5.5 Meet ef early ieent if icatisn ant early intervene i as.

• Meet far training in manipulation ef Materiel.
- Postural hahitc.
• work adjustment pregrsmoee.
- Ateptetiens in the daseresm (ex.)*«ge tusner 

thick pens, pan halters.

• predema chiitren with eleft lip^cleft peiet
- precisian af least restrictive environment
• Ateptetiens in the Mon-anatomic subjects.
• AtapStsn ef physical aware lasm» mteor games.

M^LMATXMt Jest te evaluate the ney*o Precmetinga.
Mr.ft.S.eepal«kriahnan, Assistant Professor, SCOOT, gave

a test ant their answer sheets were eaftleetet* Their

performances were evaluates. ant was fount eatisfcetory.
note ef Play materials was vaguely eneweret hy them, 
fce it was t iocuoset in ths class.
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W THIRD fl^Y

»«WOQM
1MX A^IbT.4<T PBOdiSfiD

1. XMTMBaTXDN or ORTHQR'DICALLY IHpnllUD WITH MGJM'XS’

1.1 Qrthetle and Pr esthetic ai a and appliances.
1.2 Availability af Rehabilitation services in Wsmlinadi.

1.3 Adaptations and «<justnanta in tha class ream. in tha 
school ate.

1.4 C»»ourrlcular activities far these children.
1.5 Adaptation required far reding, writing and canmunic^tioni

1.4 lfecllltlea pravidad by tha Government.
1.7 Teacher's rale in dealing with thasa children.

Dft.VSbflM’Mi, A&>IST~M PULD ‘VWlSBR, MGbftT. MADRAS HlSHLlGHTW 
PULbOwiNG POINJ>.

2.1 Significance af ths Language Development far various 
disabilities by Play way method.

2.2 Tha materials prepared by tha participants ware af 
great educational value. Tha teactors should utilise^ 

these games during their instruction.
2.3 Haw ta develop language skills through play %ey methods.

2.4 Haw ta pranete neuro-mu acuiar coordination in

the disabled children ta Improve thalr writing skill.

DR.V^Stt» « C<*MfcMT& AMDUSStKV TlUbSt
3. fra-Vocational Training and vacatlsnal Training far 

tha disabled childrens axe af great lapertance.a
3.1 Training af hen tally retarded children ados at 

developing daily living skills.
3.2 various games and activities should ba dovalapad for 

eouno discrimination.
3.3 Activities requiring coordination af hand and aye 

mevemMBts need ta be emphasized during various 
activities in tha bagining.

jc ans^ar
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4. EDUCATION OF MENTALLY RsTHKdBD CHILDREN

DR.CHANDNM4, TOCHER (SPECIAL MJXJJiTXN) SttJOOL BOR 
THu» MeRIaLLY RETARDED, CHRCNPET, WUMtiS THa BGLLOwiNS 
FOOTS MERE HlGhtlGWTibO

4.1 Nature and behaviour ef M*R*Children*
g.2 Teacher's Role in dealing with N* iu Chil irtn.«■
4*3 Hew te teach simple concepts te eduoable and trainable

M. R. Children*

4.4 Usage ef Pictures charts, audiovisual aide*

4*5 fi^artance ef Mie Play,Dramatisation in eduoatltti ef

N. R.

4.4 Need te train the students le appropriate curriculum 
areas at the pre-primary, primary and secondary levels*

4*7 M*R*Children have limited mental capabilities and hence 

individualised a ducat ien pregraome is essential*

4*d Details ef support service?

4*9 Hew te teach time concept te M*mChildren*

,.1O omicepts regarding money, measurements, time etc can be

taught by shewing the models* (Mentally Haterded far diildre
4.11 functional literacy and its importance*

LUNCH BREAK
5. TEACHING THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED.

MRS.SrUOA A SEXTANT, SCHOOL BOR THE BLIND LITTLE JPL0.1R 
CONVENT.

5.1 Nobility training le given te the blind children

5*2 ibrtiaiiy sighted and totally blind children can ba

integrated
5*3 Hew the Blind children's listening skill and comprehension

skill may be uaed far the leaning.
5*4 The light perception of the Blind Children oan be

utilised for their mobility*
5.5 Bbpertance ef lexge print material, magnifying flosses, 

etc for the education ef children having let^vlsdtti*

Q0m& BREAK
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<• KaRLY IDENTIFICATION AND JNYSKV&bTXOM
aT.n.SftRLgl. AS.lgP*I fflPBMPfcKHgi PtMUfrl

• .1 >«W far aarly U«ntlfIcatlm w4 Intarventlan
various disabilities,

<•2 Hew te educate guch children whege learning skill ig 

affected due te health preplans

t«3 wrieus learning disabilities and their caueeg

• Hew te rectify the defects and reduce the d lability 

d«5 sls^pllfloatl* ef learning teaks

7. aV^luatJoNi io Quest lens were gfcren just te evaluate 

the day's preceedings,

The participants have understeed all the 
concepts as they have secured mere than 7e%

• •



MIU Hoa s^sfeJONi Visit *• ttw *BbMt far Haartov 
Xc.p«U«4.

• ••

1.

1.1 <ta 1.1.te the iheie t^an was taken te the feeheel fer 
the Hearing lop el red1 Li tie Hewer Cenvent* Teyrxwapet, 
Mr«i. The tea* wee accjo^anled by the twe Mseuree 
Ferevxs nr.Yasmln «a Ttnt.P. feSarejIni.

1.2 The teee wee divided lnte 3 groups. A cpeeUl teacher
ojncZx n t ■

eriented then what te see end observe In the class 
ret*. The participants were asked te record thslr 
ebee rest lane.

1.3 They were permitted t* observe ell the classes firea 

pre-primary level te 3^ e.v. The teachers end the 

Principal extended t^ix full Generation te this 

visit a useful sae.
1.4 The nein feous wee on Uw observation ef the f< lew ing 

aspects.
• Hew the teacher triae te make use ef ths children's 

residual hearing snd trains children hew te use hearing 
aids.

• Level sf csnmunlcation skill ef ths students studying 
in different graces <wd pre-primary clsses.

• aeclal end emotional maturity level
• The ability and codcjd tratien level
• Seating arrange sente
. the way hew the teacher epeaks with the children 

- way ef lip seeding ana gestures used by the teacher
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- Hew the children er-» taken care by the teacher.
« ttacsurayemsrxt far interactian with the peers end

the teacher.
AThiJnocr setaoet visit te the soheel fnr the visual 

Zspalred.

2. At about 2 p.M. the team visited the scheel far the
Blind which is lseated in the sane caitpua. (I.e) Little 

Hewer convent. ibyn&spat, Madras.

2.1 ihe tean was divided into 2 grsupg end was guided By 

e Special teacher. Participants wsre reguested te 

record their ebeervatlene ea the ftllewing paints

. Wee ef aids and braille equipments
• Orlentatian and nalibillty training given te the

students
- Cause a ef visual isp imsnt by interviewing seae 

students
- Curriculum adaptations and plus curriculum
• Special instructional strategies adapted by the 

special teachers
• crganlsatisn ef ce-curricular activities end 

creative activites. music gases etc.
. v»<*tUnal training If any
. Training In oaUy living .kills an. aansary training
• nt- an. «l<a avallaU* In tb. wlwal far 

tba partially al^nta. an. tatally hl Ina cMl*an
_ l.lgtlmahtp •* the V.Z.<3ilHWn with tbelriaaohar, 

an. thalr paara.
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3. fi\AL0AT DMt

A fcrsll Slscusslsn mis halS an ths sbssrvatlans 
rscsrSsS by ths participants. thsy wars as tea ts fM 

sut ths aiffsrancs bstwssn a spaelal sshssX and an 

srainary sehssx. Thsy wsr* ssksS ts think hut ts 
prsrUs thsss facllltlss tv v.i.ChUSrsn In j.s.U&sttlns.

ths visit sndea with such clarity *• ••
sstlsfactlan ts ths participants.
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2.12.88 Fore Keen Session.
1. INDIVIDUALXz^D instruction

Itat.R.KUppammal, Assistant Professor. SC£RT(TamilNadu)

1.1 Objectives ef in div idealised instruction.

1.2 Support teaching for pupils inside and mat side the 

class ream.

1.3 Pre-lesson teaching.
1.4 Pest-Lesson teaching.

1.5 He-inf arced Teaching.

2. TBkCHBMl PUPIL BS HfcV IO UR
Brflaghuram Singh, Professor. SCSRT.Madras.

Some ef the important points ef his lecture are listed

beiewi-
t ww

2.1 Teache r&exce ss ive (behav lour

2.2

2.3
2.4

2.5

Class room visitation l.
j j v o a*

Observation rf the (teachers’and recording

Behaviour and style of te cher in expressing higher

ideas.

As far as classroom teaching is concerned the teacher
H« y !\ f t

occupies a superior place the pupils occupy an inferior 
place • "K i J *L X) cXa

2.4 Teacher-pupil relationship.
Refined behaviour and verbal behaviour of the teacher2.7

2.8

2.9

C em muni cation ability

Close room atmosphere - Objectives ef learning and 

learning outcomes

2.10 Self reference ef the teacher

2.11 ftpil behaviour - egression ef their learning problems

2.12 Art of Questioning by the teacher and by the pupil

2.13 interaction end integration between the te ocher and 
the pupils.
OOPfSB BREAK



3,"curriculum ataptation end Teaching Strategies"
Tmt, lUKu^pammal# Assistant Professor, SC^RT, Madras

^*1. Principles ts ns fallowed far adapting tbs curriculum 
far tbs disabled studying In normal schools.

3.2 Adjustments ts As made with support tvs aids. 
o.3 Ou lasl In ss for adaptations

3.4 Practical axaat>lss suited to class IV were given.

LUNCH BftfcAK
APTu.ft.NOON S£Sl>JOM

IMT.p.Ju&arsj Ini, Assistant professor, SC£MT, Madras
4. MULTL.bikNL.OHY APPROACH IO TiA CHINS

4.1 Concept of Miltl-sensory approach
4.2 Need fsr multi*sensory approach
4.3 Teachers * Hole In planning hew to provide seme 

learning experience to the elsabled through multlsensery a 

mater ibis

4.4 Teaching strategies far Visually repaired children 

through mult Ueensery approach
• Prevision ef re ct do a tapes for learning correct 

pronunciation
•>PiOvislon ef tac^e Mteriai fmr learning
-Use ef sense, ef smoil, end sense ef taste in educating

-Careful planning ef tbe teaser te use the other 
sensory facilities to compenmte the deficit arcs ef 
learning

• Use ef ay die aids to teach abstract concepts
• Sense sf bearing, sense ef smell, sense ef touch, 

sense ef taste should he utilised in te chlng the blind 
children

- Paw examples were demonstrated hew te teach by multi-
sensory approach. Some units were selected in different 
subjects and taught by this amt ted.
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5. AHALY&JS TMT .P.R.bARDUINI, SC~RT, Temilnsdu

5.1 except •* **** analysis

5.2 Teacher saiet identify the child* e educational needs and 

Bust knew exactly what she expects fro# the child te 

learn

5.4 Teacher must be able te analyse th<- task lnte small 
Steps for successful learning

5. objective <i preachs

5.1 concept end meaning ef abject foe approach

<•2 Hew te cheese an objective

• Objectives must be ma«e solicit before considering 

strategies
-Objectives should be chesen at an appropriate level 

te ensur^the progress
• Assessment should be done on the basis ef the objectives

5.3 Methods ef instruction and materials
-b tret eg ies a^y differ but all methods and 
material should be In tuee with the objectives

- Use ef praise and punishment when needed

5.4 Clearly stated objectives will make the teacher's choice 

ef materials and methods mere effective
5.5 Objectives facilitate the efficient use ef reinforcement 

Theory In Improving academic skills.
evaluations A comprehensive test was given at the end ef t! 

session.
Ail the participants fared will except the following

OiestloneCl.e.) 1 • m dividual lead instruction
2. Adaptation in curriculam.

These two questions were answered by the Rbseurc#



3-1^-M JDRBNO0M SSbblUN

X« Dr.M.Raghurem sinyh, Professor# LGuRT explained the 

following aspects dearly

• Objective type ef teaching

• Objectives ary: Learning outcomes
- Subjective and objective quest lens

- Diagnostic Tests te assess ths lesrning difficulties

• Reasons for ^earning dlsabilltfes.

(Family, oivironment, class ream envi rennet )
- Seonomlct social and Psychological reasons
- Teels for identifying the c^uss ef Learning

disability s
- Observation by the Teacher in end outside classroom
• Achieve non t Tests

• Internal assessments
• Different Types ef Learning situations
• Discovering Learning
- Bjgerimental Learning
- Self Learning

2. ”CHxLI*aPe PROMAMS IN LxARUMO AMDdUH TO 1'hCKL& THSM” 
Dr. Ye win. Resource Person from RCB, Mysore.

1.1 Children having mere problems in one er more erode of 
basic aoadomic skills

1.2 They are nersui in intellectual development, sensory 
functioning and emotional and social development

1.3 Seme ef the learning problems were mentioned
• Slew rate ef learning

• Relies on corcrete learning rather th n abstract 
learning

- Difficult te retain information
• Lack of judgement and commonsonee

— Finos difficult in concept format ions
• Oncer -achiever
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1*4 Methees ef tackline the learning prehlems
- Repeated exarc iso a ta correct tha leant if UK
- Practice ef each skills should he dme In a met. 

meaningful way
- sensory experiences should be provide
- Active participation ef ouch a child In ll activities
- Learning tasks should ha divided into sroalj. units 

te help the child te master the task
- ifeolistlc approach should ha encouraged

- Adaptation ef learning materials and mulLUsenory 

approach are very useful

2* SUPPORT AhiD Of L£ARU2aM</*
Dnt«R*ttippeim!tal, As slat ant Professor, SC-RT Ta. llnadu

2.1 fimetienai support te cfilldren at all lev b 

stages
2.2 fimetljnaily maladjusted children wore explained under 

Six heads
- Nervous er emotional diseroere
- mbit di ear dor e
- Behaviour disorders
- Organic disorders

- Psychotic disordere
- fiducatbnal fc vocational difficulties

2.3 Regression, Compensation, Projection end Displacement

- are same ef the emotional diserwers

2*4 Role of the teacher-parents and peers In dealing with 

emotional dlservers ef children In the class romn 
oopisr Sksmc
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3. Vse ef Assessment for teaching
Tmt.p.R.saioj Ini, Assistant Professor* SCAftr*Madras

3.1 Before commencing her lecture.
Assessment ferns A te r were discussed with the 
participants

3.2 Assessment team and its members

3.3 Items te be assessed
• Medical status

- Peycheieglcai status

- Recommendation te facilitate integration
• Opinion far further assess sent
• eduoatienal statue

3.4 Procedures ef Msessment
- Referral
• feriy intervention

3.5 "Tests end its types

- norm • referenced
- Criterion referenced

• Objective booed tests
• instructional based teste

3.6 heed for Assessment
3.7 Location of Assessment Centre end the facilities 

available at the centre
3.0 Reading the eseessmant report end relating it te the 

eduoatienal needs ef the children
3.9 Planning teaching to meet special educational nee&s
3.10 how te c mi struct a secreening test.

LURCH BRB*K
4. BOUttCbb OP i»UPPOKi

Bnt.Kftippenunai, Assistant Profess er. sC&KT, IbmilNasu



4.1 Sources ef support •
• esuerel Teacher
• Special Tsdcher

• parents
• peers - Handicapped and non-handicapped 

« OMmunlty

4.2 Need for dose cooperation between home and school
4.3 parents Involvement In the wark by providing direct 

services

4.4 Check list for the Involvement of peers
4.5 Community participation In

- Survey and Identification

• By establlshln contacts with teachers
• by printing Information brochures

- Pester^. Films and other moss medio

4.4 Teacher Involvement
- Resmirce Teacher working wholly with children with 

special needs
• beeource Teacher available te help ether teacher
- Resource Teacher working with children along with 

or without disabled children
4^7 how help or support may be obtained from different

ancillaries In the school.
COPJWS BKfifcK

s. RJEQORB KKJEi lNO

Tmt.t.R.&arojlnl, Mfiletant Professor* SC£RT,Madras.

5.1 A simple but efficient system ef record keeping le

component ef on effective teaching programme.

5.2 becords should meet the following criteria!
• Indicated early the dilld's competence In each 

Objective ef the programme.
• becerd all observations when an activity Is going
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. Should prwUi fiee^ck to the teacher regarding 

choice of objectives of toaehing methods
_ Should ho meaningful to other porfossionolo working 

for the disabled chil«hren
• should provide the teacher with necessary inform tie® 

to find out the abilities of e child

0TbdR TH±N<S» -

5.3 -All the forme and questions ire should he filed
- Record car^s
- Transfer of files containing all information from 

one centre to another# if the child is transferred.

t. S VALUATION; At the 

to know the impact 
performance on the 
general discussion

end ef the lecutre s test was given 

of tho day's proceedings* Their 
guest ion "Task Analysis" was very 90 
en tho tost questions woo condu-tod.

7. ASbJOhMibNTi ltot.p.R.~arej ini# Assistant Profss©or
SCSRT# explained^ho participants how to conduct a cage 
study and how to prepare report -

Cyclostyled copies of the proforma wore given to
the participants. Ths proforma was discussed end/Oxpialnc 

k how te fill up each cotluan or item* Theyvere aekod to

eelect any disabled child ftrom their neighbourhood and 
make a ease study of tho child
RK»VlTi Case study forms wore scrutinised by the Re sour of 
persons end suggestions ana guidelines to the parents 
wore given regarding specific referral services and 

to tho teacher© feyedu oat ional purposes*



itseoRT or ms skcoo wb«x pmojw>mh«
• •

( 5-13-CS TO 1O-12-S8 )

X. structure ef the Fregramnei

1.0 Visual Handicap - One week
1. - integration ef the Vleually Handicapped children.

a. Conditions ta cil 1 tat inf integration
Jk» Hew te prepare nen-dl gabled children for Integration

2. - Curriculum adaptation and adjustments

a. Science* social sciences* languages
b» for- visually impaired without colour and light

percept Ion

-with light and colour perception

3. - Teaching Methods
a. Adaptation in Teaching Methods 
K Learning and teaching aids and their use

( booh participant has to develop a lesson plan 
«• t—eh * tepic hath for ot«hte* and tor vl—ally 

impaired Children )

4. - creative art activities
a. various art activities for visually handicapped 

children
b. See ef dance* draom* music
c. See ef tpyo* games* play
d» Adaptations In co-ourricular activities and

games
5. - TOachsrs Sole

a. Relationship with gpocial teadisr

b, Other professionals
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•• • evaluation strategies!
a. Mseallty
b. Flexibilities

2.S RdttVHCK F&RSQNSx

2.1 Or. (Miss) Rama, Lecturer In Special ahication 
( tocharye Ceeriinat^ far this week )
Regional cell eye ef idboatien, Mysore.

2.2 Ifct. p.R.sarej ini# Assistant Professor, sCARl,*edras
2.3 Tbt.R.Kuppa«roal, Assistant Prefesaar, A CART, Madras

2.4 ttilru R.Munlswany# Reader# RC-RT# Madras*

3.1 «W&T LACTOKRSi

3.1 Professor jayoronan# Profess Wr# Christian college# 

Tanbasesi.
3.2 bhrl C.D.Tambeli, Reader# RCA# Rhflpal.

3.3 bister Stella sundarazej# principal, Little Hewer 

Can vent, Teynampet# Madras.

4.0 FlALD TRIPs

4.1 Visit te the Scheel for ths nine# Lit le flewer 
can vent, Teynampet# Madras te knew about 

creative art activities.

ea
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5-ia-ee roKBNoow s&sxo

1. Tmt.p.maerejinl, Assistant Professor, scsrt,Madras 
introduced tha Me source Person ana et^er experts in 
Special education who were present.

1.1 She briefed the participants with regard to the fell ewln j 

points
- What is eeant by Panel Discuss isn and hew the 

participants should involve themselves
-Guidelines en which discussion should taken pl^ce
a. Pangea oi Visual In^airnent
b. feu optional Programme* should be tall area to 

the child's nee s»

- fecil its ting conditions
a. Organisational

, b. Pupil s-tceiai and academic qualities
c. Glass room conditions

1.2 She requested Pref.Jayaraman te intitiate the

Di ecues len and requested ethers te involve themselves 

effectively.
1.3 Pref.Jayaraman while initiating panel discussion 

he placed the fallowing issues te be discu^ed by 

the participants

- acceptance ef the disabled child by the teachers 
and peers.

• In what ways tha teacher end Peers can help the 

V.Z.Child
- (lew can a teacher identify the educational needs 

ef v. I. Child
* Mels ef the regular classroom teacher <nd Resource

te ther in lm setting.
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1.4 An the Participants involved themselves in ths 

diecuasien which went on for the whole fore neon 
session. Other Resource Persons fir. (Miss) Rama, 
lecturer, ftCb, Mysore and Sister Stella sundararej. 
Principal, little Plewer Convent made the diecuasien 
lively and interesting by sharing their views end 

experiences*

1.5 fir. (Miss)Raraa, Beeeuzoe person answered ail the
questions raised by the part let ants who were very 
enthusiastic

1.4 sister Stella sun*ararej, while answering seme ef ths 
questions raised by the participants, she explained 
ths be ha vi sure problems ef visually Impaired children 

and hew they should be tackled by the resource teac-er 
OuPVSB BR»iK

1.7 After Coffee break, the discussion was resumed on 
the fell Swing issues.
- Training in ths use ef residual vlsisn
* Pastil lari sat ion of the Child with class room snd 

school design.
- Training in listening, tactile training and 

effective use ef olfactory sense.

-Skills ef reading and writing braille in the case ef 

blind child
- Orientation mi directions
• hew te use the sighted pupils as guides fer the 

Blind
- Availability ef Special teacher for cmsultatisn 

by the general teacher
- Meaning ef least restrictive environment

-Availability ef opportunities fer participation 
in extra curricular actlvltss.

- Substitution ef vision oriented concepts into nm» 
vision oriented.
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- Knowledge ef ewernmant's cenoteslans and faculties 
to the V. X. children.

- Guidance aad eftmselltng far parents

- Hale ef non-dleabied children £er Integra tian

One the whale the dlscuseien was quite interesting 

and useful.

LOUGH BftbMt 
AfT£Jt boon bfiBbXOM

2. After Lunch Break. TMt.R.xuppeeeai, Assistant frofeseei 

SCaKX, Madras expressed her views retarding haw te 

integrate the V.X.chlld in normal school.

2.1 She initiated the dlscuaslsn My raising the issues 

regarding collecting detailed information of the 
V.X. Child

2.2 Availability »t adaptive aids far a print reaejlar, 

and a totally blind child*

2.3 Training in orientation and Mobility for a child 
- how this is useful in his future life.

2.4 fro t. Jayar amen* Dr. (Miss) As ma end Slater Stella 

Bundraraj by their partlcl atlen gave valuable 
suggest lens and practical solutions far the problems 

raised by the participants. The d lscu es ien was quite 

useful and valuable because ef the activd 

participation ef the imseuros Persons and (fciests. 

with this the session endsd.

tt



IMKWr 101 DBVBLQPHIMT Of LlSbQB eu*

*• The Resource parsons gave instructions ta tha par {Infants 

regarding tha workshop to he conducted an the day.

1.1 They briefed tha participants vx how ta prepare a 
heeaen Plan far visually tapalrea children with light 
anf colmr paree^ptian ana without them,

1.2 Tha participant* ware made deer about tha principle* 

ta ba kept in mind while preparing tha lesson plan.

Those principles ware can pen sat ory activities ef alas*
Be enemy ef time, money an* energy, benefit ta both 
normal ana visually Impaired chidren, sustaining 
interest among both af them etc.

1.3 Mew medal lessm plans ware discussed in tha class roan.

1.4 Tha participants ware divided iat a $ groups. each 

groip was asked ta develop lees ma plan in a particular 

subject area for a particular grade. Thee the five 
grades ef tha prhaary schools and all tha 5 academic 
subjects Tamil, ttiglish, science, Social Studies
and Maths were c wared.

1.5 Bach participant prepared a lessen plan ta teach tha 

sighted and V.Z. Children sitting tag other. The asms 
were discussed in tha Class rem.

1.4. same ef the lessen plans developed by the participants 
were scrutinised by tha Measures Mar sons who took 
part in the discussion.

1.7 Out af these sixty participants taw of them tmre
selected ta give demon stration lessen by using adaptation 

aids an tha next day.
with this, tha session ended.
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JTOBfi BOOM bfiSblOB

X. The Whale day was dsveted fer demm strati m ef medal 
lessees by • participants in fit fe rent subject 

areas* tech lesson was critically evaluated by the 
resource persons an* participants*

Suggestions far Modifications and improve meat wie 
given.

Arran moon session

2. Praia east Jayaranun, Christian Callage, Taabarem gave 

a talk an ths following paints.

- new te prepare maps fer Visually impaired children.
• nslat ijnt>hip between tits nssource teacher an* the 

Class te cher in the integrate* setting
• Placement ef visually impairs* children after giving 

vecatienal training
• Hew te give as*it ional stimulus ts visually 

Xeapire* chiMem^ •
He clarified the doubts raise* by ths participants 

regarding integration sf Visually repaired children*

3. Shri C.D.ianbeli, Meader in fecial Muoatise* Meg ian el 

college ef Sduoatisn, »*opai was intrediced ts the 

participants*
He discussed elaborately the supportive 

elds fern visually Impaired children -

- Bxeiiie Typewriter

• Abacus
• Slate end stilus

• •



e.l^.CB rONWOOM MMMMXoe

1. on S-12-tS the participants ware takn ta tha schaal 
far tha Ml Ina, Little newer cmvant, Matras.
Sr. (Miaa) Rama, Mr.C,n.TaaMtii» art P.Muauswaony,
Tmt. F. JLSarej ini ant Tat.a.mppamsal, aoceapaniei 
tha team.

1.1 participants observes tha dees ream teaching at 

various etantarie ant their abeervationa ware
racer ea i.

1.2 ini ear activities ana autteer activities at
Visually impaired children ware witnesses My the 
participants.
LSNOl KUMB

2. Xntser fames ant Out tear fames • ant haw thay are 

ataptat ta suit the neats at visually Scpairat
Chiliran.

3. creative activities at tha chiliren ware observes 
sy the participants

4. Cultural pr ear amma (trams, music ant Sanaa ) w*e 

seen My the participants.

The ihrticipaits were very such interested in the 
pertsrmances ei the Hint Children and appreciates 
them te a great extent. They gave e tenet ijn te the 
School ts shew their appreciation ant te encourage the 
Chiliren.
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9- 12-SS row He CM SdbSlON
1. The whole m«bQta«i taken by bhri c,D»T«ijmi(

Wader in facial sducetion, national CWlege of
o •

Bluestlen* nyootkr Ha explained the aide and 

equipments n«e<bd for the Visually Braised Children
He taught then how ta operate the equipments*

1.1 He else explained haw ta read Brattle System 
and the participate ware able ta write the 
alphabets In braille system* They were, able ta 
write even a tew words*

1*2 part Id pant e ware taught-hew ta use Abacus far
Being Mathematics*

The Project teen was also presnet through out the 
day. They teak active part In the Discussion*

10- 12-SB fOftSNOCN

1. Oils day was meant tar Mel discussion an the

topics given aaiowi
- The Bdie ef the Teacher* Mesouroe Person and tha 

parents*
- fevelvemsnt at ether professionals, such as 

Medical nectars* Psychologists* Social workers 

end Special Bduoatars*

- evaluation strategies
1*1 The discussion wag Initiated by Mr.Tenbell and 

Contributed by ether resource persons* The 
proceedings ef the discussions were translated lnte 
Tamil by the frpject Team and alas by neaouroa 
Pare ma*

1*2 The involvement of the Participants was meaningful 

They alee gave some useful suggestions*
LUhCH
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After bunch break, the participant* were Oriented 

by the Resource Person* about the imprar lotion of 
teaching aid* and alee adaptation of avail Ale 
teaching aid* fee the benefit ef the visually 

impaired children, each participant was ebbed 

te suggest 3 Teaching aids and material*, 
participants were able te mention teaching aids 

to be developed by them. Some mere suggestions were 

given by the Keeource per eons.

11-12-1
The Participant* were eeked to prepare atleaet 

three teaching aid* suggested by them and try out with the 

drvioually Xm aired children. The leader ef the teem 

eas asked te cellected^all the aide along with the list ef 
persons who prepared them and submit them to the Resource 
iereeas. It was ai*e suggested that an exhibit ian ef all 
the .caching aide developed by them during the course con 

be conducted at the end of the six weeks programme.

*«•



RSFOKT or THB THIfcO KUX VROOflMOM, 

T» 1B-12-M
• •

S'tlUCZLlh; or Thu FRO ^'H*

Ie Hearing Mpainnent (One week )

1, Integration ef Hearing Iepcired Children

a. Degree ef Hearing leas and ita lag>llo»tlQns for 

elassroen plaoaoent
h« com it ien a facilitating integration

2, Coraaunloatien

• Language and speech training

• Library Reading

• Tetai ooaeiuniotion

3, Curriculum adaptation and adjuatmonta

far (a) Deaf
(b) tertlally Hearing lapaired children 

flexibility in planning the Curricula* for 

Hearing Repaired children ia integrated cattles*

( The teachera should be repeated te prepare atleaet 
one lesson plan ia language, Science aad social 

science using adaptive aide )
4, Teaching Methods

• Individual lead Teaching

- Multiaenaery approach

5, Aida end tcpitpeenta
• Hew te ensure utilisation ef aide amequipeonta 

Sy the handicapped children

«. creative art activities
various *rt activities ter Hearing paired children

- See ef Toys, pl«Y
• w»e ai dance, drama, Muaic

7e waluation etret yi^e
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2. M£S<JQMC« MR® MS

2. X or.*as®in* Me&der In Special Sdiaatlen* MOfl^al
Cellefe ef education, Mysore

2.2 Br.MMi Lecturer in special Mduoatian* nefionel 

cellefe ef education, Mysore

2.3 Thiru M.Munlewaay, Meader* 0C& T* Moiras,4,

2.4 fet.P.M.Sare>lni* Assistant Prefa w or* MCSsr,Madrea

2.5 Thiru s,Asthalavenan, Assistant Professor* dCssT, Madras

2.4 Ttot.Ma»a owl* asa intent Professor* SCART,Madras.a

3. OUSST-Lecturer
3. X or.ltothna, Director, ah Inola institute ef Speech

end ^earing, Mysore

3.2 Sr. Mita Mary* Principal* School for the hear top repaired* 
Teynampet* Madras.4.

3.3 Indira irukash* I winy special sweater* AlZfK* Mysore

3.4 Miss Leeiayathy* Director* dark’s School fer H arlaf 
Mpalred and Mentally Meta read* Mylapere* Medre^.

3.5 Miss.Maiathi* espaiakriatman, Principal, M<jajl 

Vidyesarem, j&lpftuk* Madras.

4. riALD TRIP
visit te MBia vidyalaya, Aiesrp^t in tha foren^en
and te CSI School tor the ^©af and puaK ssnthaoi in thi

Afternoon
b. RO^LU^TloMj Their lesean plena end aids are te he

evaluated. Damon at ration lesson also will he evaluated.
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BOMBKOOM SfiSSIOl
fmul msoussjobi Decree •* hearing less end it a 
Implications far educ^tisn.

1. Dr.Ybmtean, bsader, Megion*l College ef ML cat ten, 

Mysore briefed the participants about tbs activities 

ef the weak. She also discussed the medalivies at 
dealing with various exacts at education a£ the 

hearing impaired this week;

Br.N.Math/na, oirectmr# Ml-India Institute of 

Speech and ^earing. Mysore initiated the di souse ion 

en the topic and the di sou os ion was foil ewad by 

Sr.Mita ^*ry# Principal, little Hewer Schawl 
far the nsaf and Dr.Y&smean and Dtr. Mamet, fir am 
MCE, Mysore.

1 Be fere starting the panel discuss ion, or.Bethns

shared sees ef this experiences regarding Hearing 

>n paired children with the participants

• H.l. Oiildran canst Identity the finer paint a ef 
sband. they o&net ejay classical Music

- Klstery can be taught by way of stsry telling

- Dreset last len is the beat way ef teaching any 

subject

- Cmalc bases nay be visualised 

- sequence should be deer

• Tea her should plan beforehand regarding what

concepts have to be taught and hew te be taught end 
hew you are going te prepare sound based aius for 

teaching that concept.
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1.2 Macuaalan tha participant. »4 Raa-uraa pVa*ia
waa very Interesting an« u«A>l. of tte <yaeatlans a
raiaaR by tha participant a ana t»* ans*rs Riven by

ere gIran beiews
K.X.

0. parents bring the/chlldren after six er eight years?

A. ft rente don at tatw .here te ge and to whom to approach

ana hew te approach. se in format ten about all there 
detail a oust be given te the parents*

C. What efforts are being taken te educate the N.X*Chlid 

in your institute?
A, Mass media faculties are uaed to educate these Publicit; 

is very important and ef forte eheid be mode fer that.

He explained that cleaning ef the ears is very lmpertam 

and we must be careful in the methods of meaning end 

mate riels used fer cleaning. He else m^ntiomed hew 

hearing la affected when threat is affected*

There wea a discussion regarding the behaviour ef 

H. X. Children. He explained about gestures* finger^spelli 

that ere uaef fer commun lection.

1.3 APTSRNOUM St&SIOM
ftnei Diecuasien by -Drab .Reft ins. AXXlK*Mysare*

Sr. Rita mry* Madras,

CKUltlma feelllt tlna mta^retlan
fir. Rita Mary initiated the discussion*

She shared emae ef her experiences In integrating hearing 

impaired with common children. Resource persons who were 

present there also teak part in discussion. fir.Yamneon

and Dr. Rama ftmo ncs.Myeere alee e>reseed tneir view 

paints during discussions. Participants asked v*rlsua 

questions regarding integrated education <odwore satisfied 

with the solutions ts ths problems posed by thorn, plecueelo
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1.4 Br.^athna, Sr. Rita Mary, ur.yasmeeb, Br.**«* «*!

Tmt. sarej Ini eav tha teaching al!a prepare! by 

participant a ane gave their valuable *igje»tlene te 

Impreve there al!a« Thia was fer the first time th t 

participants ha! prepare! teaching • i!s 1 

!leable« chll!ren. Meat ef the al!s prepare! by 

participants were useful
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13-12-8S. rOR^OOM S&&1QM

1. Mrs. 2nd ir* Pxakaeh, A££H« Mysore gave e talk wi 

c anoun i oat ian -

a. Language and speech hearing

b. Lip reding

c. Total covmunicatisna

1.1 She explained very dearly regarding the f-lluyinf

- Meaning ei language and speech

• What te soy is language and hew te gay ia ’speech*
- Methods used for the development ei language

a- Oral Method
b. Aural Method
c. Manual Method
d. Motar-Kinethetic Method

- general speech reading
- specific speech reading
• Lip reading
• Total ooamunlcat ion Method ll.c) Combination of ell

Methods.
2. AfTEM-NOOM &£SS DM

In the aftemom session also Mrs.2nd ire Prakash 

continued her talk on the same topic and than Invited 

question from ths participants*
some of the Important points stressed by her are given 

here.
• geographical terms should be taguth dearly.

- Make use of each -nd every available Opportunity to

develop ths language skill.
• Climate situation should be used fer promoting 

national Integration.
• Chlleren mist know that bbft we study History te

preserve aur children.



• Concept is sere important. Science shaild fee taught by 

correlating It te life situation.

• Oure and effect met has should he fsilewBd.

• All steps should be taken for attitudinal chances.

- Seine frmn special tcheel te normal school is good and 

it should jm emaeu raged.

• Placement ef deaf children after education should fee 

enceu rged.

She clarified an the queries reload by the 

participate as well as the Resource Persons. The wacaatotk 

inters cti sn between the participants and the fee source persons 

was quite useful.

14-12-ee
iSRbl eoe

Visit te the institution*
- Bala Vidyalaya, Pre» Preparatory School for Hearing 

Impaired, Aiwarpet,Madras.

The whole team was .iferl&ed into batches • The first

botch was Instructed te observe the school activities free

9.3o te ll.oo A.M. the Second batch was instructed te visit the

school from 11.00 A.M. to 12.x B.M.
first, the principal Mrs.&areswath 1 Barayanasweny

w^6 kind enough te brief the participants regarding hew Se they

te^ch the small childrmand what de they teach, she stressed

that Parents cooperation is a oust for then.
The nest Important guidelines given by hern are

as fellows;*
1. Accept the child's deafness (as yu; accept his

abilities and tenperament) whan It is dlagsnelssd by 
the doctor as earl, as possible.

_ Select asultadie Hearing aid for the child.
• Intr educe the child te the enviorrment after dee 

the language te be taught.
idt



- start with the paapla areund and tha abjecta around 
him.

• uae every Ufa activity ta taike with tha child.

- Deaf child*a education can bake place in tha 

Kit ehen, aathreem* garden ate.
ihey thay observed haw tha teacher develops 

tha oemminioatian skill md vocabulary by using various types 

•f aide.
biTbUioon bss^azon.

Visit ta the scheai-csl Schaal far Deaf cm 4 numb 
Bar;thane* Madras.

Tha Headmistress teak tha participant and

distributed them ta varlaue aactiana af tha achtcl. £„ch
✓

•roup observed tha class, toile abaarving thay askJd anna 

Quustlans. Tha Resource Teacher darlfledt aelr acubta 

than and there.
Hara thay observed fram OKS level to xS d. level 

bath in Tamil Medium anddnglish medium. »i visit my these 

in at ltutlen* tha participants ware vary much ber^ fitted.

is-i>»gg. foaruooN s-sszun.
1. Blucatlan of hearing Impaired*

1.1. Hiss Lee lava thy, Director* Cl ark* a Schaal far Hearing

Impaired and Mentally Retarded* Madras was introduced ta
hha RartldL pants ay or»Yaonin* Fr eject coordinator, Bed, Mysore.

1.2 dha explained vary dearly ta tha participants abmit

thm fallowing concepts.
- she are called special children?
- Za it passible ta bring Integration and if It la pSBfcib 

then whan it la passible and Haw It is puss ibl'-Z
- H. I.Child la « disabled child in

a. canmun ioat ian
b. Understanding
c. Speaking
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• The biggest problem is ths cenaunloattun problem and 

haw ts tackle this problem.
- by bringing see. adaptations in tha curriculum which is

ta ba taught by ths teacher. by ths parents and by 
ths society.

- Casa study sf tha child is vary important and that tag 

it should ba made soon after berth if it is identified.

• One one language should be taught te H»X»diild.

- But same exceptional deaf children study even 5 languages 

due te
a. good currculum
b. good Toucher a

c. goad achasl 
<• good parents

• Preparation of the child emotionally educationally and 
socially is important

- 4 stages in eAicat tog the deaf child.
1. Diagnosis
2. Assessrnent ef Status
3. Bstabil6hmsnt of Teaching objectives 
4•Prescriptive Teaching
5si Reassessment ef status
d. Resetting ef objectives

• pre-&choel prbjraame, reinteroeasnt ef only that 

language la needed.
• tha teacher should be very clear in as 
- Hsv ta prepare a lessen plan.
• Classroom arxengement end the egjlpaents te be used 

and hew te handle than. Methodology foliated.
AFLdRNOOM SdSdlOW
1. XAKOUACfi RaVMLOPM«iT>

Mr.Leeiayathy, as a Resource Parson continued after lunch
Break.
2.1. She explained the various ‘ tapes ef development ef a child 

and everyone must try to talk with tha child.
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2.1 Teachers mu;t have e suitable curriculum todmi^p

an these stages. every teacher must have an in struct lorn 

procedure. T^char should t-e imaginative, ant creative 

te use the situ at Ians fer developing the communication 

skill.

2.3 She emphasises ones asin that language skill is the 

pMet round which ths child has te learn ether skills.

2.4 She higher states the feUlewlng peintei-

• Flay is very important fer the deaf child just lkba 

a normal child.

- The lessen should se plenties may after assessing the 

reeupture end expressive level ef the chlis.

- enrichment ef auditory perception te promote 

spantaneeus learning.

2.5 Lastly she ejqplalnes hew te teach a poem te e Seaf chlis.

2.4 There was an interact len and discuss isn between the

reeairce persons and participant*.

3.0 Mrs.nans Devi, Assistant Professor, SCh.RT,Madras 

explained hew te develop a lessen plan fer H.X.ChilS. She 

selected a peem from the text seek end gave sample lessen 

plan te the participants

She highlighted that -
- Skill ef observation should se developed in fuiepaixed 

Children
- See ef match stick figures in teaching a poem and

s erne concepts.
- Sim ill and abstract things can se explained Sy

dra mat last ion.
- Listening, speaking, Reading end writing can se taught 

by adaptation ef glrures drawn.
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Bach participant selected ana topic related 

to various school subjects and prepared a ample lesson 

plan, participants also Indicated In their piano what 

typo of tea chine aids are required to teach particular 

topic. They wore also instructed to prepare teaching 

aids related te their lessan plan.

COfi^TXVS AKTZ ACTIVITY fOft THS JgSAOL&D ZB 
ZMT£OI*T£0 SBT VPa

Hrs.Haiathl gop^lakiishnaa, principal, ftsjal 

Vldye AShr*m, Madras,
Dr.^asneen Introduced the guest lecturer 

the partlcl ants. She else dlecumed the Importance of 

creative art activities In studsnt-learning. creative 

art activities such as dan os, drome, nuslc,gaxnss, Toys, 

play etc. can se organised In Integrated oot up. These 

activities help In learning various concept, children 

bheough play can learn and thia learning will be more 

effective.
Mlss.mlathl Oepalakrlahn&n,with the help of 

another speaker Mrs. Will laws organised verlaie activities 

In groups, or.s.naae, Mrs. Rena nevki and Mre.P.&erejlnl 

helped the participants In group work, participants *re 

divided Into six groups, each or sup wee responsible for 

eno typo of creative art express Ians such as master play, 

painting. Autobiography, conversation etc.

MTTdiuNoon awbijn
Zn the afternoon sans ien p<*rticipants presented 

various activities on the those 'pollution1 six items 

wore presented sy them In group. The resource per tan 

explained how te evaluate the creative art activities.
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She fave an ONOople sn hew te develop integrated 

lessen■. She explained hew theta pic ’water • can be taufht 

integrating various school subjects such as Science9 

geography* history. language , mat h ana games

She explained hew to prepare activity sheets.

17-1 a»se yoe&MooH session 
Evaluation Strategies: Sr.Rita Nary.

She highlighted the ffilewi&g points

- Met much adaptation is required in evaluating the 

performance ef hearing impaired.

-Dictation can be given thrsugh lip nevsmsnt

- Berne marks should be ailettdd te speech

- Their graomar should be evaluated properly

- concept formation and language development should 
be given due exphaslo.

ATTsRhOON SESS3DM

Two separate taste were ^lven by Mrs.Rama Devi 

and Mrs. p.&arej ini just te evaluate their a chievemsnt in the 

areas ef visual Impairment and hearing impairment. Test 

papers wre evaluated and discussed with the participants.

ifeJJHWa
Hl the participants were requested te finalise 

one lessen plan far the hearing impaired in Integrated set up. 

•hey were also asked te select proper type ef teaching a ids 

be develop the lesson in the fclassreom. Lesson plans and 

beaching aids were evaluated by the resource persons end 

necessary f-ed back was provided.
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iv hsac,
Dl^SlilTYi 1S-12-03 - B-UrM

X. STMOCTUWB OF THd PHOS»*MMl
1. Concept ef learnt j disability

2. Identification ef learning disabled

3. Meyneeia and reiMdla^lan ef learning disabilities

4. Curriculum adaptations and adjustments
5. Creative art activities for the disabled

- various art activities far the learning disabled
- usa ef play# toys* fanes
• usa ef dance* d rama and muse

S. Development ef material for remediating.
Specific learning difficulty in all the areas • 
seeding* Spelling* writing and arithmetic operations

7. evaluation adjust ants

xx. /sffuitY Wilyad
1. Dr. (m1^)y.a.a21z» seeder in Special education* SOI*

Mysore.
2. Dr. (Miss)Menam* Lecturer in Special siuoatien* DC**Myse

3. Dr. P. Veerappan* A.M., field Of floor (boar) ?Ma drag.

4. ire.fappammai* Assistant Profess or* SCakT* Ma dr a s.
5. Mr.s.Amabaiaven^n* Assistant Professor* SCSST*Medres.

S.Mr.S.S.oepeiakrlshnan* Assistant Professor* sc^*T*Medree 

7. Mrs.feme Devi* assistant Professor* SCuMT*Mhdres.b.

0. MTb.F.S.sarejinl* Assistant professor* bCsAT*Madras» 
eudST LSCTumsa.

1. Mrs.Lailtha samanujam* teacher mcherge L.D.Children,Me

2. Mlet.vijaya Laximi* clinical Psychelejlst, Mae res.

Ill. Visit - Clarke school ter the Deaf and Mentally Detardei 

Madras.
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ItzUfcJi fOMNOOH

1.1 Learning n ana a ehanga in behaviour

1.2 L.O.aaana linlteb er sebuceb ability ta lean.

1.3 LU), la af twa type -
A - eeneral learning bieability 

B • Specif io learning bic ability

• Meablny* writing* Arlthnatie
1.4 Bach ana every echeel nay finb lo-l5/L»iLQiilb ran

1.5 Vbry recently eAioatlaniata ana racial warkera b*ve 

atarteb paying attantian tawarba ite

2. eeneral cfcaraetaretlee afL.au
2.1 Ability leavel
2.2 Activity level
2.3 Attantian Problem

2.4 Meter Preble*
2.5 Viaual Me*ary

2.5.1 Visual recagnltian
2.5.2 Visual recall

2.5.3 Visual sequential nanary
2.5 Au a it ary peroaptlen

2.7 Au bit 9ry biacviminatlen
2.a Aubltery Canpzehenei j>n

2.9 Aubltery figure yraunb 
2.le Aubitiry cl acute

3. language prebien
3.1 eaiayab gpeeoh
3.2 Difficulty in syntax
a
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4. causes ef Seaming disability

4.1 ifecesslve gene
4.2 Malnutrition
413 Maureen ergy syndrome

4*4 Brain injury

4.5 Barman measels and epilepsy

4. t Suffocation at the times ef birth 

AfTBitiOUI S4SSIOII
Pr.Mangasyeoi*udlby percept Ian and auditory memory

1. Auditory training far L.B. children

2. Prevalence rate ef problem

3. Character sties ef S,D« Children
4.idenitlfcatien ef children in the claeeraam having LJ>. 

trebles.

5. Simple ma-cures te help such children.

• •
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This day was devoted te visit Clarke school for 

the deaf and sen telly retarded# Madras.
participants observed classes during toreno^i 

session end for end hour they observed cultural prooranroa. 

disabled staged drama, related te Christmas#

21-12-OS. iONEl.OON fe&alttM

1# duide lines for adaptation i Dr.Y,A,Azl2, mcm# Mysore,

1.1 It le elfflcult to ldentfy died oases of L.D.

1.2 Mere excercleee in the partlcilar area ef deficit 

should be elven

1.3 Practice should continues untill the child 

nest ere the task

1.4 Similar letters and w^rds should not be taught st 

the suae time.

1.5 L.D. Child reverses wards and letters while reading 

and writing.
1.0 Memedisi sessions euet be Organise^.

1.7 Task should be easy te perform se ttat child can 

achieve 00-*e% success.

1.0 A sense ef achievement acts as metlvatsr.

1.0 Meeh task eheuie be dsvlded into sub-tasks.

l.le. Attempts should be mesa te increase tie lending speed 
ef the child.

»f la&XBl&H Dr.fa.Mmna, RCK.Myafar
2.1 My screening out children whs have serious difficulty 

in reMtog/writlng/Arlthsmtle but who are net M,R.er 
Sensory handicapped

2.2 bevexely brain injured# seriously emotionally

disturbed have a^eqpate interest and opportunity far 
eo&demlc achievement.
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AJTT&JhtOtwbgss1om> ar.fc.maea, Regional college ef Mentis 
Mysore.

3. Identification •£ L.aby using -

3. X fupil - Behaviour Mt ing scale far identifying lea mis

siaabilltlea in different a rose ef pre»scheel age.

3.2 By ebeervisg/ansesbing eat ef learning abllltl-s 

53 (any gee ted) by valet t.

4. different types ef leer ing disabilities were 
di ecu seed.

22-l3rM FOIUTOON Ub.

*• A^eaifc and remediation ef learning disability s»
Or •&.Ramus.

3.1 Bifficultiae feced by dyaXexlce, dyographica and 
dyaoaXuXlcs while reading, writing ana deing arithmetl< 

calculations were discussed.

X.2 denerai principles of remediatien of UIbwere 

alee discussed.

1.2.1 Over learning

1.2.1 Repetition with varieties
1.2.3 Sensory deprlvatien
1.2.4 Multigeneery experience
1.2.5 tee ef free imagination

1.2.5 beeps fer success

1.2.7 Consistency and regularity ef treatment
1.2.5 Myche-therapeutic approach te develop confidante.

1.3 The application ef these principles in teaching L.Du

were discussed with cmcreta exsaplee.



ArTSiOiUjM bcMluM.
»

* aBWLOfi*UMT OP IBMAXBaJU IO* L*A»Ihe
ttlSA&»B CHxLUk*b.

nr.Aaaaa gave gu la aline* far the planning ef 
remedial wark* The part id pants wars dlvded inta 5 groups 
*<*4 ware fiver. ths iai lowing tasks -

X - Ta teach Tamil alpha set, ward snaiyslc and 

synthesis skills

• - Ta teach symBeis represent ing con^anant and

Towel ctokinati^s

C - Te mreromos tha confusion in learning latter a
with vieu*l/aueitsry/ Au ditar y-visuai similarities.

• - Te teach numb r concepts and arithmetic preoas&ee.

B * Ts overcame tha confusions in learning ctnoapte 
Belonging ta a particular class ef ideas 

(Science, social sciences).

participant* prepared the plans far remedial 
teaching. The same ware discussed in da tail and suggest Una 
were given far imprevemmnt.

x few resource persona clang with prelect 

af fleer visited cluster schaels in Ksttankoiathur Black.
The adjectives ef tha visit ware te study the actual 

situations prevailing over in the acheels, type ef euppert 
aervlcas te Be pravidad to the handicapped children, rajs 
af special aehaala af tha lacmiity in education af handicaps 

children in canteen schaels, and type af activities undertake! 

By me etc. Beaminee Person along with dducetiso ef floor
visited the Blok education office alsst
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2 >12-80

1. Mrs.iaiitha saamnujam and Mra.ViJaia La*l

two resource persons organised activities for the education 
L«a

2. Ths points which were discussed earlier cere 

discussed earlier were else reinforced by giving mere

3. Mere emphasis was given for developing activities 
like sensory perception, memory, psyche-rwtor skills* 
language development etc.

4. Croup and individual procedures were suggested.

5. Teaching ef finglleh te dyslexice was discussed.

4. Procedure for te< ehing eatbuontice was also discuss d d

24.ifr.sg.
HOLM gf Ploy material lathe education gf the SI sealed t 
Dr.Y.A.Azuz* PCS, Mysore.

Play material can he developed k eeping in 

mind the feliewtoy breed arose •

1. In ducat ion sf good habits •

1.1 «esa fosd habits
1.2 Civic reap'nsUtilities
1.3 cleanline so

1.3.1 Personal
1.3.2 environmental - Heme* school, Locality etc.

2. novelepmonto si language
2.1 vocabulary
2.2 Spelling
2.3 Orammar

3. Content based activity-bbeeta

3.1 content te be covered
3.2 various way- ei organising creative activities



fir .F. Veerappan* A.F.A.* Madras* Bevel epment ef gasp*,

1. Language Bsveiepment -

1.1. ve cabal ary Development- Haw te daval^ vccasuia*? 
ef students at various level • use ef Hash cards* 
different types ef flash cards*

1.2 araseM - Hew te Is^rsve the graiwsar ef sc heal
Children? Hew te correct freest leal errors? Teachers 
©an prepare ganea te Imp rave sentence pat earns 
and grammar ad children.

2. A group si souse Ion was held an davelepnent ef 
various hypes el fanes far recreational purposes 

as wall as far educational pur; esa.

24 12-ee 4rf*a Kuoa 6&j^>2oh

Hrs.Rena Jiayl. aiSttC. Madras-

Che discussed various lessen plans pr«xared 

by the trainees, she gave concrete suggestions far davalapeant 
al teaching aide related ta the plan, dach leasm plan w®s 
dlscuesed In the class and sug gest tana ware given far the 
Imp rave meat.

parti eluants organised a noali tunctian ta 
celebrate c hr Is tarns day. They daval aped teaching aids and 
nadaia related ta their lesstt plan.

25-12-M. Final leatlon af Teaching a Us and lesson plans 
by the participants.



HWfiaflLQr ns riw^iwfii
1. Mental Aetardatlan

2. Associated behwiaural disorders •

• *yt<e
• Management
• Wee ef adaptive hehavieur scale

3. Curriculum adaptation and adjustments

- flexibility
- Curriculum fee daily living skill a and Mlf-hsip ekiiie

- At pre-pr Usury and primary stages emphasis m -

eelf-help skills, sensory training, personal hygiene,

health and safety, cummunloation skills* readiness

far reading, writing tnv arithmetic,
(Preparation ef leas an plan )

4. Teaching met heap and aids

5. creative art activities -

• various art aethritier

- Use of dsnoe, drama and music

- participation in excursion

• use ef toys, games and play 

4« evaluation adjustments

7, Planning appropriate remediation pregratnse

• novelepment ef material far remediation
• feild&mue and counselling

ram avaufsc
l, 1, nr«Y,A»Azis, ecs, Mysore

2. br.b.Aamaa, a®, Mysore
3« or,P,Vsex*ppan, a,f,a. yield Office, Madras,

II. 6C^OT, Madras,
- 1, Dx.M.Ragturam einjh, Professor, oivUian,!



2t-.ia.aa vorknoom

2. N&tun «t mwitai r.tartetlm *n. fc>«nt liloatlOB of 
—taxation. Dr.Y.a.Aat». k*.hvi«>..

1*1 • Mental rota rest leu i types
1.2 • mental illness i types

what are the mentally retareo* libel

2.1 Blew react ten

2.2 Absence ef clarity
2.3 Inability te learn fast

2.4 liability te un^erstan* quickly
2.5 to* Ml tty ta .act*

2.4 Lack ef concentration

2.7 &hert torpor
2«a inability te rectember

2.0 U*ok af ceox* In itlan

2.30 eolay in etveiopcnent.

lDBHTlfi^.TlOM or MtiNIXtL lakTMiflfcTiqil

3.1 screening Xcheeaie 1 (Below 3 years)

Chile's Progreso Hermel Dele ye *&sv slopes
Development. if met achieve*

by the

1. Boo, ones te Mame/veioe 1-3 months 4th month
2. Smiles at ethers 1-4 months 4th month
3. Hales heat steaoy 2-4 months 4th mopth
4. bits without support 5-1. • 12 th month
5. stance without support 0-14 months 10th month
5. walks well lo»2e months 20th month
7. Wlbo in 2-3 wore ssntencsslB-30 months 3*. ymr
B. bets/erinks by self 2-3 years. 4th y—r.
9. lolls his name 2-3 years. 4th yaor

le. il&s toilet control 3*4 years. 4th year
11. Aveleg simple terras. 
Other factors.
12. Has fits

3-4 years.

Yes wo
4th year.

13. Has physical ei«abin*v



3.2 a inf schedule. XZ ( 3- d years )

ubsarve t/i» fallowing i-

1, Ca^ wil with ether children, did the child have 
any serious delay in sitting, standing er
waiting? Y*&/NO

2. Dees the child appear te hays difficulty in
bearing. »*/*>

3. neae the child have difficulty in seeing

4. When yeu tell the child te de eeae thing,
dees he seem te have problems in understanding
what you are saying?

g. Usee the child sometime^ hive fits, 
rdf Id. er lees can eci eu ana as?

y^/MO

Ycb/WO

f. uwa the Chile asset imaa have weakness an^ 
er etlifheob in tne links an^/sr 
difficulty in walking an swing hie arse?

g7.Deae the chile have difficulty in learning

te de things,like ether children ef hie age?

g. la the chile net able te epeek at an? 
(cannet sake himself un ere teed in werde
(say any recall a* ala weide).

g. Is the child*b speech in eny %dY different 
frss eezmdi?

(net deer eneugh te be undereteed ey people 
ether then hie immediate family)

1C. compered te ether childrci •< Me age. 
dees the child appear in any way backward, 
dull er slew?

If eny ef the ebeve itmne is answered
eustOQt mental retardation.

ras/ho

Yad/hO

y*>»

¥>/*>

TbS/MO



2.3 Screening schedule III ( 7 Years • and a--va )

Observe the following*

1. Cmnpared with other children, did the child 
have any serious delay in sitting, standing
or welkind? YBS/NO

2. Can the child net do things fer himself
Yd&^idlike eating, dressing, bathing and grouelny.

3. Bees the child have difficulty in undsrstan ing
when yeu say ’de this sr that?* Ysb/be

<• Zs the child*s speech unclear? YBb/uo

5. Dees the child have difficulty in express Ing,
without using asked what the child tee seen/ 
heard? YaS/hO

6. Dess the child have weakness anchor 
stiffness in the limbs end/er difficulty

in walking or moving his arms? YKS/tO

7. Dees the child sometimes have fits, become

rigid sr lose conscleumiess? YW/MO

8. Csmpared ts ether children ef his age, 
dees the child appear in any way b okw^rd, 
dull sr slaw? Ydfi/wo

Zf any sf the above items is snsidrsd ’YDS’ 

suspect mental xetardotisn.

IZ. Dr.M.Myhuremainjh, a CUtT, Madras. He revised the 
work done by participant*. and encyired abmat the 

pregreos of the course, its impact on treinueo etc.



XIj* Associated behaviour eieor ere emeng Mental Retardation,
• Dr. S. Kamas, RCS, Mysore

1, Concept sf adap lve /Nhavimir
2, Causes for behaviour deviation among RMR 6 TMR were 

analysed*
AFI»»OO1I SSU>X)N*

caused far behaviour deviations! (Continued) Dr.s.RMoaa.

- maturity lag
• inability te leaw
- Far an tai indifference
- Lack ef emotional control

• Halted ability te analyse sec la situations

• peer eecio»«conemic background
• lack et acceptance of Mentally Retarders by peers etc

Miottienal games te develop Arithmetic skill* or,T.A,Axis* 
NC&* Mysore,

One yassi developed by HCbRT wee demon stroked* Trainees 
are required te develop different methods ef developing basic 
skills in school children, with the help ef educational fames 

all types of disaLied children along with normal peers can learn 

easily end sickly.
27-12-31,

2. Assessment ef Mental retardation and Man age meat ef 
Mentally Retz*ded Childt JX,Y.A,Azl£, KGB, Mysore,

On the b&si^ ef screening schedules if a case io 

suspected* the correct diagnosis should dene by -

- The paedlatrlct/psychlatry depart® ei to of general hespU 
-mental hoe.pitilt/cnild guidance clinics 

• special school for Mental Retradatlun -DRC eta.

The fellow in j infexmetien is required true parents before 
diagnosing the chllu, after screening

- Detailed history about the health ef tlm mother during



. Details af tlm chilf after birth guch as imounlast ion 

ana iiinams such ag fever# fits, jaundice, meaaieg*

• History ef similar illness in the family*

After taking thia type af hiatary fevelapmentai 

assessment ia fane and if neegeg psychgiagical t sting la 

tana* Than the chi If ia asseseeg an the assessment checklist 

te finaaut the currant level af his functioning. Then the 

ahiia ia asm min eg by the magical eacotr ta f uig out whether 

there are any magical problems such aa fit a* Xf any 

grugg are necessary, they are preeerlbeg* A management plan 

in than grown aut*
lefare assessing the level af functioning af the chilg 

ana shsulg assess his hearing, vis ian , speech ang understand in 

lecametien ang his response ta varleus stimuli*

2h arear ta fing cut hie level ai parimnnanoa glffarent 
Assessment checklists can be uaag •

X Age range 9-6 «onth»

XX Age range 7-12 matte

XXX Age range 1-2 year*

XV Ays range 2-3 y*«rs.

V Age range 3-4 years.
VX Age grange 4-5 year*.

VII Age range 5-4 years.

sraiuatlan »f tr"ln«ee« Or.n.Mgtaranalnyh, rrofets«r»

Different questions were aakeg eraily by hl£

such as
• What are ths objectives ef Xin?
• ghat are the neegg ef H*l«chlg?
• Maw ape-ch c*11 ta Dwelepeg?

Dtrtlcipants reactions eng ebeerv'tlmu an
school visits were sought*



APTUOiOCM SbbSXUi*

ZZX* Types ef behaviour die or aero a or.&»Maa, bus, Mysore,

• Behaviour problems related te limited 

ability te learn

• Beetienoi problems
• Problems related te faculty eslf-co^oept.

IV.Bevelepmsnt ef communication skillet flr.P. Veerappan,

1. eensrel rtoouasion on eooommlcetiem

2. Things te keep in view •
• Time and place ei teaching

- Teacher’s euee and readiness te teach

• Objectives

- evaluation and assessnent aspects
• The teacher should present a good me el ef

cBenunlost ion

3, Hew te develop the coumtaicetlon skills -

• feat are the problems in this regard

• meaningless sentence
• Problem of coop sehene ion

• Irregular sentence spat terns

- wrong pronunciation

• Substitutienef one sound for another
• enlbsion ef rounds
- Distort fan of sounds*

4. Bsmsdiatlsn •
• vocabulary development
• continuous reepet it ten ef saunas
• Syllables specif icatisn
- Concentrating on one sifiicult earn at a
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1. A£>»iTIKv* XhoTtfiCTlutwO, )W»KU4. AMP MeTHDObi 
or*T«K*Aaiz* ft>« Mysore*

a mentally retarded or dovel s^nentally 

Slew child may need •

• ok time in lea wind

• mere explicit Mult fuiOfenoe

• mere systematic arrangement and seep arcing ef 
learning experiences in order to develop 
ce^nit ion*

At pre school level ail activities for these children 

should be arranged in such e way as ts help developing -

- differentiation and discrimination*

• Association and similarity

• erouping and class i fleet ion

• Ordering end ssviation

• Ouse effect reistlsnships
- Association sf related events
• eolations: concepts

- depression and representation

sample teaching a ids were displayed for the 
development ef these skills* Trainees were reru*sted ts 

, sepsis aids and try then out in their schools*

11« evaluation - ur«M*d^g hi rem Singh*
He evaluated the achievement sf the participants 

curing this course*

111* HBnwgecnsnt of behaviour dissr ers< Or*^*Mao>aa*liCS<Myeee

1* deneral principles
• mating a thorough study Sf ths child
- providing opportunity ts learn appro riste oehavian
- rewarding dosUabio behaviour

- Convincing parents
« Creating a secured ^tmeophsr
• managing child*s progress properly



• m .vu ^T^^n

1» Flexibility
2» At pre-prismry en< primary level emphasis

eheule be given en the following activiti-s - 
-•ell.help skills.
- *Uy living skille

- sensery training
- Health «n4 Hygiene

3. Fer the envelopment ef these skills var^c*-*5 activities

must e ergenlsce -
•ye hane co-erftnation activities 

- sauna eie crimination

• hearts ana gcoes

. music

• Flay activities.

4. Methods •
• Task analysis
. InelvlSuaiiseS Instruction
• Frogr^maee Instruction.

25 1W8 FW-liOON S^OblDL.

M tThWiATIO TW'QiiHe i Mr.H. K.&ubcananlyai;., £ MT, M* fife <6 .g.
. Mathematics recjuirea legloni thinning 
. Diagnostic testing Is helpful In l-*rr..tDtf»

He selected an te^lc • 'Fine concept* 
anS illustrated hew to head It te M. II. children*

U^s Oi ajmfTIV^ a&iAVxJUM AO JUR t or.ftamae, mcb,tyaere.
X. concept.

- Out line ef behavioural patterns et various stay*** 
. new to use *lhe pupil lehavlmir Hatn j t eele*

21. Memedtel Sea inw wegr^ume - new te ory* iso it.



Afcuuioai kj^u,

US^TlOJkl, TOYS ANOTuSlR Mr .Adda lav* nan

V rieus toys related te shape, colour else 

and caiaapts were eheio te the participants, they analysed 

their educational significance,

le ue^cioiio or lecxiUMKTXo&t Mr,N,K,tubreamniasu scBRT,*adre

-uonoept ef number and digit

-ssttoattof the digits,
•Task analysis*

2,Fiepar*tton end fin all sat ton ef Teaching aide*

3kLfcai-
euiiaaae ana cenoelling i Dr»&«aeama, sue, Mysore.

• Concept ef guidance and c sun sal ling

• need ef guKncs and c am sell in j

• significant paints te keep in min* at the
time ef providing these services to the parents 
and to the tend!capped children*

'fTJlfeJL
CttaUtfCULbM AUSPTATiSi M&.VUUtAlASdS.

1. He discussed various ejects related to
curriculum adaptation at prbeary level far XK.

2. participants organised snail Am at ion related 
tO fOMOL ANO NSW Y^*R,

UtolOSO
Arrangement ef Tadchtog-eide far exhibition.

• •a
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BStfftOMUgfL 1 *KP 0*l»OHMmiC HMflICAW

1. structure of the ixouremtt.

X. Arnett jo* 1 Limitations

• Motor tyefunction

• School ant home management 

« Transport proaiemo
• Training in mottpulatim ef arterial

2. notification in laming environment
• Claaeroaa management

• Adaptation for amtul'ticn

• Spec til ftirnibhors for ciassroon

- Adaptations for reading ant writing

• Adaptations for total activities in school

3. Curriculum adaptations ant adjustment

- Curriculum far tally living skills in r^sjuroe row

- Curriculum ataptbtiona an ths feasts of tha neat 

of motor tenticaf*

4. creative art activities

• variant creative activities for orthcpoatioaliy 

handicapped children

S« Co-Curricul»r activities for Orthopaetloeily handicapped 
Children. >

• planning games a cc art ing to their existing 

potentialities
• encouraging then to participate in da Late ant

creative writing

Far tic Litton in excursion
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A. ItUlzitUn ef existing pStentlaXitlaa
• Planning ap^r^riata raeaAiatian pre*r«i*ne

• eu loanee anA coun sell inf

XX. >*CULTX XbVGLVfcO.

1. tr.t.A.Aaia. ACS. MysAre.

2. Dr.M.nagMiransingh. bCaMT. MArae.

3. Mr.eepaxakrtshnan. AsalMant Pro fa sear. SORT. 
M*Ares.A.

4. tto.AJiunltwaiay. Mae Aar. SCAAT.MaAces.t.
5. Mrs.P.A.&arej ini. Assistant frelasear. scsKT,*eAraa.

a VSbT XACTSKR&.

l.nr.Jaya than Mar. ft.M.o.. A.H.T.C.. Ma An a.
2.0r.fciroAia Wnfc&t eheejan. prates-ar la ^upatisnal

It**x*py. S.R.T.C.. Ma An a.
3. Mr.barojlnl JexnaAo. Assistant professor tr BaciaX 

work. M.A.T.C. m<r a a.
4. ftr.a.Arunaylrl. Assistant Profess*. Prxchatin* 

Orthatic Biglneeriny. A.A.T.C.. MeArae.

5. Mr.Pnbhakacan. professor spl. sfuoation. M.C. collage* 
Tiruchinpal XI. TaaAlnaAi.

XXX. Visit - eovt. Institute af nehablxitatUn MaAlcine. 

K.IUhegar. * Area.
XV. BxusXTXtA - Participants organises an Bahibitlan 

AC Teaching naterlaia AavaXapaA by than Suring si* vasts

pregnane.
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2-1-0*-

participants visited a evt. institute of nete^iiltatla 

Medicines. The Director of the institute explains s various 

activities undert ten by this fedfcltutee end nrvloBg 

provided by them. The Institute has the following

-1. Out-patient department

2. In-F*tlent service
3. Artificial limb Loserutary 
<• physical Ther&fry department
5. Occupational therapy depart ant
d. Department ef bociAl and Vocational Kehebilitati

service.

7. Medical Id card Depart ent

S. *-r*y unit.
0. Operation theatre 

le. PbBtaoecy
11. Department of Administration

Arhjotoo fiaaddi.

X. Causae and Prevent ion of Locomotor handicaps.
• Dr.Jayeshanter# P.M.Q.,0. £ a.M.Madras,

• Proper counselling of patents end the patients 
should be the first step

• vocational Training is then tawan up

• Vocational counselling is done to motivate the

patients te ge beck to their original jobs.
- Prevision se mobility aids ere made available 

te then
• agricultural therapy is provided te improve ensoul' 

actions and ousels power# te improve act lone of 
Joints.

• College of physical 'horepyle providing a 3 year 
'-'agree course.
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□Miba* -

- narriag* in dose relatione 

• gee ef erugs

- Vir^l infection* Airing first three non the 
ef pregnancy

- eeiayee labour

- eeiayee Inunlgttlon preceee
- Accieente

XX. W«bXO-TK*RHtY AK0 OCCUPYIQI^L THhfAFT 
-or. (Hr*)HUe*i* venhateehweran*

Professor in occupational Yheexphy

- wenoepts ef physio therapy one occupational 
therapy

- £*eM;e ^rious eieeaeee Joint* ear eusciae ee
net function properly

- outlet ef teacher* •
- unesrstar4ing the chile's pration
• provKng support en the heeie a< the type 

ef problem chile is having
- previa ian ef suitable place in the class

- proper care ef ele* usee by the chile

teachers' Male in Clea* roan esn&geuent 
- U aar3j ini pornsnee

- Teachers eheuie pay attention te the AX leu ing 
aspects

a • ditie'e eieahility
a - Chile hie family
C - Chile'e iemeeiate enrironcemt

• freper itentif ioation ef eieahility eheuie he
ere

- if forte eheuie he anee te note the&Ue function 
UMepeueently

• -n pa rent-teacher neat Inge it ehoae ai&c he 
eiacuaeee.

• Pr^>er enceur*yeaent in the fern ef seen inoent 
eneeie he pravieee te the chile.

• Proper eelf image Awuiebe Avelepee.
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OSTMOTZC AMD PMObTutflC Ali> AkD TiiSlR 0-*
Mr* <• Agueey lr 1* Assistant pretest ar* A»M*T.G.

I. - Concept ef esthetic aids 
- Types ef Orthetic aids

- MMSts ef technician

- Male at the teachers*

XX* -Csnoept ef prosthetic aids

- Types
- Vee
- tele at technician

- Mj&e ot the teacher*

ccheeLXOtTXOfc or ths oat’s Proceedinje*
Mrs* p* JM»arej lei* A>» latent Pretest «*
Madras

She discussed In tried all the activities uedertetei 

by participants in the f arenocn and ggst of lectures 

wlven by experts*
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3-1-tt rOMHCM BBSS Mi.

X. RiVUb Of TrtB WORK OONB BY FAfcTlCXfrAHTbs
• nr.M. Aagforan Blngh, Praia as or, eCBST. 

Madras.*.

mb discussed various aspects relatM to thio 

course and evaluated participants achicvenon te. His Min 

teous was an aducatlen of visually handicapped chil«ren.

XX. XHASOUBbTIOS Of SXHIB21X0N « TStCiXBO Alflt.

At 11 A«M. OilsfBdl.Off leer* Ksnohsepur^e.
Mrs.lt. rased* inaugurated the exhibition ci teaching 
materials prepared by the participants during thia/ 

bi^week training pregranvM. Xn this exhibition following 

item were exhibited •
1. besom plana relates to each disability with

adaptations ana teaching alas*
2. hotels related ta various concept* given in 

school ourrlouluoi
3. Charts deflecting various aspects of different, 

disabilities.
4. earns for language te vel epsnnt.

5. Toys* tappets and indeer genes for dhildren 
free 4 - i years.

Ihrtlcipants explained the educational value ef 

these exhibits.
CBh&SAL - in this session Prsf.Sr.rt.Begtaran

blnyh presided ever the functim and brie Sad the Chief 

dueet about varlaue activities related to thia c~ur e.
He eppriciated the wart dene by partieipsnte and ajpreeted 

hie desire te prepare a booklet an hew te use this
Mteriai during instruction, He also discussed the 
significance ef planning a lessm Before hand. Becaute 
lesson plan la • powerful t jOI and the teacher can teach
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Sarlisr Mr.fLMuntsw*<y* Reeder, SGdaT welcomes the

*i««t ta< fllat.s<1.vffio.r aU ethorg pni«t

at tbe ease aim.

Sr.Y^.Azla, ACd, h years, Highliyhtea few objectives 

ef thia programme. She expialneS In brief about FI£D 

ana the role ef mcsrt, Regional colleges sf Mujetion* 

sCBKTs ana District Level Officers. She Si sou area the 

responsibilities ef Osntr&l k source centre (Flee) Regional 

Resource centre (PHD)* state R^aurce centre (piso),
Project Aiea centre (P^a.C) etc.

Zn fere if she eiscusees the proceedings of Special 
training preyraraoe for Six weeks.

&ltf euest Chief fiaSoationeX Officer Mrs.fasoae 

a aresaea the participants. She highly appreciates the 

bpaxlty ef teaching alas prepares by the trainees, 
she expressed all hopes ef successful implementation ef 

this project in TamiiXAdu. She y^ve full assurance of 
providing ell alminlstr*tlve help for this project.

Mrs.ft.s.eopaxaf kslhnan. Assistant Profess:*,

SCSPT prspsssd • vote ef thanks to the Chiof Outset and 

six the ethers present at the eocasHen. Assistant 

Field Adviser nr.P.veeiappen wee also present et the 

eooasian. He appreciated varlwe elds ana sees 

prepare a by the trainees*



participants were recreated te tabs a round of 

exhibition of ma teaching olds end note down th-lr

Matnoaatloal Osmss and Aldoi
Mr.M.K.Subramanlaia, 4tes latent professor* ncsxT*Modtee

1. A Ido for fraction* addition* subtract lxx multiplies 

one division.

2. sappier rote far multiplication
3. Short out swtheea for fine tag amt etaree ef 

number for the benefit ef alow learner*.*

4. Magic oquoreo far creative thinking

Aducatlon of QeH^Chlldroni Nr. ft. Muni sweep* SCItT,Medr«

1* teachers role In eleeeroom management

2. Orthotlc and prosthetic aide

3. Monitory support given by Aevernmont te O»H,ohlidr«

lunctUnal Limit* tUn>»
Dr. prabha)*i*n* Professor* Trlchy*
1. Motor dysfunction • Types* requirements &

Children
2. School and hmss management ef O.H. children

3. Transportation Prebleme -«ew te take car« ef

4. Training In manipulation ef materials
• Hew te take cere ef aide
• New te train children In thio regard



MeClfloatlM In Learning Jivlsttwent 
ix.vrabhalBisn. arete saar, Tiruchy.

1. aassrean ■acageoant at O.M.ChiKrac.

2. Ataptatieo tar ankulatian - metical suggae ijii

3. Aits ant equipments requires tar O.H.Chiltrun

- Special Airntiture tar A as erase 

. Maptatlan tar resting

. Ataptatian tar writing

- Ataptatian tar tetai activities in euh-ul

SUN not* prat, rsabhaks sen. *ceteesar» Tlauchy.

Ona ttlm was ahaaai ts the trainees eel*tt 

ta atuaatian at O.H.diiitran.acblavaawnt was taozu habit 
goes. Alrsst ail the trainees are able ta untera1 ant 
the aain theme at etucatisn at the tisaHet. It all. the 

abject ires at the training causae in suooest-lly achieved
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Curriculum adaptations and edjuetjaentai
Pritlrtthilawi, protester, Tlruchy.

• Special curriculum related te Sally living, 
rele et resource teacher*

- Special curriculum ter children having meter 

handicaps • rate et reeeuroe teacher

- Ce^currleiiar activities star 0»n.Children 

juseer games etc.

Individualised dducatlan Flan i or.T. A. A ale, nct.Myeere*

• present states et the child

• Shert term and lang term abject tree

• Teaching etrateglee te be tallowed

- Specific educational amS mates eetvicee te be 
presided

• Sveluatlen schedule

evaluation i
All the trainees were given a eObpreheneive 

test bases an sl»-weebe courses ghelr prograeme.

>r*M.nagUiram Sln£u Hess, ft^search and 

Training alvlslen, sCBUT,Medx*e eddreeaes the participants 

et this eccaselan.
Participants presented cultural pregreome meted 

te various ejects et Integrated education ot the disabled.



Resource paraona dlawaeed with taw perticipanta

in general ahout taw pragr*"«w and their plana Wien they «• 

hack and Jain ehair achaela.

Miaa h.Ghan, taraar principal af Regional 

Callage af aducetlen, Myaaca and preaent Principal -£ thd 

achani K.r.Z.Madraa praaidad aver the functlm.

flr.K.«Jamrdan«u fit Wetar, R.R.T.C.Ifearaa 
diatributed the certificate te the partial ante.

Dr. y.a. Agig, net. My an praaan tad a brief 
«*P«t ad the a lx aaakal^r^^ . . x
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LIST SXPSRTS 2MV0VBD IN TMft PftOtMMiMS.

1. or.M.Chaatren.
tr. Special Stoeetar, 
schaei far Mantaily 
Mataataf*
Chraapet. Mafsaa.

La. nr.aathna.

All*Xnfia tostilMte 
af Speaal; and Hearing* 
Mvaare.

3. Mr a. M. Shell a 
8ae.0r.Teaci»ar*
Little Rawer Can wet, 
Mafses.

3. Sr.Stalls SunfaraMaj.
SKStt Sfi'SSJ'

11. Sr. at a nary.
Pr tocipal.
fceheel far aaertog
a^alrac.
Teiynaapefc,Metres.

12. Snt.aadire Wabash.
Ctanary Spueeh TherapiM 
MI tofia Znatltute af 
Speech and Hear tog. 
Mysore.

ft. that fc.D. TaaAall 
Meafar-in Special 
Btucetien. Rd.
Bh^ai.

t. Mrs.V.VlJayala)uMal 
(toaulty Masker)

Alpha Ta Onega Learning 
Centre.
Metre a. if.

7. Mrs. L*1 i the Maathujaa, 
Alpha Ta oaaga Learning 
Centra.
Mafres.lt

S. fibri P. Werapan.
Assistant MttM SfbdnaMx 
Piaff Off ioar.
MGART. Madras.

13. Mias.Laalavrttay. 
Director,
Clark's achoal 
far Hcarto. Inpairef 
and Mentally Metarfaf. 
Metres.

14. Mias Malathy espalenrishn 
■rtoeipnl* 
sajaji vifyeshrae, 
Kilpauk. Mnuias.

1ft. Mra.V.williaaa.
Teacher, Sishya(lCfit). 
Ateyar

It. tosangasayaa.
Assistant Prafaasar,
MKPC* KcKUMgar.

t. Br.s.frakhakar.
frafeaaar. Mehakiiitatien 
selanae, HRy Oraea callage. 
Tiruehyl

AMMBjfllKA.il
Mafres.lt
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LIST or MSSCgRCS MBRSCMS.

1. Miss.ir.
leader,
Mysore.

n Ayishah Aziz,
•eyioial College of •ducat ion,

..ACAD»CC diwctoi

2. Br. (Miss) Mamas, S.
Locturer in Social sducatim, 
•sgienai college of education, 
Mysore. 4,

3* Br.M. lag he ram Singh,
Professor and Coordinator of the 
Fro) act, SCeKT, Madras.4,

4. Thiru ILMunisomy, leader, 
•CS1T, Madras.4.

5. flhnt. ILKUpparonai,
Assistant Professor, 
4Ch.1T, Madras.*.

4. Tmt. P. 1. Sarej ini,
Assistant Professor, 
•CS1T, Madras.4

7. Th iru S.Anhalavanan, 
Assistant Professar, 
•CWT, Madras. 4.

•• TOt.M. Fapasmal,
Assistant professor,
•CdPT, Madrss.4

9. Ttot.iamadevi,
Assistant Professor,
8CSKT, Madras.4.

10. Thiru 1.1 • Oop ala kri Oman, 
Assistant Professor,
SCglT, Madras.4.

H. Thiru K.Venkatesan,
Assistant Professor, SCgRT, 
Madras.4.

IX Thiru m.k.suhramanian. 
Assistant Professor,
SCh.PT, Madras.4.

e*e
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COMMUNICATION skilis fcr hearing impaired children.

Communication involves the use of language, 
language is tbe most fundamental of “communication tools, 
the key that unlocks tbe door to personal expression.
Through languages one can master reading, writing, 
acquire knowledge, to think through problems and arrive 
at solutions and able to communicate ideas and feelings, 
to understand and tobe understood by others. Children are 
born with a predisposition to learn languages effortlessly 
at their own pace. Without an adequate environment and organ, 
language sample, children would probably have a difficult 
time in acquiring language.

language is expressed through different media i.e. 
speech, sign language, gestures so on. The acquisition of 
communication skills involves the use of speech and language 
children with hearing impairment, naturally have difficultly 
in acquiring speech and language, mainly due to Type and 
degree of hearing loss, of onset, intelligence, parents 
attitude, ability, home environment and the most important 
is lack of Early Intensive Training, Hearing Impaired 
Children differ from one another, in acquiring adequate 
speech and language for communication, Depending upon theii 
needs and potentialities, different, methods are adopted 
in educating them. Methods that are in use are_
a. Oral Method
b. Aural Method
c. Manual Method
d. Motor kinesthetic Method and
e. Total communication.
Oral Method : involves the use of Speech and speech-readin
Speech is taught by using analytic and synthetic methods, 
making use of maximum use of residual hearing. Speech 
speech reading concerned mainly with meanings. Concepts and 
understandings of natural language to which the child is 
daily exposed. The child should learn to recognise the verb'-’ 
clues and the use of physical clues that the situation

..2.
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provides. The speaker should use norm?! conversational 
speech without facial contentions and exaggerations. •
For successful oral moth cd, bearing impaired children 
need intensive auditory, sp? -ch and language training 
including reading and writing, expeci-ally during 
preschool years, as this is the most crucial period for 
the acquisition of communication skills. The advantage 
if successful, is the children are- ahle to mix freely 
and adjust to the hearing world, becomes an equal parties 
in an activities of the community, like heaping children.

Aural Method : Here, the stress is cn hearing where the
deaf child is taught speech and language by making the 
maximum use of residual hearing tbrcu«gb amplification.
This involves, early intensive auditory training, effective 
use of a suitable aid.
Mot or-Kinesthetic s This method is for the children who 
are unable to makefull use of their residual hearing to 
learn speech. This involves the use of visual and tactile 
clues for hearing.
Manual Method. : involves the use of manual alphabet 
and sign language.

Total communication : involves the us-, all means such 
as speech, s pooch-res ding, signs, amplification and-aht’it'ory 
training. '

It is a known fact that the acquisition of communlcoti 
skills involves the use of speech and language. ’Speech ’ 
refers to, how we communicate and ’language’ refers to 
what is communicated.

Speech Training focuses on the correct‘ productiOh ’ 
of perception of speech in the hearing impaired, with the 
maximal use of residual hear in; and additional help from

• *3
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otbers modes such as visual and tactile clues to
compensate for tbe auditory channel. It is generally aimed 
at rectifying the phonological le^el and thereby enabling 
the child to key into language as much as normal child 
does.

It is necessary to know about speech production 
and characteristics of normal speech for the purpose 
of speech training.

The three requisites, essential for the production 
of sound is vibrator, force applied to the vibrator and 
medium for the transmission, Vocal cords act as. vibration 
and air from the lungs forces the vocal cords to vibrate 
periodically. The periodical vibration of vocal cords 
produces sound. Speech consists of a series of vowels and 
consonants. Vowels are produced b^ modification in the 
size and shape of the oral cavity and position of the 
tongue without any obstruction of the breath stream 
eg. /a/ /i/ /u/. Consonants are produced with certain
degree of obstruction in the breath stream in oral cavity 
eg. /p/ A/ /t/

Different aspects of speech that can be identified
are

1 . V oice
2. Articulation
3. Rhythm and
A. Prosodic aspects.

Voice : Is the sound that is being produced by the vibration 
of the vocal cords. Each individual should have voice 
appropriate to age and sex to be considered as normal. 
Articulation : is the correct' production of different sounds 
with co-ordination of articulators, to have intelligiable 
speech.

Rhythm: Sounds which are produced at particular intervals
and the varied loudness of voice depending upon the words, 
determines the rhythm of speech.

.A
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Pr os ody • words an'7 
to convey different 
prosodic aspects of

sentences uttered in '’afferent ways 
emotions and feelings determines 
speech.

Training rrogramme for the hearing impaire3 should
be emphasized more on maximum use of residual ’nearin?•*•0 5
normal respiration, phonation and rate, as these are 
the factors, affecting speech, compared to normals. 
Utilisation of other sensory, channels such as auditory, 
visual, tactile and kinesthetic clues, a iso strengthens 
the awareness of speech activities.
Auditory s helps in learning the habits for controlling 
speech characteristics through auditory experiences.

Visual •" Particularly important because many of
the phonetic elements that are particularly difficult to 
hear, involve movements of lips and jaw, that are 
relatively easy to see. It offers opportunity for stressing 
the jhase of enunciatory skill that the child particularly 
needs to learn.
Tactile clues; Both the sense of Touch and Kinesthetic 
are important in the total learning process. Touch enables 
the child to learn that, the visible movements of speech 
are accompanied by a modulated flow of breath and by 
vibration. As the child is not able to hear the sounds 
produced, by this modulation, through tactile clues he 
is able to understand the nature of the process
eg: voiced, Voiceless, nasals.

Kinesthetic clues • Internal sensation received from 
the effects occuring within bis own body, helps the child 
to control speech. M yements of Tongue, palate helps the 
child to feel the kinesthetic clues that characterise 
each movement.
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T each ing articulation : Teaching articulation should ho 
in terms of syllable'as a basic unit. Thefollowing 
procedures may be followed s
1. Stimulating the Childs listening ability and by 

repeated exposure.
2. Identification in Isolation and syllables, followed 

by identification of syllable in words and phrases.
3. Identification of correct vs incorrect sounds

Recognition of incorrect production in words and 
phrases.

>. Production of sounds using auditory visual and 
teactile clues.

6. Drilling and stabilization.
Monitoring loudness and pitch °

Awareness to variations of sounds, eg. Too loud, Too 
soft, to be established, before starting 'n discrimination. 
By perceiving own voice, the child is able to control 
or monitor loudness and pitch.
V ocabulary s

The child should know that things around him, 
and which be uses daily have different names. By 
providing adequate meaningful environment, one can increase 
vocabulary.

language is a systematic form of communication.
It has four major components, each with its own set of 
rules, which when merged allow the speaker of any language 
to comprehend and produce linguistic forms, acceptable to 
other members of the same language community.
The four major components are -
1 . The morphophonemic or sound component
2. The syntactic or grammatical component
3. The semantic or meaning component
*+. The pragmatic or communicative component.

language therapy focusses on training the hearing 
impaired in the system of language and to use language

. .6. •
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effectiyely in his cognitive psychologic'1 1 -^nd. social
growth as an individual. Iangu ;gtbgr-.py intr jduces tbe 
bearing impaired child to tbe’significance •.? the syntactic, 
semantic and pragmatic aspects, of language, desiire tbe 
phonological barrier.

Tbe most effective and. efficient means of developing 
language learning process is by motivating tbe students, 
selecting and using materials effectively and methods 
efficiently involving parents and peer group. The. frame 
work for developing those skills should be of students 
natural interests and lif eexperiences. The use ofr Thematic 
approach gives continuity and cohesiveness to learning and 
offers an opportunity for contextual language practice at 
home and school. It also provides methods .for introducing 
new concepts-, information and vocabulary that are related 
to previously learned material. It stresses experience based 
language and communicative interaction.

It is very important t" set up a stimulating 
physical environment ,re lev a nt life experience^ to-make 
language learning meaningful, dynamic, contextual and useful. 
This includes visual, auditory and tactile stimuli. For teaching 
the concepts of Time, Seasons, Temperature the following 
procedure may be followed.

1. . Provide visual environment, by displaying clock, globes,
charts, thermometer, which are needed for illustration.

2. With the help of charts, calenders globe, explain about 
changes in seasons months and the weather, what type of 
clothes needed during different seasons. Use picture 
and word cards, and matching activities..

3. Make clocks with the help -of card board, and show the 
time.

A. With the help of a globe and flashlight, show how day 
and night are formed. .

5. Arrange, field, trips and give home projects for expansion 
and generalisation of the concept.

• ••7
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6. Time concept ray be us.ed tp teach t t.sc, use soou-rce 
cards f ?r past, present and futurs tenses and ?rr 
ir r u ln r v erb s , p is play lab els ~f yest er day, t • •- d ay, 
and tomorrow, ask tbe student t • describe tbe action 
in tbe cards and placu tbe pictu?? j un^-r tbe correct 
lab el.

He is g^ing .... To-day
They built a bouse . . . Yesterday
She will be going t; Bangalore .. Tomorrow

Rhyming sentences :

eg. There is not much light 
during tbe night

Scrambled sentences • •• •

eg.: Snow melts tbe 
- Tbe snow melts

Sentence Types :

Declarative, Interrogative, Exclamatory and
Imperative - with reference tr- the concept.
Question games ;

Ask single questions with reference tc the concert. 
Eg. What time do ynu go to school?

Semantics :
Horoonyma : Words which sounds alike with different 
meanings.

Eg. Rain - Rein
- explain the meanings of the words by acting out and 
illustrations.
Aut onyms :

Opposites eg • day x night
M>ke a list f words from the concept and encourage 

the children to find opposite words, explain the meaning.
8
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C propound words ° Combination of two words - Make a list 
of compared words associated with the theme, 
eg. : Whirl - wind, . day - break

A d i ec t iv e s & Ad v erb s :

Encourage the children to describe the word on card 
using appropriate adjectives (give examples for adjectives) 
eg. cold, hot, slow and frame sentences.

Scrambled sentence sequences :
eg. : We put a dish of water outside 

The water evaporated 
The next day it was all gone.

Incomplete sentences :
eg. The clock; strikes t--------- at midnight.

W------------------is my favourite season.

Cognitive Tasks :

Analogies : eg. Cold is to winter as hot is t^--------------
Hours are to cl<xjir9 as days are to -----------

Encourage students to make up sequence analogies.

Classification j
eg. : Tec ember May, June------ Monday.

Categories :
eg. : Kinds of clocks

Things you wear when it is cold.
Par t ~wh ole Re la t i onsh ip :
eg. : A minute is jurt of an ---------

A mouth is part of -----------
Ass oc iat ions :
eg. Sunday-----------What happens on Sunday - daily activities

Rainy Day ---------

eg : I help y oj. keep tract of Time 
I have lot ^f numbers 
I am made of paper

—9 -



r. jck - month - year
Logical Sr.cuencQs :. 
eg. : Sec .n'1 - minute - h ur - dt'-y - 

decade - century

Hike wore1 cards -and ask tbe students to arrange 
in s.qucnce.

Production of sentences •

Give* a list of wor^s and ask students to make 
meaningful sentences, encourage short talks, story 
telling and answ -ring questions, with reference t- the 
cencert.

Training the children to read and write, is 
also important, which helps in better understanding of 
th-c concept and communic tion.

Hitching letters, woros with pictures, acting 
out words, scribble - scrabble, different strokes, tracing 
pictures and words, joining the dots, alphabet cards - 
®ay tie used to develop reading and writing skills, for 
pre-scb'-ol children.

After developing the basic systems in language, 
lots of opportunities to be provided for expansion and 
generalisation.



COMMUNICATION SKI LIS

A child finds maths in the things he sees and 
touches, as he grows he learns to apply basic mathematical 
concepts such as classifying, comparing, ordering, 
counting, before dealing with- abstract symbols and 
formulas. Children should be provided opportunities 
to count, compare and classify in daily activities and 
explore, experiment, ask questions and come to conclusions. 
By this, children comprehends the role of mathematics 
in everyday life, to prepare for a formal math training. 
Training in perception, memory and reasoning also helps 
in the learning process of computational skills.
Perception : For the hearing impaired, the following few 
activities would help to improve perception, by making use 
of other senses.
1. etching colpurs
2. Bouncing balls - helps, to sharpen visual perception 

and develop spatial avzareness and co-ordination.
3. ^p making - helps in orientation to space

and spatial awareness.

Memory & Reasoning :
Ability to solve problems and take a logical 

approach to life is based on the mental powers of memory 
and reasoning. Activities that can be used are :
1. Following Directions
2. What is next - thinking ahead by providing sequence of

events 
3 • Memory book
A. What’s different?
5. Question games

Some of the following activities may be adopted 
for developing the basic concepts in mth skill.
1 • A shape mobile : Preschool children should be 
exposed to different shapes, by cutting out card board and 
colour papers into different geometrical forms and labelled 
2. Classifying and sorting out objects according to* 
size, shape and colours.

• •2.
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Songs and rhymes w-*th numbers.
Measure’~onts------metsuring, b--i.•••?.■» ° o' objecJ’3-
self, others, distance between tv- objects ?r.d 
comparing.
Story book counting - throe little- jigs etc. 
Recognising patterns - us inc larce coloured blocks,
buttons, create simple patterns by alternating the 
colours, eg. AA, BP,. As, As - This ‘t~<s in de-velojing 
ins igh t int o pat t erns.

Weights : Learning about weight can begin with objects
of identical size and of different weights. Later more on 
to less obviously contrasting weight and object s of varying 
sizes and shapes. By compering an object that is large
but light with one that is smaliand heavy enables the children 
to understand concepts of higbter and heavier and weight 
cannot be determined by size or appearance include how weight 
is expressed and unit of weight.

Heights : H:;ve three pencils of different lengths, are
picture of three persons, with different heights, teach 
tall taller, tallest.
Learning about Zero ;

Have A small pieces of paper, remove one by one, 
ask what is remaining - use the sight 0 for nil, nothing. 
Ordering :

Arranging blocks of different sizes in order, Teach 
ascending and discending orders. Plan games to teach sets 
of 2, Addition, Subtraction may be taught using examples 
and carrying out real activities. Gard games may be planned 
to develop classification, comparison, Porting and counting.

To teach sets and singles ask the children to arrange•<*
nine marbles in sets of 2 or 3 • Count the remaining. This 
helps the child to gain an elementary acquisition of numerica 
bases, which will be valuable in’j learning multiplication 
and division.

..3
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Basic skills in nP-tbs can be taught, with the 

help of models, illustrations, examples, and acting 

out th e pr ob le ms.

Computer assisted instructions would facilitate 

growth in math skills because, if offers a totally 

visual medium, can handle drill work endlessly in an 

interesting and varied manner, it provides immediate feedbac 

motivation to students and capable of encompassing different 

levels of 'Curr^ujLujn.

• •
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SCIENCE.

Science, in its broadest sense,is tbe study of 

nature, Tbe most meaningful way of teaching science to 

develop scientific potential in children is by providing 

materials needed to explore environment, experiemnts, actual 

band on experiences and encouragement. Abstract concepts 

especially, to be dealt with more illustrations and 

experiments and effects of it. eg. How shadows are formed, 

How rain is caused. How Rainbow is formed and so many 

questions the child .likes to knew. Learning causes and 

effect are also important for understanding the whole 

concept. This should be explained with examples. Field 

trips, growing plants, observing the*movements of insects 

all those activities contribute to the learning of science. 

Experiemnts to show friction, use of magnifying glasses, 

experiemnt to show how rain is caused, (by heating water) 

and the reaction of chemicals, solutions and so on.

Children should be encouraged to think of different 

uses of water knowledge about Hygiene, Food habits of humans 

and animals, living things, dwelling, reproduction by 

using picture charts and models.

• • •



CLmSS.III. SCIENCE is 03SERVINC.

ACTIVITY .1. ( Observat ion )

I. You have a small fish tank in your labor-t Dry observe 
the fish for some times, answer these \ujsci_ns.

1. Hovz many fish are there?

2. Fine] out their names. In what ways are the different?

Name / colour / Shape of the mouth.

3. Do you see any air bubles coming f r on their mouth-

4. HOv; do they move?

5. do they keep their mouths open an the t im^?

6. Drops a piece of bread and see the reaction?

Write what you observe.

7. Touch and tap the fish tank gently with yJUr finger 
and see if the fish responds.

II* Find out:
1. Do an fish lay eggs? (Here's tell me whiy -p. 266 )
2. Do fishes even sleep? (Here tell m- why% P. 231).

3. how are fish able to smell things? (Here is mote tell
me why - p. 26 o)

4. How do you fish breathe?

5 Find out how water does not enter their eyes.

III. Find out fr-on your teacher what there mean;
a. as -Id ~ s a fish
b. fish out of water

IV. Write a short poem on “fish" use rhyming w-rds. Draw 
a nd c oi ou r.

V. You can make a shoebox ac-uarium, yur art teacher 
wwill help y^*

* *
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Activity - -2 (Observatiu )

I. You woul . have seen grails I* your garden. Observe
the snail _.>t. .h^ tray and answer;; -c'nese u^stijns? •

1. what is ch^ length of one snail?
2. wh<-t is- -he colour jf „b,e snail?
3. Carefully lift tne tray up keeping ie level.

How does die snail move al.rig?

4. Does the shaii have legs?

5. Is anything left an the cray as the snail neves? 
What could this be for?

6. Lightly tap the shell <<nd t Juch the antenal write t 
react ion.

7. Does the snail have yyys? Use the hard lens.
C. Observe the antenal. wh-t do you see?

9. put some greens in the tray . watch the snail eat.

Write v.h.-’.t you observe ( Reference)
II. Find out:

1. Which insect live in water?

2. which insect is the snail's enemy?
3. How does it eat the snail?

4. -‘How do snails walk?

(Still more tell me why - Fage. 2 26 )
(Creative activity )

III. 1. Draw a big snail. Fill in the shell by stiching

thick wood aroun- it.
2. what if you were a snail in a garden?

Write a short poem using rhyming words.
3. Write down the words you could use to tell 

how the snail moves.

* *
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**ct i vity. 3. (observet ion).

I. In the Jam jar, there are seme shouse fn s Use 3 
hand lens and observe them, Answer these n ^ti'ons*

1. What is the colour of the fly?
2. How many legs does the fly have?
3. 7*re the legs straight?
4. Do you notice hairs on the legs?

5. wh^t do the flics do with their legs?
6. How are the eyes situated?
7. Do the flies spread therr wings when they fiy?
3. Does the fly have antenai?
9. Drop some food and wh?tch the flies eat.

Write what you observe.

lO. Whit is the shape of the wings?

II. Find out (Reference)
1. During which months do you find lots of flies arouna°

Why?
2. can the fly swallow the food as it is? How does it 

eat?
3. Way do flies rub their legs together? (M-re tell me

Why - page. 159)

4. How many kinds of flies are there?
(Tell me why - Page. 350)

5, Mow can a fly walk on the ceiling?
(Sell more tell me why - page.2ol)

6. wh-t diseases do we get fron flies?
Wh- t should we do to prevent this?

III. l.Draw a picture of a housefly/ colour it.

2. write a short poem on ‘I am a fly. I have a 

right to live*
**



CLASS, III

SCIENCE IS OBSERVATION

ACTIVITY. 4

I. You see some very busy ants moving in th<u Glass trough. 
Watch them for some time.

1. How many leys does the ant h-.ve?

2. Does it have antemale?
3. Which part of the ant is bigger?

4. Sprinlle some sugar and watch the ant. what do they 
do with the sugar crystals?

5. Do they move in a line? Keep something in their way. 
S<ue what they do?

6. they seem to walk or run?

7. IBp the trough gently. See the ir reaction.

3. Put a drop of water, See if they drink.

II. FIND OUT (Reference)

1. whht do ants eat? (Tell me why - Page.30 j )

2. Do ants have a sense of smell? X Lots more tell
me why - page.290)

3. what are army ants? (More Tell me why-136 )

4. Do ants always live in colonies?
(Still more tell me why - page. 193)

(Creative activity )

III. 1. Think how ants move. Make up an ant dance to fast

music.
2. Act out they story. Th« ant and th« cricket,

3. '*sk you teacher to help yoj make an ant farm.

* A
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• •

ictiv ity: 5 (Observation).

You < re given some flov.ers observe them under a. 
hand lens, answer these.

1. Find out the names of the flowers.

2. How many petals are tnere in each flower?

3. How are the petals arranged-

4. You See sone pOwedered thing.

Wh-t is its colour? Find out the name?

5. What holds the petals together?

6. Touch the petals and see whether they are soft, hard-
or some other thing.

7. DO you have these flowers in your house?

d. Observe how long the flowers remain fresh what can 
you do to keep the flowers fresh for longer time.

II.1. List all the flowers you like draw and colour them
2. ame any three flowers which can be

Name of the flower/ can be eater/ Use! for Used 
decoration/ Medic

III. (Creative activity)
You can press flowers.
Keep the flower in between two sheets of paper care 
spreading the petals.
Keep a thick book on top.

Leave it for a week change the paper daily.
Make a paper flower with crepe paper your teacher 
will show you how to make.

Note: Take care when you smell flowers.
The pattern can irritate yjur no&triig.



CLASB .II 
MATHEMATICS

Miss.Maiathi Gopaia'krishnan, *
Pr in cipal, Ihavani Raj a j i Vi ‘ ya she rma,
4 J5Z Kilpauk Gar Jen R oa J, Ma jr a s. 10,

. ORlii/frT.tii R/LEoSeR •

Characters; Betty Lou, Ernie,. Creaky the fr.j, Roger the 
Lion , Hip Hippo, Kitty the catst 
§nd Polly the parrot,,

Ernie ; ( Enters the stage and shouts) Betty Lou, Let tee, L

Petty : (Enters) Erine, don't should like that. Let's

first greet the teacher and these sweet children. 

Good morning teacher, good morning children.

Erfiie: Hi, everybody, x.etty lou let's play a game, we need

sine players.

Betty : Let's ask the techer for permission. Teacher shall 
we play a game, please?

Teacher*. All right Petty Lou.

Ernie : (claps his han. s) Hey, yoj friends, c me along to 

Play.
(Appear on the stage croaky, Hip on Betty's 
side and Roger, Ktty and polly on Ernie's side),

Ernie ; ok Betty, Let's start the game.

Betty: wait Ernie. Children, I think Ernie has more
players than I have. Can y_u check? Please count 

the number, will you? Teacher, will you please 

write on the black board our names and number of 

players under each name?

( Teacher writes on the Black Board:

Betty L’ou 
3

Ernie. 
5
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Ern ie

All
Betty

1*11

Detty: Look Children. Who has greater number of players
and who has lesser number of players?

Ernie; tk Letty. Children/ how many m^re players does 
Betty need to make us e juai?

Children: (Kitty and Polly, both run to Betty's side)

Betty . ft&yxXi&t All right. Let's start now.

Ernie : Hey you, wait. Cnildren, what is this?
I seem to have lesser number of players.
I say, this is not fair. Teacher/ will Y-U write
on the Black board the number of players on each 
s ide ?

( Teacher writes on black board: Betty - Ernie 
• 5 3

Teacher : Now children, are they e uai in number?

*Children:

Teacher: How many should go to Ernie’s side to make it equal

Children;

Betty; Teacherz will you please’write on the Black board?
( Teacher writes on Black board )

Betty Emie
4 4

Betty : children/ are wG e uai in number now?

Children:

: Oh, Bettyz I feel, hungry. Lot's go home and have 
something and then we can play. All right chums?

: OK/ also feel v^ry hungry just moving about.
: bye St children.

: Bye - bye.

• •



CIASS.II

SCIENCE
Miss.Maiathy G opaie.krishnan, 
Principal ,
Raj a j i vid ya shra m, Modra s.

R>RTS OF «* PI>*NT - E*»RT. I.

Characters: Getty lou and Ernie.

( Seme one singing a tune. The music stops. Ernie If! 
enters the stage. Looks here and there e.s if searching 
something. Then he sits on the bench with legs crossed 
starts singing a tune).

Jetty Lou

Ern ie

Jetty Lou

Ernie

Letty Lou

Ernie 

Teacher 
Getty LOu 

Teacher:

Getty Leu

: (Enters) Hello Children .’ (Srine sings a
shril note) There Ernie. Stop it, will you;
Where are your manners? Did you greet the. 
Children?

: AH right, Getty lou. Hello, there.’ Hello ’
Hello.’ Hello .’

: children, my name is Getty lou. He is Emiet

: Hi, there, what’s Your name?
Louder, I can’t hear you.

: Ernie, say Please, may I know your name?
( Repeats the name said Gy the child ) Oh .’ 
What a lovely name.’

: Teacher, where are you? (Peeps out)

: Here I am Ernie. DO you want s-mething?
Ernie, you manners. Good morning teacher.

Good morning Getty Lou, g ood morning Ernie. 
(Shakes hands with them ) .

: Teacher, we are coming from the park.
We saw beautiful plant. Gut Ernie, as usua- 
pulled the plant out and we have only the ;

Can your (Children tell us the names of the.- 
parts?
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Ernie

betty Leu

Girl

betty Leu

Ernie

Ley

Ernie

betty Leu

Children 
betty Leu

Ernie

l^hildren 

betty Leu

Teacher

: betty Leu, you always put the blame en me. 

Didn't yeu ask me for the flewer?

: O.K. Ernie. New let's -ok thu children.
That girl in the 3rd row, can yeu tell me 

what this pa-rt is, please? (shows e flower )

: It is a flewer (Ernie claps) .

: Very Good, it is a flewer.
It net this a beautiful flewer children?
Look at tnu colour.

: betty, let's ask what the celeur is.
Hey, yeu bey ever there, tell me the cel jqr 
of this fi ewer.

: correct (claps ) Clap chil Iren. Clap.

: Children, what is this? (shews the reet)
What is its celeur? Where Jo yeu find it _ 
above the soil or below the seil (Prompts)

: Del ew th^ s oil.
: Teacher, you have clever children (shows a g 

What is this? Wh -1 is the cel Air ef the 
leaf?

: i*re all the leaves green in colour?

: Net all the leaves --re green in colour.
Tell teacher to take you out to the garden 
anu shew you the le.-ves which are not green 
in colour. Children, can you guessz what ppr- 
it is? (Prompts).
Teacher, will you tell them what plants are?

: Plants are living things. They feel and
breathe and grow.
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Betty lou : children, do you all breathe.
(Breathes in and breathes out ).

4*11 of us need food and so do the plants.
We an grow (gets up and shows action )

The plants also grow, we are living things. 
Plants are also living things, so <. cnrt pull

out plants or pluck the leaves -r fibers. 
Plants have life. They can also ,-eei the p- ii 
will y=ti remember this/ children?

Ernie : Ooh, Betty Lou, it’s time.

Letty Lou

I feel hungry. Mother will be waiting for us, 
(Let' s go home) .

: Bye children, Bye teacher.
Thank you. Lye Bye.

Ernie : Ta, ta.

***



OR WIVE WRITING

Seme topics are suggested. You can 
also choose your own relevant to the theme. Write 
a short musical drama/villupattu/imaginary 
conversation or argument/ autohiograjtiy/pOem etc. 

(2 pages)



TOPICS ;

1 • Fish out of water - dying decla.r3.ticn of 
a fish in polluted water.

2. leave us alone - Plea from living objects 
in Nature.

3- Autobiography of the trunk of a filled tree

A. Argument between a worm-eaten apple and
one with insecticide.

to breathe clean air and drink crystal 
clear water - a myth?

6. ’N^n on the docks’ - a high court scene

7. Man’s worst enemy - M A Ni

8. ’’All I want is a place on this sphere 
par away from this polluted atmosphere”



Creative arts-. DRAW a

what ark thk pcgs watting fcr ?

Create a funny solution to tbe problem 
of pollution using this cartoon.

Make up a story

Give your story a setting

xidd more characters (if you wish)

Write the dialogues for the character 
Present your drama.



CREATIVE arts

p<.TV<<

Di-av/inq Sheeis 

Old ne.wspci-pe.irs

Crayons

wci/ter- Coloturs 
fictm boo -St/CKS 

P/asf/c /Vt>e 

^tcfe./coCal^u.t p'tbr& 

Co'ffon

Pair of Scissors 

Pen - kn'i-pQ



THINGS TO CO

A. MAKS YOUR QHN PAINT BRUSH :

•A>-

1. Gut tbs baniboo stick into tbin strips

2. Cut the plastic tube/pipe into 1” pieces

Fold the jute string in'toA and insert it

into the free end of. the plastic pipe

6. Twist it in anticlockwise direction to

tighten it. Trim the edge.

Now your paint brush is ready.

B. Using crayons and water colours present a 

painting on the theme POLLUTION.

C. Write a short poem on ycur painting.



CREATIVE ARTS

f.PuPpETpy
MATERIALS REQUIRED :

Brown pa per/plastic baps 
Fair of scissors 
^ida paste 
Table salt ■
Old newspapers 
Bits of clotb 
Rubber bands 
Crayons/Colours 
Broom sticks 
Chart paper 
Colour paper 
Jute/Coconut fibre 
Wool/cotton



CREAiive arts

THINGS TO PO •

1 • Make up a skit on POLLUTION (For 5 nrts

2. Prepare suitable puppets

3. Using materials from Nature - 
prepare musical instruments for. 
background music.
Stage your puppet show.

5. Remember to modulate your . .
voice.



CREATIVE arts

I am going to 
bring an applej 
I can come on 
the picnic..- ?• 
Vbat are you 
going to bring?

Anita is going on a 
picnic and wants to 
take some of ber 
friends. She cannot 
take everyone as ber 
car is very small.
To decide who can come 
sbe asks .........

I am going 
to bring a 
banana

I am going 
to bring a 
radio.



I am (Tointr 
to bring a 
magazine

I *am
going to 
bring a 
magazine r-

I’m going 
to bring a 
book.

L AIWA'

am going 
to bring a K UJ .

Balu, Maia and lalitba 
can come on tbe picnic. 
The others can’t.

Try to
THINK
WHY



1. mke » cottage on Pollution
2. Urite x short poem on your cottage 
3* give a suitable caption.



CREA“W£ ARTS



Why do

M^ke some paper butterfly vin^s. Paint them 
pretty colours. Pat them on and make up a

dance.



associated behaviour disorders among mentally retarded.
Dr.(Mis$) S. Ramaa 
Lecturer in Special Education 
Regional College of Education, 
Mysore.

The following are the reasons for behaviour 
disorders (deviations) among Mentally Retarded;

i. Ifrturationai lag
ii. Inability to learn appropriate behaviour..... .

through casual Observation modelling deliberate
iii. lack of effort on the part of parents and

teachers to train them for desirable behaviours

iv. lack of emotional control which spoils 
social adjustmentd.

v. Limited ability to analyse so cial situations 
to find out cause and effect relationships, 
to take proper course of action.

vi. L&jority of E1R children come from socially
disadvantaged/culturaliy deprived classes Whefein
certain behaviours (free expression of emotions 
are practiced and reinforced.

vii. lack of attendance of these children by their 
parents/teachers/peer gr-up; social rejection

TYPES CF BEHAVIOUR DISORDERS :

The behaviour disorders are among Mentally Retarded 
are classified into following types

_ ?ehayi°ur_^oblems_relate_to_Limited ability in learning :

a- Inability to co-operate
b* Inability to accept responsibility
c« Inability to complete accepted assignments
d. Attention problem
e- Difficulty in organising things - time, space, ideas

Difficulty in maintaining good health and physical 
appearance.

8» Inability to cope with new situations
b« lack of tactfulness.

• • 2 • •
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II. BMCTI OKA L IR CP LEMS •

a. Feeling of inadequacy
b. lack of self-confidence
c. Hyperanxiety
d. Low tolerance for frustration
e. repression
f. Aggression.

III. PROBLEMS RElATED rpO FAUITY SEIF CONCEPT :
a. Over estimating or under estimating

capabilities of self
b. Unrealistic goals

IV. CONDUCT DISORDERS z

a. Disciplinary problems - Irregular to schools etc.
-. . ' . . . j creating problem in the c-1b. Distinctive tendency - 6

spoiling objects.
c. Running away f r ora h orae
d. Indulging in delinquent acts of different

kinds of levels

pAWllSMBNT OF BEHAVIOUR PIS GREERS AMONG MENTALLY- RETARDED.

The general principles for management of different 
kinds of behavioural problems were discussed with concrete 
examples. The following principles were highlighted.
-j, liking a thorough study of the child with

behaviour problem and find out the exact course for 
such behaviour.

2. Providing opportunity to learn appropriate behaviour 
at home as well as school? encouraging the child
for the same.

3. Negligence of undesirable behaviour and rewarding 
desirable behaviour

h. Judicial selection and usage of rewards
(from the point of Parcian tree)

5. Convincing parents and peergroup to accept the
child with all his/her limitation providing needed 
help and guidance rather than mocking at the child.

• • .3 • •
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

1 2.

13.

1k.

15-

16.

17.

Avoiding comparison between Mentally Retarded 
and other children at home as well as school.
The Mentally Retarded child’s performance should
be compared with his cwn previous performance - 

motivating and encouraging for self exel.

Creating a secured atmosphere at home and school - 
give practice to handle wooden or plastic things 
before allowing him to handle glass apparatus 
Avoid failure and provide scope for success.
Let the improvement be gradual
Provide opportunity to undertake group activity 
with . normal children ; Involve in as many activitie 
as possible.
M^ke the child do some physical exercises regularly 
about 10-15 minutes which help in developing proper 
physical and motar development.
Train the child for maintaining cleanliness and 
neatness which enhance social acceptance.
Cultivate some useful hobbies among them so that 
they can spend their leisure time in a proper 
way.
Engage the children in some useful and meaningful 
acti’ ity throughout the day. Never let the children 
sit idly.
Help the children learn organising time, sp>ace, 
ideas have an open discussion with them give 
suitable suggestions provide ample scope for 
practicing them at home and school.
Let the children know what is expected out of the 
well in advance and prepare for them avoid 
strangeness as far as possible.
Mitch the difficulty level of the task with 
the ability of child. This is helpful in

..A.



J+-

developing self-confidence and also to 
capture their attention.

18. While telling stories of moral values discuss 
them in detailed way; provide concrete situations 
make sure the child is understanding the story 
and getting the idea, catching the value which
is expected. Provide scope for acting out the 
characters in the class.

19. Counsel the parents and enable them to understand 
the strangers and weaknesses of their child;
Help them to set realistic goals for the child.

2°* If you find it difficult to handle any behaviour
take the help of clinical psychologists available 
in your locality.



SIX WEEKS TRAINING-PROGRAMME UNDER PIED

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING
DISABLED.

Dr .Ramaa.S.
Lecturer in Special Education, 
Regional College of Education, 
htysore.

The following characteristics of learning disabled 
children are mentioned most frequently s 
ABILITY level
1 . Average
2. Near average
3. Above average academic ability.
ACTIVITY LEVEL
1. Hyperactive Constantly engaged in motor activity, 

restless tapping of finger or foot, Aumping out of 
seat or skipping from task to task.' .».•

2. Hypoactive - - The opposite of hyperactivity. Fails 
to react or seems to do everything in slow motion.

attention problems

1 • Short attention span/distractable - Easily distracted 
by irrelevant stimuli. Unable to concentrate on any 
one task for very long.

2. Perseveration - - attention becomes fixed upon a
single task which is repeated over and over. May be 
a motor, activity or verbal topic.

MOTOR PROBLEMS :
1. Coordination - Generally clumsy or awkard. Poor 

fine and gross motor co-ordination.
2. Tactile - kinesthetic —Poor tactile discrimination, 

an excessive need to touch, poor writing and drawing 
performance.

visual perceptual PROBLEMS
1 • Visual discrimination - Unable to distinguish 

between visual stimuli.
• *2.
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2. Visual figure-ground - Unable to perceive a foreground 
figure against a background.

3. Visual closure - Cannot fill in missing parts when 
only part of a word or object is seen.

A. Visual memory - Experiences difficulty remembering 
and revisualizing images or sequences.

^UTITCHY PERCEPTUAL PEtCELEMS :
1. Auditory discrimination - Unable to distinguish between 

s ounds.
2. Auditory comprehension - Fails to get meaning from 

the spoken word and/or environmental sounds.
3. Auditory figure-ground - Unable to attend to important 

auditory stimuli by pushing all other auditory stimu'1" 
into the background.

A. Auditory closure - Cannot fill in missing sounds 
when only part of the word is heard.

5- Auditory memory — Experiences difficulty remembering 
and r eaudit or iz ing auditory stimuli or sequences.

IANGUAGB PR CB LEMS

1 . Speech development - relayed or slew development 
of speech articulation.

2. Formulation and syntax - Unable to organize words to 
form fhrases, clauses, or sentences which follow 
standard English grammar.

WCRK HABITS

P£y organize work poorly, work slcwly, frequently confuse 
directions, or rush through work carelessly. 

SCClAl^EMariO^L BEHAVIOUR PR CB LEMS :

1. Impulsive - Fails to stop to think about the 
c ons e quenc es of b eh av iour.

2. Explosive - Displays rage reaction or throws 
tantrums when crossed.

3. Social competence - Often below average for age 
and ability.

. *3 • •
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U. -■-'■‘'justs to change - More slowly thnn others.
5. M^od varies - From bcur to hour.

CRiaKT-xTION mCBLEMS

1 . Spatial organization - Poorly developed concept of 
space, distorted body image, trouble in judging 
distance and size and difficulty in discriminating 
figure from ground, parts from the whole and 
left from right.

2. Temporal concepts - Disoriented in time, experiences 
trouble relating concepts like before and after, 
now and then, and today and tomcrrcw.

ACADEMIC DISABILITIES

Problems in reading, arithmetic, writing and spelling.

Every characteristics, but rather a unique combination 
of such traits.

• • •



identification of learning disabled CHILDREN

Pupil Behavior Rating Scale

One of the most important techniques for diagnosis 
in learning disabilities is the pupil Behavior Rating Scale. 
This scale is used to assess areas of behavior that cannot 
be measured by standardized group screening tests. Therefore 
your careful rating of ind iv iduai jbupils is necessary.

You are asked to rate each child on these five areas 
of learning and behavior:

i. Auditory Comprehension and listening

. In this section, you evaluate the pupil as to his
ability to understand, follow, and comprehend spoken language 
in the classroom. Four aspects of comprehension of language 
activities are to be evaluated.

ii. Spoken language
The ^hild's oral speaking abilities are evaluated 

through the five aspects comprising this section. Use of 
language in the classroom and ability to use vocabulary and 
language in story form are basic to this ability.

iii. Orientation
The Child's awareness of himself in relation to his 

environment is considered in the four aspects of learning that 
make up this section. You are to rate the child on the extent 
to which he has attained time concepts, knowledge of direction, 
and concepts of relationships.

iv. Behayj or
The eight aspects of behavior comprising this section 

relate to the child 's manner of participation in the classroom. 
Self-discipline in relation to himself(i.e.ability to attend) 
as well as in relation to others is critical to your rating 
in this section.

v. Motor
The final section pertains to the child's fiance 

general coordination, and use of hands in classroom activities. 
Three type's of motor Ability are to berated; General
Coordination, Balance, and Manual Dexterity. Kate each type 
independently because a child may have no motor difficulties, 
only one type of d if faulty, or any combination of those 
listed.
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Nome. No. School. Grade.

Sex. Date. Teacher.

Pupil Behavior Rating .Scale

1 2 3 4 5

l.^uditory comprehension and listening

Ability to follow directions 
Always confused; Usually follows
cannot or is unable simple oral 
to follow directions directions but

often needs 
individual help.

Follows 
directions 
that are 
familiar . 
anc/or not 
complex.

Remembers 
and follows 
extended 
d irect ions.

Unusually
skillful

^’n remem- enng 
and
following 
direct ions.

Comprehension of Class discussion

Always inattentive 
and/or un-ble to 
follow and under
stand discussions

Listens but rarely 
comprehends well; 
mind often wanders 
fr om d is cu ss ion.

Listens and 
f ol lows t 
discuss ions 
acc or ding 
to age and 
grade.

Understands becomes 
well and involve.-’
benefits 
from

and sh:w s 
unusual

discussions under- 
stan ding
of
mater iai 

d is cu s se d.

Ability to retain orally given information

Almost total 
lack of recall; 
poor memory

Ret a ins s impl e 
and procedures 
repeated often

ideas
if

Average reten- Superior
tion of Remembers memory
materials; procedures and 
adequate information for both 
memory for age from details 'wi 
and grade, various sources cDntent.

good immediate 
and delayed 
recall.

C mprehension of word meanings.

Extremely immature 1 eve 1 of un de r- 
standing.

Fails to grasp Good grasp of 
simple word grade level
meanings; vocabulary for
misunderstands age and grade, 
words at
grade level.

Understands Superior 
ail grade underst'nd- 
level vocab-ing of 
ulary as vocabulary; 
well as understands
higher level many 
word abstract
meanings. words.
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^me.

S^x.

No. School. 

Date. Teacher.

Grade

Pupil Behavior Rating Scale

IX. Spoken Language

Ability to speak in c'Onp^ete sentences using accurate 
sent en ce st ru ctu re.

Always uses incom
plete sentences 
w i di grarrmat real 
errors.

Precuentiv uce<? uses correct• H grammar; averageincomplete .
sentences and/or errors -,~-
nnnerouq of amission language
grammatical errors.017 ^correctrareiy
* Ose of pre- makes 

p os it ion s.
Verb tense, 
pronouns

Always 
speaks in 
grammat ically
correct 
sentence s.

grammatical
errors.

Vocabulary ability
Alveys uses 
Immature or 
improper 
vocabulary.

Limited vocabulary
including 
primarily simple 
nouns; few precise, 
de script ive 
words

for age 
and grade.

Above- High l^vei 
average vXr.’.-iQ ry. 
vocabulary always -iscs
uses precise w->iar
numerous to convey 
precise message;descriptive 
w-ros etion.

Ability to recall words

^n"ble to 
forth the 
word

can
exact

Offten gropes 
for words 
to express 
himself.

Occasionally 
searches for 
correct word 
but adequate 
for age and 
grade.

Above-
average
ability '
rarely
hesitates
on a
word

Always speaks 
well;
never hesitate* 
or '' k
substitutes " 
words.

Ability to formulate ideas from isolated facts
Un-ble to 
relate isolated 
f-cts.

Has difficulty 
relating 
isolated facts; 
ideas are 
incomplete and 
scattered.

Usually relates late Outstanding
facts into |*bs In<3 at>lllty in
meaningful ideas well37®1^lng fjct
ideas/adequate appropriate l\
f or age and *
grade

Ability to tell stories and relate experiences
iJb...bie to tell a Has difficulty Average 
comprehensible relating ability to
story. ideas in logical tell

sequence. stories.

Ateoveaverage;
uses Exceptional
logical ability to 
sequence. relate ideas

in a logical 
mean ingful 
manner.
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Nane.

OCX.

No. School.

Date. Teacher.

Grade,

Pupil Behavior Rating Scale

III. Orientation

Promptness

L-cks grasp of 
meaning of time; 
always late or 
confused

, Poor • t ime ^verage
concept; understanding
tends to dawdle; of time for
often late age and

grade. "

Prompt; 
late only 
with good 
reason

Very skilful 
at handlring
schedules; 
plans and 
organizes 
wel 1 •

Sp et ia l or i enta t i on
7i Frequently Can maneuver
" lw?_Y? confused; get " lost familar
unable to navigate* locations;
around classroom or in relatively 
school/ playground familiar average for 
or neighbourhood surround ings age and

grade.

Above-average
ability; Never lost; 
rarely lost adapts 
or con fused, to new

locations,
situations,
places

Judgment of relationships; big, lttle; far, close, light heavy

Judgments of 
relationships 
v^ry inadequate.

Makes elementary 
judgments Average
successfully, ability 

reiat ion 
age and 
grade.

in
to

Accurate 
judgments 

but does

Unusually
precise
judgments;

not generalize 
litotes

them t o new
situations 
and experiences

Learning directions semetimes
Highly confused; . i, directionalw.ble to distinguish, 
directions as right, 
left, north,and south

Av erage;u se s 
R vs L, N-S-H-W

Good sense 
direction; 
seld om 
confu sed.

of
Excel lent 
sense of 
direct ion
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N^me. No. school Grade.

Sex. Date. Teacher.

lupil behavior Rating Scale

1 5

Co ope rat ion

Continually disrupts Frequently 
classroom;unable to demands 
inhibit responses spotlight;

often
speaks zut 
of fum

waits his Cooperates 
turn; well;
average for above
age and 
grade

average

Cooperates
without
adult
encouragement

Attention
Is never attentive; 
very distractible

Rarely 
listens; 
at tent ion 
frequently 
wanders

Abpve
average;

Always attends 
to important**t tends

adequately most £lwaycJ aspects;
Attends. " long attention 

span
for a ge andL 
grade. •

Anility to organi.
Is highly 
dis organized 
very slovenly

Ma in ta ins Ab ove - av e ra ge
Often average ability to Always completes
disorganized^, £ni ation nrrt,ni7P assignments in 
in manner ->f0fyw3rk; °rya2\z%o a highly
working; careful and c2mPlut;e
inexact, work; consistent organized
careless and meticulous

Ability to. cope with new situations:
part ies, trips, unant ic ipated changes in routine

becomes extremely Often overreacts 
excitable; totally new Adapts Adapts

manner.

lacking in 
self-control

situations
disturbing

Excellent
adaptation.

ade uately aP‘itb Utilizing
forage and^^^^V.-initiative an-
grade sel f-conf iden ce

inde peno en ce.

Social acceptance 
Avoided by others Tolerated 

by others.

x^spuusi- mvoics bii ?tv. ---- E
bil ity;nevery responsibility; r

^initiates act iv^eJimited adequate for age
acceptance =fand yraJe* 
role for age.

Liked by others well liked s Uy
average for by others, others, 
age and grade.

Acceptance of responsibility
Rejects responsi- avoids AGCb?iitv?Sp"nS^J rllnlnsL

above agerage^il^y; 
frequently almost 
takes in it iat ive al wa y; 
or volunteers takejg

in it iat ivt 
with
enthu s ia sr
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C Ompl et ion of assignments

Never finishes, 
with guidance

ever} seldom finishes Average 
even v/ith ability
guidance to fellow

through on 
ass ignments

Ab ove-average 
ability Always
toe ompl ete c ompl ete s 
assignments, ass ignments 

without 
supervis ion

Tactfulness 
Always rude Usu^ lly 

ot her ‘ s 
feeling s

disgrades
Average 
tract fulness; 
occa sionaiiy 
socially 
inappr opr i-te

Ab ove- a Vera ge 
tact fulness/Always 
rarely tactful; 
socially never 
inap pr opr iat e

socially
inapp r op r iat e

Name. No. School. Grade.

Sex. Date. Teacher.

Pupil behavior Rating Scale

V. Motor
General coordinat ion: running, clibming, hopping, walking
Very poorly 
Coordinate J; clumsy

Delow-sverage 
coordination; 
awkwa rd.

Av era ge c o- 
ordination for 
age; ou t st a n d in 
but not 
graceful.

Above- Exceptional 
average ability;
coordma- _ .-^.,-i^^^els mn: ion; does.
well in this area.
these
act ivit ie s

D nance
Very poor balance Eel ow-ave rage ; 

fails frequently
average balance -*»bove— Excepti on al 
for age; average; ability;
nbt out stand ingdoes well excels in 
but adequate in activities 
equilibrium. requiring balancing

balance.

Ability to manipulate utensils and equipment; manual dexterity

Very poor in manual Awkward in 
manipulation. manual

dexter ity.

Adequate dexterity
for age; Ab ove-average
manipulates manual inmost 
well dexterity perfect

performance
readily

manipulates - 
new
e>pj ipments .
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"T’S HIERARCHY OF B^SIC LEARNING ABILITIES 
whi are helpful in identifying learning disabled 
IN S EARLY STAGE ITSELF.

Gross Motor development : The development and 
awareness of large muscle activity.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Rolling : The atility to roll one's body in a 
controlled manner.

Sitting; The ability to sit erect in a norm-1 posi
tion without support or constant reminding.

Crawling: The ability to crawl on hands and
knees in a smooth and coordinated w-y.

walking: The ability to walk erect in a coordinated
fashipn without support.

Running; Tne ability to run a track or obstacle 
course without a change of pace.

Throwing: The ability to throw a ball with a
reasonable degree of accuracy.

jumping: The ability to jump single obstacles 
without falling.

G. Skipping: The ability to skip in normal play.

9. Dancing: The ability to move one's body in 
coordinated response to music.

lO.Self-identification: The ability to identify one’s 
self.

11. Body localization: The ability to locate parts of one's
body.

12. Body abstraction: je ability to transfer and
'generalize self-concepts and b^dy 

1 ocaiizat ions;
13. Muscular strength: The ability to use one’s m.scles

to perform physical tasks.

14. General physical Health: The ability to understand
and apply principles of health and hygiene while 
demonstrating good general health.
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SENSORIMOTOR INTEGRATION The psychophysical integration 
of fine and gross motor activities.

15. balance and rhythm: The ability to maintain gross and
fine motor balance and to move rhythmically.

16. body-spatial organization: The ability to move one’s
body in an integrated way around and through objects 
in the spatial environment.

17. Reaction speed-dexterity: The ability to respond
efficiently to general directions or assignments.

Io. Tactile discrimination: The ability to identify and
match objects by touching and feeling.

19. Directionality: The ability to know right from left,
up from down, forward from backward/ and directi nal 
orientation.

20. Laterality: The ability to integrate one’s sensorimotor
contact with the environment through establishment 
of hcmoiaterai hand, eye, and foot dominance.

21. Time orientation: The ability to judge lapses’ in 
time and to be aware of time concepts.

L'EKOELTjAL—MOTOR SKILLS The functional utilization of 
primary auditory, visual, and visual-mot or skills.

22. Auditory acuity: The ability to receive and'
differentiate auditory stimuli,

23. Ajditory decoding; The ability to understand sounds
or Spoken words.

24. Audit or y-v oca l assocJat ion: The ability to respond
verbally in a meaningful way to auditory stimuli.

25. Audb-.ory memory: Theability to retain and recall 
general auditory information.

26. Auditor; sequencing: The ability to recall in correct
sequence and detail prioi information

27. Vidual acuity: The ability to see ^p-cts in one’s
visual fie. d end to differentiate meaningfully
and accurately.

28. Visual coordination and purusit: The ability
follow and track objects and symbols with cdd,^^ 
eye movements.
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29. Visual-form discrimination: The ability to
differentiate visually < the forms and symbols in 
one ' s environment.

30. Visual figure-ground differentiation:Theability
to perceive objects in foreground and background 
and to separate them meaningfully.

31. Visual memory: The ability to recall accurately prior 
visual experiences.

32. Visual-motor memory; The ability to reproduce motor-wise 
prior visual experiences.

3 3. Visual-motor fine muscle coordination: The ability
to coordinate fine muscles such a s those reuired in 
eye-hand tafeks.

34. Visual-motor spatial-form manipulat ion: The ability
to move in space and to manipuiatethree-dimensional 
materials.

35. Visual-motor speed of learning: The 3o ility to leam
visual motor skills from repetititve experience.

36, Visual-motor integration: The ability to integrate
total visual-motor skills in complex problem solving. 

]>*NGL£*GE DEVELOPMENT The Current and functional stage of 

total psycholinguist ic development.

37, Vocabulary: The ability to understand words.
30. Fluency and end os ing: The ability to express one’s 

self verbally.
39. Articuiation;The ability to articulate words

clearly without notable pronunciation ora rticulatory 
problems.

4o. word attack skills; The ability to analyze words 
phonetically.

41. Reading comprehension: xhe ability t o understand 
that which one has read.

42. writing: The ability to express one’s self through
written language.

43. Spelling: The ability to spell in both oral 
and written form.
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CONCEPTUAL SKILLS The functional level of concept attainment 
and general reasoning ability.

44. Number concepts; The ability* to count and use simple
numbers to represent quantity.

45. Arthmetic processes; The ability to add/ subtract,
multiply and divide.

46. /arithmetic reasoning*. The ability to apply basic
arithmetic processes in personal and social usage 
of problem solving.

47. General information; The 3o ility to acquire and utilize
general information from education and experience.

40. Classification The ability to recognize c$&ss identities
and to use them in e stablishing logical relationships.

49. Comprehension: The ability to use judgment and reasoning 
in cOnmx sense situations.

SOCIAL SKILLS The skills involved in social problem solving.
50. Social acceptance; The ability to get along with one's

peers.
51. Anticipatory response: The ability to anti dipate the proba

outcome of a social situation by logical inference.
52. Value judgments: The ability to recognize and respond

to moral and ethical issues.

53. Social maturity:The ability to assume personal and
Social responsibility.

***



SIX WEEKS TRAINING PROGRAMME UNLER JRQJECT INTEGRATED 
EDUCATION B'Cft disabled.

TITLE GF THE PAPER

Dr. Y.A. Aziz,
Reader in Special Education, 
Regional College of Education
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I, How to assess bearing impairment^ :
If you suspect hearing loss in your child, 

you ,,must try to assess it by using various methods. You 
yourself can assess hearing impairment by infer &».l testing.
If any loss is suspected you must contact dootors for formal ar- 
proper assessment, and must provide all help to the child 
to use his residual hearing optimally.

An babies should be given a screening test 
for hearing around the age of six months. It is not necessary 
for the tests to be carried out in a sound-proof room, but 
the room should be sound-treated by means of acoustic filling. 
The testing material should produce sounds, as are knewn or 
familiar to the baby.

By‘six months of age-the-child is able to 
localize sounds. The sounds should be made quickly at a 
distance of about one metre out of the view of the child.
Tbe sounds should be made first at the ear level; then, 
under the ears. To pass the test the child must turn and 
look directly at the source of the sound.

At about the age of nine months the child is 
able to. localize sound above the ear level. Under this hearing 
test the sound must not be made &t a point equi-d1stant from th" 
two ears, or directly above the child’s head, since it Is 
then heard equally in both the ears and cannot be localized.
It should be made above the ear level first on the right-hand 
side and then on left-hand side, or at the back of the child.

You may apply any of the following informal 
tests to assess the hearing impairment*-:
A. Five sound test : In this test the mother or the

..2.
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examiner has to produce A, 0 ,01 , S Sh, sounds to check 
the hearing ability of the child.

The Gup and Spoon Test : The child generally 
takes milk in a cup. If his hearing is normal, he must be 
aware of the sound produced by stirring the milk in the 
cup with a spoon. When the child is hungry, the mother may 
take a cup of milk to the right-hand side of the child and 
stir the milk with a spoon. If the child does not respond 
to. the sound and does not turn to lock at the cup, it may 
be.taken that he has a hearing problem. The same test may 
now .be applied from the left-hand side. If the result is the 
same, the parents must go to the doctor and got the hearing 
loss tested at once.
G. Rustling of tissue paper test : Like cup and spoon
test the mother may also apply resulting of tissue paper 
test and see whether the child responds to this sound or not.

Calling the name of the child : The mother or 
the examiner calls the name of the child. If the child does 
not respond to the sounds of his name it is a clear indicator 
of his impaired hearing.

Tests for some Older Children

Conversation Test : The child is placed about 
twenty feet from the examiner and is asked questions in 
a conversational voice. If the child cannot respond, the 
examiner moves closer until the child can hear and respond. 
The examiner can test one ear, then the other to determine 
the relative actuity of each ear. If the child has difficulty 
in hearing at 10 to 2o feet he should, be referred for an 
examination.

B • The Whisper Test s
In this test the examiner uses whisper to test 

the hearing loss. It is done in the same way as in the 
conversation test.
c. The Watch Tick Test : In this test the .examiner
uses a watch with a louder tick than the ordinary wrist watch

• .3 • •
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The watch has a higher frequency than the voice, so this 
test is useful in ^detecting high-frequency loss,

L. The Coin Glick Test : It also tests the high
frequency losses. This test is only for high frequency 
less testing.

If you with the help of the above mentioned 
tests suspect bearing loss in your child you must go to the 
doctor for formal testing. The doctor after careful study 
of the child’s background and family*histofy'and“the results c 
hearing/audiometric evaluation will tell the exact nature 
of hearing loss, and the pre-ventre measures to be adopted 
by you to prevent further disabilities of speech and language 
development. You should not try to hide the weaknesses of 
your child. You should provide to the doctor information 
about the following areas or other information as required 
by the doctor :
1. The child’s physical health
2. His health related to the auditory and oral mechanism
3- His peripheral auditory functioning
A. His intellectual and developmental functioning.

; His linguistic and speech abilities.
6. His family background.

Generally in the absence of physical signs of 
pathology, it is not easy for the parents to detect hearing 
loss in their child before the age when he normally begins 
to talk. Sometimes when a hearing impaired child shows symptom" 
such as poor articulation, etc., the parents think that their 
child is mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed. They do 
not think of the invisible disability of hearing loss in 
their child. So it is necessary that parents should be aware 
of the general symptoms of auditory deficits in young 
children-. Some symptoms are as follows :
1. Apparent chronic inattention.
2. Frequent failure to respond when spoken to.
3. Tarket delay in age of speaking or usually 

faulty articulation.
A. Apparent backwardness in school despite adequate

tested intelligence.
..A



II • Initiating Speech gno L'.v el: inert Irogrammc :
Before starting to teach speech and language to the 

hearing iraijaired children you have to check the following
things

1. Is the chili’s or? Imus culture ad-ouat;?
2. C?n the child use auditory information?
3. ” C?n hearing aid facilitate hearing?
*+. Can the child use visual information?
5. Gan the child imitate vocally?

If the answer is ’yes’, the child should be 
given proper speech training so that he can develop 
speech in a normal natural wav. And if the ar^wer is ’no’, 
the child may be taught speech and language with manual 
gestures or sign system.

For initiating speech and language development 
programme you must know that s
1 . Understanding comes before speech - A child can
speak a word if he understands it. For a hard of hearing 
child understanding can come through matching the lip 
movements to the name of the object, people and situations. 
The child should be given proper chance to see the language 
so that he can learn to lip read.
2. Lip reading is the understanding of what people
say, through watching and following the speaker’s lip 
movements. The child learns to lip read gradually.
3* If you provide enough opportunity for lip reading
by talking to the child in such a manner so that he can 
clearly observe our face and lip movements, be will become 
a lip watcher first and gradually he will become a good 
lip reader.
b-. With the help of some small inexpensive tcys
pictures, and various types of play material you have at 
home you can arrange learning environment for the child.
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Hcw to talk to the child :

1. The light must be on your face, not on the 
face of the child. You must face the light.
2. Be at the child’s eye level, even if it 
takes a deep knee bend, so that the child can see the 
lip movements properly.
3- Speak distinctly but do not exaggerate or
distar your speech in any way. The child can lip read 
good and normal speech well.
M-. Speak at a moderate rate of speed.

, ,5* Talk in short, simple but complete sentences.
. Do not leave out words. Speack correctly, using the best 

language you can.
6. . lip watching should be given due emphasis. So
you must reward the child for lip watching effectively 
and you should repeat words again and a^ain so that the 
child can watch it properly.
7• lip reading is matching lip movements to the
name of an object, an action or an idea. So the child 
should have something to match to the particular lip 
movement she sees. In the beginning talk to the child 
about something which is present right here and now, not 
something in the next room ;or that happened a few days 
back or will occur tommorraw.
8. Lip watching leads to lip reading and language, 
language is nothing but words arranged in an orderly way. 
This orderly arrangement of words conveys meaning, the

• particular meaning that the speaker or writer wants to 
convey.
9. language comprehension is possible through lip 
movements and other clues, and through all th6 senses of

. children like tactile, auditory., visual, taste"and smell. 
So far development of speech., and language use an the 
senses of the child. ‘

..6
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Some Lo’s and Lor^ts for tbe Parents,.

1* The child should feel that you trust him«
and you ape proud of him.
2. He should feel that the whole family loves 
him.
3. Your attitude should instill confidence in 
the child that he will learn to speak normally.

While playing and talking to him always keep 
in mind that he can watch your facial expressions.
5* When you speak before the mirror, you should
try to display to the child the movements of* your lin, 
tongue and teeth to enable him to copy these movements and 
produce the sounds you ape producing.
6. Entrust him with various m small jdb.s to instil 
confidence in him.
7. Read out to him and show him as many pictures 
as you can.
8. Talk to him personally and encourage others 
to talk to him.
9- He should be given full scope to try his hand
at various things and to increase his capabilities thereby.

10. Talk to him in the natural manner and in 
c omplet e s entenc es.

11. Keeping in view his mental level and social 
environment you should be content with whatever he is able 
to do. This would engender selfreliance and confidence
in him.

12. While teaching give him plenty of opportunity 
to read out to you.

13- Give him proper, distinct and encouraging directions
for good behavior.
1U. Give him hearty approbation and praise him for
everything we lid one.

• •7
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15* Extend full co-operation to the doctor,
special teacher, health ’is it ort a nd school headmaster.
16. When giving him practice in lip reading
and when teaching or playing with him have patienee and 
give him abundant time.
17. Try to give him proper visual and tactile 
training.
18. The moment you suspect hearing loss in ohc 
child, loss no time to contact the nearest speech 
therepy centre.

Don’ts

1. Don’t give ear to unsavoury, ill-boding, 
irrelevant talk of visitors about your child, instead 
let the child feel that he is an important person.
2. Don’t keep him away from the company of 
normal children just because he cannot hear or speak 
like them, for normal fellcw-children can help him 
learn to speak.
3. Don’t be upset by a child’s disabilities, 
have confidence that he will win through. •

Don’t forget that parents are important to 
their children.

I on’t compare your disabled child with his 
normal siblings or other normal children to his disadvantage,
6. Don’t blame your fate; instead, strive to help 
your cfrild overcome his disability.
7. Don’t let any member of your family to 
ignore your disabled child or poke fun at him.
8. Don’t speak at him but speak to him using 
gestures, who knows he may be more intelligent than you 
imagine him to be.
9. Give him every opportunity to progress and shine 
like other normal children.

10. Don’t shout to him, but speak to him in his
ear in the normal voice.

8• •
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11 • When speaking to biro, speak naturally without
magnifying the motions of your lips.
12- Don’t cover any part of your face while
speaking to him.
13. Don’t beat the child on the head or on
the ears.

Your Child can hear with an Aid.

As sr.n as toe hearing loss is detected the 
child should be provided with proper type of hearing 
aids so that he can hear better by uti Using his 
residual hearing. On the basis of the degree of hearing 
loss and the type of loss the audiologists prescribe suitable 
hearing aids. . *

You have to convince your child that this 
aid can keep him in the world of sound. This aid collects 
the sound and transmits it to the ear loudly, so others 
need not shout t- him to be understood. VTith the help of 
this hearing aid the child can enjoy music, conversation 
af friends and various other sounds in the environment.

So.provide a proper hearing aid y^-ur child 
and take proper care of it. The chil'3 should not play with 
it but use it properly. Provide the child, proper auditory 
training.

Always think in a positive way.

The future of my child is in my hands 
and I believe that__
”It is better to light one candle 
than to curse the darkness.”

l£t us come together and strive to find 
out how we can make the best use of the remaining 
senses of our hearing impaired child.



COMMUNICATION1 SKILLS FOR HEARING IMPAIRS CHILDREN.

Communication involves the use of Language, 
language is tbe most fundamental of c-omraunication tools, 
the key that unlocks tbe door to personal expression.
Through languages one can master reading, writing, 
acquire knowledge, to tbink through problems and arrive 
at solutions and able to communicate ideas and feelings, 
to understand and tobe understood by othersChildren are 
born with a predisposition to learn languages effortlessly 
at their own pace. Without an adequate environment and organ 
language sample,- children would probably have a difficult 
time in acquiring language.

language is expressed through different media i.e. 
speech, sign language, gestures so on. The acquisition of 
communication skills involves tbe use of speech and language 
children with hearing impairment, naturally have difficulties 
in acquiring speech and language, mainly due to Type and 
degree of hearing loss, of onset, intelligence, parents 
attitude, ability, home environment and the most important 
is lack of Early Intensive Training, Hearing Impaired 
Children differ from one another, in acquiring adequate 
speech and language for communication, Depending upon their 
needs and potentialities, different methods are adopted 
in educating them. Methods that are in use are — 
a. Oral Method
h. Aural Method
c. Manual Method
d. Motor kinesthetic Method and
e. Total communication.
Oral Method : involves the use of Speech and speech-readij.
Speech is taught by using analytic and synthetic methods, 
making use of maximum use of residual hearing. Speech 
speech reading concerned mainly with meanings. Concepts and 
understandings of natural language to which the child is 
daily exposed. The child should learn to recognise the verba i 
clues and the use of physical clues that the situation

• • 2
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provides. The speaker should use normal conversational 
speech without faciai.contnntions and exaggerations.
For successful oral method. hearing impaired children 
need intensive auditory, sre ch and language training 
including reading and writing, expecially during 
preschool years, as this is the most crucial period for 
the acquisition of communication skills. The advantage 
if successful, is the children are* able to mix freely 
and adjust to the hearing world, becomes an equal parties 
in all activities of the community', like bearing children..

Aural Method : Here, the stress is on hearing wher- the
deaf child is taught speech and language by making the 
maximum use of residual hearing through amplification.
This involves, early intensive auditory training, effective 
use of a suitable aid.
Mot or-Kinesthetic : This method is for the children who
are unable to makefull use of their residual hearing to 
learn speech. This involves the use of visual and tactile 
clues for hearing.
Manual Method : involves the use of manual alphabet 
and sign language.

Total communication : involves the use of all means such 
as speech, speech-reading, signs, amplification and-aiMtOry 
training.

It is a known fact that the acquisition of communicotir 
skills involves the use of speech and language.’Speech ’ 
refers to, how we communicate and ’language’ refers to 
what is communicated.

Speech Training focuses on the correct’ production’‘ 
of perception of speech in the hearing impaired, with the 
maximal use of residual hearing and additional help from
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others modes sucb -as visual and tactile clues to
compensate f -;r the auditory channel. It is .generally ai^n^ 
at rectifying the Phonological I.?'-el and thereby enabling 
the child to key into langu-arn. as much as normal child 
does.

It is necess -ry to know about speech production 
and characteristics of normal speech for the purpose 
of speech training.

The three requisites, essential for the production 
of sound is vibrator, force applied to th- vibrator a?.:, 
medium for the transmission, Vocal cords act as vibration 
and air from the lungs forces the vocal cords to vibrat; 
periodically. The periodical vibration of vocal cords 
produces sound. Speech consists of.a series of.vowels and 
consonants. Vowels are produced b^ modification in the 
size and shape of the oral cavity and position of the 
tongue without any obstruction or the breath stream 
eg. /a/ /i/ /u/. Consonants are produced with certain
degree of obstruction in the breath stream in oral cavity 
eg. /p/ A/ /t/

Different aspects of speech that can be Identified.
are

1 . V oice
2. Articulation
3. Rhythm and
b-. Prosodic aspects.

Voice : Is the sound that is being produced by the vibratior 
of the vocal cords. Each individual should have voice 
appropriate to age and sex to be considered as normal. 
Articulation : is the correct production of different sounds 
with co-ordination of articulators, to h-nv^ intelligiable 
speech.

Rhythm: Sounds which are produced at particular intervals
and the varied loudness of voice depending upon the wor^s, 
determines the rhythm of speech.

.A.



jfrosoSy • words ana sentences uttered in different ways 
to convey different emotions and fudir.-s d-t03'mines 
prosodic aspects of speech.

Training pro^ramtne for the Hearing impaired should 
be emphasized more on maximum use of rosiduai hearing, 
normal respiration, phonation and rate, as these are 
the factors, affecting speech, co-.npared to normals. 
Utilisation of other sensory, channels such as auditory, 
visual, tactile and kinestnctic clues, also strengthens 
the awareness of speech activities.
Auditory : helps in learning the habits for controlling 
speech characteristics through auditory experiences.

Visual hlnel: Particularly important because many of 
the phonetic elements that are particularly'difficult to 
bear, involve movements of lips and jaw, that are 
relatively easy to see. It offers opportunity for stressing 
the phase of enunciatory skill that the child particularly 
needs to learn.
Tactile clues; Both the sense of Touch and Kinesthetic 
are important in the total learning process. Touch enables 
the child to learn that, the visible movements of speech 
are accompanied by a modulated flow of breath and by 
vibration. As the child is not able to hear the sounds 
produced, by this modulation, through tactile clues he 
is able to understand the nature of the process
eg: voiced, Voiceless, nasals.

Kinesthetic clues : Internal sensation received from
the effects occur ing within hie own body, helps tbe child 
to control speech. Movements of Tongue, palate helps tbe 
child to feel tbe kinesthetic clues that characterise 
each movement.



Teaching articulation : Teaching articulation should. be 
in terras of syllable as a basic unit. Th efollowing 
procedures raay be followed : •
1 . Stimulating the chiles listening ability bnd by 

repeated exposure.
2. Identification in Isolation and syllables, followed 

by identification of syllable in words and phrases.
3. Identification of correct vs incorrect sounds 
l+. Recognition of incorrect production in words and

phrases.
5. Production of sounds using auditory visual and 

teactile clues.
6. Drilling and stabilization.
Monitor in.? loudness and pitch :

Awareness to ariations of sounds, eg. Too loud, Too 
soft, to be established, before starting 'n discrimination. 
By perceiving own voice, the child is able to control 
or monitor loudness and pitch.
Vocabulary :

The child should know that things around him, 
and which be uses daily have different names. By 
providing adequate meaningful environment, one can increase 
vocabulary.

language is a systematic form of communication.
It has four major components, each with its own set of 
rules, which when merged allow the speaker of any language 
to comprehend and produce linguistic forms, acceptable to 
other members of the same language community.
The four major components are -
1. The mcrphoihonemic or sound component
2. The syntactic or grammatical component
3. The semantic or meaning component
1+. The pragmatic or communicative component.

language therapy focusses on training the hearing 
impaired in the system of language and to use language
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effectiyely in bis cognitive psych- K ic?1 
growth as an individual. Tangi’g thxr.jy irtr

s .c i” 1 
x,oojr the

hearing impaired child to the significance 
semantic and jragnatic aspects of longue, 
ph on olog ic -> 1 bar r icr.

'f tno syntactic, 
despire the

The most effective and efficient means f developing 
language learning process is by motivating the students, 
selecting and us in; materials effectively and methods 
efficiently involving iarv.nts and peer gnup. The- frame 
work for developing those skills should be of students 
natural interests and lif eexperiences. The use of Thematic 
approach gives continuity and edhesiveness to learning and 
offers an opportunity for contextual language practice at 
home and school. It also pr^ides methods f-r introducing 
new concepts, information and vocabulary that are related 
to previously learned material. It stresses experience based 
langu-a :e and communicative interaction.

It is very important set ur a stimulating 
physic'-l environment ,re lev a nt life experience, make 
language learning meaningful, dynamic, contextual and useful. 
This includes visual, auditory and tactile stimuli. For teaching 
the concepts of Time, Seasons, Temper’-ture the following 
procedure may he followed.

1. Provide visual environment, by displaying clock, globes, 
charts, thermometer, which are needed for illustration.

2. . With the help of charts, calenders globe, explain about
changes in seasons months and the weather, what type of 
clothes needed during different seasons. Use picture 
and word cards, and matching activities.

3. M?-ke clocks with the help -f card board, and show the 
time.

U. With the help of a globe and flashlight, show how day 
and night are formed.

5- Arrange, field trips and give home projects for expansion 
and generalisation of the concept.

• ••7
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Time concept may’be useA teach tense, use secuorcc 
care’s for past, present and’future tenses n-nd Frr 
irregular verbs, Display labels ~f yesterday ,to-day, 
an'1 tomorrow, ask the student to describe the action 
in the cards apd place the picture und~r the correct 
label.

He is going .... To-day 
They built a house . . • Yesterday 
She will be going to Bangalore .:. Tomorrow

Rhymin.o sentences :

eg. There is not much light 
during the night

Scrambled sentences :

eg.: Snow melts the 
- The snow melts

Sentence Types :

Declarative, Interrogative, Exclamatory and 
Imperative - with reference tr> the concept.
Question games :

Ask single questions with reference to the concept. 
Eg. What time do you go to school?

Semantics :
Homonyms : Words which sounds alike, with different 
meanings.

Eg. Rain - Rein
explain the meanings of the words by acting out and. 

illustrations.
Aut onyms :

Opposites eg : day x night
Make a list f words from the concept and encourage 

the children to find opposite words, explain the meaning.
• • 8
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Compound words s Combination of two words - Make a list 
of compared words associated with the theme, 
eg. : Whirl - wind, day - break

Adject iv es & Adv erb s :

Encourage the children to describe the word on card 
usin- appropriate adjectives (give examples for adjectives) 
eg. cold, hot, slow and frame sentences.

Scrambled sentence sequences :
eg. : We put a dish of water outside 

Thb water evaporated 
The next day it was all gone.

Incomplete sentences :
eg. The clock; strikes t--------- at midnight.

W----------------- is my favourite season-.

Cognitive Tasks :

Analogies : eg. Cold is to winter as hot is to-------------
Hours are to eloev, as days are to -----------

Encourage students to make up sequence analogies.

Class if ication_;
eg. : lee ember May, June------ Monday.

Categories :
eg. : Kinds of clocks

Things you wear when it is cold.
Part-whole Relationship :
eg. : A minute is part of an ---------

A mouth is part of -----------
Associations :
eg. Sunday--------- _ What happens on Sunday - daily activities

Rainy Lay---------
Inferences :
eg : I help you keep tract of Time 

I have lot of numbers 
I am made of paper

—9 _
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Logical sequences* ;
err, . Second - minute - hrur - 'Jay - week - month - year 

decade - century

Mike word cards and ask the students to arrange 
in sequence.

Production of sentences •

Give a list of words and ask students to make 
meaningful sentences, encourage short talks, story 
telling and answering questions, with reference t~ the 
concept.

Training the children to read and write, is 
also important, which helps in better understanding of 
the concept and communic ation.

Hitching letters, woros with pictures, acting 
out words, scribble - scrabble, different strokes, tracing 
pictures and words, joining the dots, alphabet cards - 
may be used to develop reading and writing skills, for 
pre-school children.

After developing the basic systems in language, 
lots of opportunities to be provided for expansion and 
generalisation.
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Basic skills in maths can be taught, with the 

help of models, illustrations, examples, and acting 

out the problems.

Computer assisted instructions would facilitate 

growth in math skills because, if offers a totally 

visual medium, can handle drill warl$ endlessly in an 

interesting and varied manner, it provides immediate feedbac 

motivation to students and capable of epcompas?ing different 

levels of
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SCIBNCE.

Science, in its broadest sense,is the study of 

nature, Tbe most meaningful way Of teach in/: science to 

develop scientific potential in children is by providing 

materials needed to explore environment, experiemnts, actual 

band on experiences and encouragement. Abstract concepts 

especially, to be dealt with more illustrations and 

experiments and effects of it. eg. How shadows are formed, 

Hew rain is caused. How Rainbcw is formed and so many 

questions the child likes/.to know. Learning causes and 

effect are also important for understanding the whole 

concept. This should be explained with examples. Field 

trips, growing plants, observing the movements of insects 

all those activities contribute to the learning of science. 

Experiemnts to show friction, use of magnifying glasses, 

experiemnt to show how rain is caused, (by heating water) 

and the reaction of chemicals, solutions and so on.

Children should be encouraged to think of different 

uses of water knowledge about Hygiene, Food habits of humans 

and animals, living things, dwelling, reproduction by 

using picture charts and models.

• • •



COMMUNICATION SKI LIS

A child finds maths in the things he sees and 
touches, as he grcws he learns to apply basic mathematical 
concepts such as classifying, comparing, ordering, 
counting, before dealing with abstract symbols and 
formulas. Children should be provided opportunities 
to count, compare and classify in daily activities and 
explore, experiment, ask questions and come to conclusions. 
Ey this, children comprehends the role of mathematics 
in everyday life, to prepare for a formal math training. 
Training In perception, memory and reasoning also helps 
in the learning process of computational skills.
Perception : For the hearing impaired, the following few 
activities would help to improve perception, by making use 
of other senses.
1. etching colpurs
2. Bouncing balls - helps to sharpen visual perception 

and develop spatial awareness and co-ordination.
3. f^p making - helps in orientation to space

and spatial awareness.

Memory & Reasoning :
Ability to solve problems and take a logical 

approach to life is based on the mental powers of memory 
and reasoning. Activities that can be used aye :
1. Following Directions
2. What is next - thinking ahead by providing sequence of

events
3. Memory book
U. What’s different?
5* Question games

Some of the following activities may be adopted 
for developing the basic concepts in Math skill.
1. A shape mobile : Preschool children should be 
exposed to different shapes, by cutting out card board and 
colour papers into different geometrical forms and labellec
2. Classifying and sorting out objects according to 
size, shape and colours.

..2.
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orf ’ •fr.«’)SV^>. °thcrs *' t a Sce-fcypjgj>lacts. n<q

>:.$ojpparingl ' ’' :- n ?
.. Storybook' counting7-1’ tbr.eet ld/t£X$ pigs,r..ptc\.' ;,: f’.JnOr.fp -*:r^ . - ■

Recognising ~^tt’drift ?^r-using:.qt^loured. blocks,
,&•
6.

'butt ons •, ' ct eat e • sitcpI^p^tt ern^ by ,-^t er nat ing tb e 
colours, eg. AA-, BB> AB, Ab. -.This hejps in developing 
insight into patterns.

Weights : . Learning about weight:-e«iR-hfigitLJsith objects
of identical size aqd of different weights." later more on 
to less obviously contrasting weight and object s- of varying 
sizes and shapes. By comparing an^objeit that iallarge 
but light with one that is smaliand hecvy enables the children 
to understand concepts of highter and heavier and weight 
cannot be determined by size or appearance include how weight 
is expressed and unit of weight.

Heights : Have three pencils of different ’lengths, are
picture of three persons, with different heights, teach
tail taller, tallest. ■•»
learning about Zero-:

Have h- small pieces of .paper, remove one by one, 
ask what is remaining - use the sight C fori "nil, nothing. 
Ordering : • . tjq.-•.

Arranging blocks of..different sizes in order, Teach 
ascending and discending orders. Plan games to-teach sets 
of 2, Addition, Subtraction may be taught using examples

•and carrying out real activities. Card games may be planned 
• to develop classification, comparison, sorting”and counting.

To teach sets and .singles ask the children to arrange 
nine marbles in sets of 2 or 3 • Count the remaining. This 
helps the child to gain an elementary acquisition of numerica 
bases, which will be valuable in'j learning multi pH cati on 
and division.

..3



CL>*S&.III. oClEWCE IS 01 SIEVING.
• •

ACTIVITY.I, ( Observation )

I. You have a small fish tank in your labor t _ry observe 
the fish for some times, answer these gu js 11.ns.

1. How many fish are there?

2. Find out their names. In what ways are tno different?

Name / colour / Shape of the mouth.

3. Do you see any air bubles commg fr on the; ir mouth"•

4. How do they move?

5. do they keep their mouths open an the t in,^?

G. Drops a piece of broad and see the reaction7

Write what you observe.

7. Touch ond tap the fish tank gently with y^ur 
and see if the fish responds.

II. Find out;
1. Do an fish lay eggs? (Here’s tell me Whiy _p 2C6 )
2. Do fishes even sleep? (Here tell m<- why^ p 2-i)

3. How are fish able to smell things? (Here 4 o mote tell
me why - t. 2Gq)

4. How do you fish breathe?

5 Find out how water does not enter their ev-j e s.
III. Find out from your teacher what there mean;

a, as old os a fish
b, fish out of water

IV. Write a short poem on “fish” use rhyming w-rds. Draw 
and colour.

V. You can make a shoebox ac. uarium, yur art butcher 
wwill help y-ou.

* *



CL.7*SS. III. SCIENCE 13 02.SERVING 

Activity - -2 (Observation )

I. You woul . hove seen snails L your garden. Observe 
the snail ot. .he tray and answers these questions?

1. what is the length of the snail?
2. What is uhe colour of the snail?

3. Carefully lift the tray up keeping it level.
Hov,’ does che snail move al^ng?

4. Does the shall have lags?

5. Is anything left on the uray as the snail moves? 
What could this be for?

6. Lightly tap the shell and t ouch the antenal write t 
react ion.

7. Does the snail have <yyys? Use the hard lens,
d. Observe the anten-ai. wh t do you see?

9. Fut some greens in the tray . watch the snail eat.

Write what you observe ( Reference)
II. Find out:

1. Which insect live in w'ter?

2. Which insect is the snail« s enemy?
3. How does it eat the sna'fcl?

4. ”-How do snails walk?

(Stin more tell me why __ page. 226 )
(Creative activity )

III. 1. Draw a big snail. Fill in the shell by stiching
thick wood nrourK. it.

2. what if you were a snail in a garden?
Write a short poem using rhyming words.

3. write down the w^rds you could use to tell 
how the snail moves.

* *



CI>*S5. III. SCIENCE IS OBSERVING.

• •

activity. 3. (observation) , '

I. In the Jam jar, there are some shous<s fli^s. Use a 
hand lens and observe them, Answer thes._. u-stionsv

1. what is the colour of the fly?
2. How many legs does tne fly have?
3. 7*re the legs straight?
4. Do you notice hairs on the legs?

5. wh^t do the flies do with their legs?
6. How are the eyes situated?
Q, Do the flies spread therr wings when they fly?
0. Does the fly have antenai?
9, Drop some food and wh?.tch the flies eat,

Wr ite what you observe,

10. what is the shape of the wings?

II. Find out (Reference)
1. During, which months do you find lots of flies around

Why?
2. can the fly swallow the f ood as it is? How does it 

eat ?
3. Vhy do flies rub their legs together?(M~r\= tell me

Why - page. 159)

4. How many kinds of flies are there?
(Tell me why - Page. 35c)

5, Mow can a fly walk on the ceiling?
(Sell more tell me why - p«--ge.2dl)

6. What diseases do we get from flies?
Wh'-t should we do to prevent tnis?

III. l.Dr^w picture of a housefly/ colour it.

2. write a short poem on *1 am a fly. I have a 

r ight to 1ive1
**
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SCIENCE ISO SSERVf*TION

ACTIVITY.4

I. You see some very busy ants moving in thu ulass 
watch them far some time.

1. Haw many leys does the ant.h-ve?

2. Does it have antemale?
3. which part of the mt is bigger?

4. Sprinlle some sugar and watc'n the ant. what 
do with the sugar crystals?

5. Do they move in a line? Keep somethin. in 1 e •’ ^aelr
Su-e what they Jo?

6. Db they seem to walk or run?

7. T&p the trough gently. See the ir reaction.

J. Put a drop of water. See if they drink.

II. FIND OUT (Reference)

1. whht do ants eat? (Tell me why - Faye.3G j )

2. Do ants have a sense of smell? X Lots more ten
me why _ paJe>290)

3. What are army ants? (More Tell me why-136 )

4. Do ants always live in colonies?
(Still more tell me why - page.193)

(Creative activity )

III. 1. Think how ants move. Make up an ant dance to fast

music.
2. Act out they story. Thu ant and the cricket.

3. >»sk you teacher to help you make an ant farm.



SCIENCE IS OBSERVING.

• •

ictiv ity: 5 (Observat i on).

You are given sone flowers observe them under a 
hand lens, answer these.

1. Find out the names of the flowers.

2. How many petals are tnere in each flower?

3. How are the petals arranged-

4. You see some powedered thing.

Wh-t is its colour? Find out the name?

5. what holds the petals together?

6. Touch the petals and see whether they are softzhnrd-
or some other thing.

7. Do you have these flowers in your house?

8. Observe how long the flowers remain fresh what can 
you do to keep the flowers fresh for longer time.

II. 1. List all the flowers you like draw and colour them
2. eme any three flowers which can be

Name of the flower/ can be eater/ Used for Used 
decoration/ Medic

III.(Creative activity)
You can press flowers.
Keep the flower in between two sheets of paper care 
spreading the petals.
Keep a thick book on top.

Leave it for a week change the paper daily.
Make a paper flower with crepe paper your teacher 
will show you how to make.

Note: Trike care when you smell flowers.
The pattern can irritate your nostriis.



CLABB .11 
Mx\Ti JSMkTlCS

*Miss.Maiathi Gopaiaknshnan,
Principal, lhavani Rajaji Vidyesfcarma,
4 J5, Kilpauk Gar Jen R oa d, Ma Jr s. 10.

GKEfrTm R/ LxsoSE R .

Characters: Betty Lou, Ernie, Creaky the frog, Roger the
Lion , Hip Hippo, Kitty the catet 
and Polly the par rot „

Ernie : ( Enters the stage and shouts) Betty Lou, Let tee, j

Betty : (Enters) Erine, t. on’t should like that. Let’s

first greet the teacher and these sweet children. 

Good morning teacher, good morning children.

Ernie: Hi, everybody, Betty lou let's play a game. We need

some players.

Betty : Let's ask the techer for permission. Teacher shall 
we play a game, please?

Teacher: All right Betty Lou.

Ernie : (claps his han, s) Hay, you friends, c .-me along to 

Play.

(Appear on the stage Croaky, Hip on Betty’s 
side and Roger, Ktty and pOlly on Ernie’s side) ,

Ernie : OK Betty, Let's start the game.

Betty; ha it Ernie. Children, 1 th5.nk Ernie has more
players than I have. Can you check? Please count 

the number, will you? Teacher, will you please 

write on the black board our names arid number of 

players under each name?

( Teacher writes on the Black Board:

Betty Lou 
3

Ernie. 
5
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Cetty: L^ok Children, who has greater number of players
and who has lesser number of players?

Ernie: <K betty. Children/ how many more players d^es
betty need to make us e ual?

Children: (Kitty and Polly/ both run to betty's side)

betty ; All right. Let’s start now.

Ernie : Hey youz wait. Children/ what is this?
I seem to hive le-sser number of players.
I say, this is not fair. Teacher/ will you write
on the black board the nunuoer of players on each 
side?

( Teacher writes on black board: betty - Ernie 
5 3

Toacher : Njw children, are they equal in number?

Children:

Teacher: How many shou.ld go to Ernie’s side to make it equal

Children:

betty: Teacher, will you please write on the black board?
( Teacher writes on black board )

betty Ernie
4 4

Eetty : children, are we e ual in number now?
Children:

Ernie : oh, betty, I feel hungry. Let ’ s go home and have 
something and then we can play. All right chums?

All : OK/ *’e also feel very hungry just moving about,
betty : bye at children.

KL1 bye - bye



CIASS.II

SCIENCE
Miss.Maiathy Gopaiakrishnan, 
Principal,
Raj a j i vid ya shra nv Madra s.

R»RTS OF PL»»NT - fi»RT. I.

Characters: Betty lou and Ernie.

( Some one singing a tune. The music stops. Ernie
enters the stage. Looks here and there as if searching 
something. Then he sits on the bench with legs crossed 
starts singing a tune).

Betty Lou

Ern ie

Letty Lou

Ernie

Betty Lou

Ernie 

Teacher 
Betty LOu 

Teacher:

Betty Lou

: (Enters) Hello Children .’ (Srine sings a
shril note) There Ernie. Stop it, will you'
Where are your manners? Did you greet the 
Children?

: **11 right, Betty LOu. Hello, there.1 Hello
Hello.1 Hello .’

: Children, my name is Betty Lou. He is Ernie,

: Hi, there, what’s Your name?
Louder, I can’t hear you.

: Ernie, s£Y Please, may I know your name?
( Repeats the name said by the child ) Oh .’ 
What a lovely name.’

: Teacher, where are you? (Peeps out)

: Here I am Ernie. DO you want something?

Ernie, you manners. Good morning teacher.

Good morning Betty Lou, good morning Ernie. 
(Shakes hands with them ).

: Teacher, we are coming from the park.
We saw beautiful plant. But Erni<-, as usua1 
pulled the plant out and we have only the p 

Can your cfhildren tell us the names of thes-
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Emie

butty Lou

Girl

Getty Lou

Ernie

Loy

Ernie

Betty Lou

Children 
Betty Lou

Ernie

Ighildren 

Betty Lou

Tea cher

: Betty Lou, you always put the Blame on me. 

Didn't you ask me for the flower?

: O. K. Ernie* Now let’s - s k the children,
That girl in the--3rd row, caxo you tell me 

what this part is, please? (shows a flower )

: It is.a flower (Ernie claps) .

: very Good, it is a flower.

It not -this a beautiful flower children? 
Look at tn<u colour,

: Betty, let's ask what the colour is.
Hey, you toy over there, tell me th-- col_cv 
of this flower.

: correct (claps ) Clap children. Clap.

: Children, what is this? (shows the root)
What is its colour? Where do you find it - 
above the soil or below the soil (Prompts)

• Bel ow thu s uil.
: Teacher, you have clever children (shows a i 

Whcit is this? Wh<-1 is the col Air of the 
leaf?

: ;*re all the leaves green in colour?

. Not all th<_ leaves ere green in colour.
Tell teacher to take you out to the garden 
and show you the leaves which are not gre<jn 
in colour. Children, can you gues&z what p^- 
it is? (Prompts).
Teacher, will you tell them wh<t plants

: Plants are living things. They feel and 
Breathe and grow.
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Betty

Ernie

Letty

Ernie

Lou : children, do you all breathe.
(breathes in and breathes out ).

-*11 of us need food and so do the plants.
We all grow (gets up and shows action )

The plants also grow, we are living things. 
Plants are also living things. So dcn*t pull

out plants or pluck the leaves or flowers. 
Plants have life. They can also feel the pain 
will y^u remember this/ children?

: Oohz Betty L3U, it’s time.
I feel hungry. Mother will be waiting for us.
(Let1 s go home) .

Loj ; Bye children/ Eye teacher.
Thank you. Bye EYU.

: Taz ta.

***



CREATIVE ARTS

%

5

WERLxlB REQUIRED :

Brown pa per/plastic bags
pair of scissors
Hilda paste
Table salt
Old newspapers
Bits of clotb
Rubber bands
Gray ons/Colour s
Broom sticks
Chart paper
Colour paper
Jute/Goconut fibre
Wool/c ott on



THINGS TO PO

1 • Make up a skit on POLLUTION (For 5 rot

2. Prepare suitable puppets

3. Using materials from Nature - 
prepare musical instruments for 
background music.

U. Stage your puppet show.

5. Remember to modulate your 
voice.



GREaTIVE WRITING

Seme topics are suggested. You can 
also choose your own relevant to the theme. Writ 
a short musical drama/villupattu/imaginary 
conversation or argument/ autobiograyhy/poem etc 
(2 nges)



TOPICS ;

1 . Fish out of water - dying declaration of 
a fish in polluted water.

2. Leave us alone - Plea from living objects 
in Nature.

3. Autobiography of the trunk of a filled tree

A. Argument between a worm-eaten apple and
one with insecticide. •

c; 10 breathe clean air and drink crystal
clear water - a myth?

6. ’Man on the docks’ - a high court scene

7. h&n’s worst enemy - M.A Ni

3. ’’All- I want is a place on this sphere 
Far away from this polluted atmosphere”



CREATIVE ARlS

A?/\TeAi/»<_ S ASQuiSe-D;

Df~o.w'inq -Sheris

Old news papers 

C rayohs 

WcLtst- colours
6amboo 5t/CKS 

P/ct-sy/c ta.be f ft t>e. 

3cct e/CoCofou-t pibf'Q. 
C'o'f j on

ftur of Scissors

P<a n - k r>i.p<3



THINGS TO DO

a . naks YOUR a»JN faint BRUSH :

1 . Gut the bamboo stick into thin strips

2. Cut the plastic tube/pipe into 1” pieces

3. Insert the bamboo stick into the pipe

A. Cut the jute stting into;3” each piece

Fold the jute string into A and insert it 

into the free end of the plastic pipe

6. Twist it in anticlockwise direction to 

tighten it. Trim the edge.

Now your paint brush is ready.

B. Using crayons and water colours present a 

painting on the theme POLLUTION.

C. Write a short poem oh your painting.



CREATIVE arts-. DRAMA

what ARK THK TOGS WAITING fcr :

Create a funny solution to the problem 
of pollution using this cartoon.

T^ke up a story

Give your story a setting

Add more characters (if you wish)

Write the dialogues for the character 
Present your drama.



CQEA'We A£ \ S



Why do you think‘ we say 
’As busy as a bee’?

Make some paper butterfly win^s. Faint themI
pretty colours. Put them on and make up a 

dance.



CREATIVE ARTS

I am going to 
bring an apple. 
I can come on 
the picnic.
V.hat are you 
going to bring?

Anita i§ going on a 
picnic and wants to 
take some of her 
friends. She cannot 
take everyone as ber 
car is very small.
To decide who can come 
sbe asks .........

I am going 
to bring a 
banana

I am going 
to bring a 
radio. CVA\TRA



I am going 
to bring a 
magazine

I am
going to 
bring a 
magazine too

Try to

THINK
WHY



MATERIALS REQUIRED :

JUNK WTERIAIS
CHART PAPER
OU? MAGAZINES
MaKa Paste
pair of scissors

CRAYONS /COLOURSsA.nl
FLOW® FETaIS/LEAVES/TWIGS 
ANY OTH® MATERIAL 
aVaIIABLE IN YOUR SURROUNEING.



THINGS TO EO

1 . Mike i- cottage on Pollution
2. Write i short poem on your cottage
3. give a suitable caption.

o
2



SIX WEEKS TRAINING PROGRAMME UNDER PIED

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS CF LEARNING
' disabled.

Br .Ramaa.S.
lecturer in Special Education, 
Regional College of Education, 
Lfy'scre.

The following characteristics of learning disabled 
children are mentioned most frequently : 
ability level
1. Average
2. Near average
3. Above average academic ability.
ACTIVITY LEVEL
1. Hyperactive - - Constantly engaged in motor activity, 

restless tapping of finger or foot, umping out of 
seat or skipping from task to task.

2. Hypoactive - The opposite Of hyperactivity. Fails 
to react or seems to do everything in slow motion.attention prcelems

1# Qfcort attention span/distractahle - Easily distracted 
by irrelevant stimuli. Unable to concentrate on any 
one task for very long.

2. Perseveration - - Attention becomes fixed upon a
single task which is repeated over and over, h&y be 
a motor activity or verbal topic.

MCTCR PROBLEM :
1. Coordination - Generally clumsy or awkard. Poor 

fine and gross motor co-ordination.
2. Tactile - kinesthetic —Poor tactile discrimination, 

an excessive need to touch, poor writing and drawing 
performance.

VISUAL PERCEPTUAL PRCBLEW
1. Visual discrimination - Unable to distinguish 

between visual stimuli.
..2.
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2. Visual figure-ground - Unable to perceive a foreground 
figure against a background.

3- Visual closure - Cannot fill in missing parts when 
only part of a word or object is seen.

b-. Visual memory - Experiences difficulty remembering 
and revisualizing images or sequences.

AUDIT CRY PERCEPTUAL PROBLEMS :
1. Auditory discrimination - Unable to distinguish between 

s ounds.
2. Auditory comprehension - Fails to get meaning from 

the spoken word and/or environmental sounds.
3. Auditory figure-ground - Unable to attend to- important 

auditory stimuli by pushing all other auditory stimui'1’ 
into the background.

A. Auditory closure - Cannot fill in missing sounds 
when only part of the word is heard.

?. Auditory memory — Experiences difficulty remembering 
and reaudit or izing auditory stimuli or sequences.

IANGUAGE PROBLEMS
1 . Speech development - relayed or slow development 

of speech articulation.
2. Formulation and syntax - Unable to organize words to 

form phrases, clauses, or sentences whichnfollow 
standard English grammar.. .

WCRK HABITS
pfc.y or anize work poorly, work slowly, frequently confuse 
directions, or rush through work carelessly. 

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOUR PR CB ASMS :

1 . Impulsive - Fails to stop to think about the 
c ons e quenc es of b ehav i our.

2. Explosive - Lisplays rage reaction or throws 
tantrums when crossed.

3. Social competence - Often'below average for age 
and ability.

• *3 • •
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justs to change - More slowly than others.
5» Mood varies - From hour to hour.

CRIENI^T ION mCE LEMS

1 . Spatial organization - Poorly developed concept of 
space, distorted body image, trouble in judging 
distance and size and difficulty in discriminating 
figure from ground, parts from the whole and 
left from right.

2. Temporal concepts - Disoriented in time, experiences 
trouble relating concepts like before and after, 
now and then, and today and tomorrow.

ACADEMIC DISABILITIES

Problems in reading, arithmetic, writing and spelling.

Every characteristics, but rather a unique combination 
of such traits.

• • •



Difficulties laced by Aritemetioal Disabled Children
------------ --------------------------------------------------------- —---------------  (Dyscatcuiic?

After careful study/ practice and being checked 
otit on the use of Key h^th/ the Drueckner Diagnostic Tests 
and self-Helps in Arithmetic/ the standofrd Diagnostic 
Arithmetic Test/ and IPMS Math/ you should be able.

1. Administer each test.
2. Score each test.
3. Interpret each test.

ARITHEMATlCkL DISALILIT Y(DYSCALCULIA)

The following cpestions are helpful in understanding 
the difficulties of children with Arithematical Disability.

1. Has the child mastered the skills prerequisite 
for arithmetic achiement?

A4 Does the child discriminate different sizes/shape 

and quantities?

B. Does the child understand one-to-one 
cor re spondence ?

C. Does the child have difficulty in cOinting?
Du Does the child understand groups or sets?

2. Has the child mastered basis computational skills 
and time and money concepts?

t* Does the child understand place value?
B. Does the Child have difficulty with fundamental 

Operations of addition/ subtraction/ 
multiplication and division?

C. Does the child understand fractions?

D. Does the child experience difficulty in telling 
time?

E. Does the child understand monetary values?
3. Has the child developed problem-solving skills?

Does the child understand arithmetical terms
B. dc£s thenchild have difficulty in the analysis 

of story problems?
/ /



DIFFICULTIES ]jfc*CED BY READING DISABLED CHILDREN (DYSLEXICS)

Dyslexic children jv?-vi

1. Reverse letters and symbols(e. g. “p ” for"Q“,
or “b” for ::d“ ).

2. Reverse v’ords (ergo/"st^>" for “pots’1, or "was”
for “saw’/

3.Invert letters (e.g., "u” for "n“, Or “d“ for “ "

4. hBve trouble retrieving the visual image of a letter 
or word b/.'da tn. ix memory when they hear it.

5. Have trov.lj- r^-mber ing the order in which visual 
stimuli were presented,

6. Have trouble intifying similarities and differ-nce.. 
inv oj. ved : n " i. u 1 st imu 1 i.

7. De slow to perceive visual stimuli.
8. Have trouble with readiness tests which involve 

visual mc'-.’a?ry ox forhi comparison.
9. Fre.juenf; boo.- ..h-air place while reading.

10. Have trouble b? -king words down into parts and 
c unbin inc t. .e j e ;xs inf o a whole.

The ajph xr •’ or phonovisuai approach emphasizes 
the teaching of souvj.c or /sonograms in insolation and the 
blending of them invo .near ogfui words; this approach depends 
feeavily upen the child’s ability to conbine or blend sounds.
It is well-suited for use ith children who have siaual-channel 
deficits and auditory—chanr.el strengths.

T^DLE. 29.1.
Steps inoluded in the soui.o-symbol system of reading.

Ta sk Exairple

Step I* attends to visual stimuli
Step 2: Recognizes stimuli as a graphic 

word unit.
Step 3: Identifies stimuli ?.s a 1st

Sguence of indivurtu^l letters, c
Step 4: Retrieves a phonem ’(sejnd)

for each grapheme (letter) <

Cat

Cat
2nd
a

3rd
_ t

Step 5 Recalls phonenec: in temporal 
. se cjJ en ce c or x sp on c! in g t o

a
t

1st
(k)

2nd
(/ae/)

(/V)
(/ae/)
(/t/)

3rd 
(/t/)



Task Example

Step 6: Blends phonemes into familiar
auditory language signal. (/kaet/)

Step 7: Responds by saying /kaet/ I/kaet/)

Source: J.C.Chalfant and MA,Scheffelin, Central Process ng 
Dysfunctions in children;A Review of Researcn,
U. s. Government printing Office, Washington, D.C., 
1969.

Other kind of dyslexic children have d if faulty learning and 
retaining the sounds of letters. Children suffering from 
this problem are unable to distinguish similarities and 
differences between sounds, to perceive sounds within a word 
to synthesize sounds into words, and to divide words into 
syllables. Such children find it hard to;

1. Discriminate between similar sounds and words.
2. sound out an unfamiliar word.
3. Understand sound-letter correspondence.
4. Break words into syllables and letters.
5* Blend sounds into words.
6. Retrieve the sound of a letter, a familiar musical 

selection.. or the sound made by something in the 
env ironment.

7. Remember the order in which a sequence, of auditory 
stimuli was received.

TABLE 29.2
Steps in the Whole-word system of reading

Task Example

Step l; Attends to visual stimuli Cat
Step 2: Identifies visual stimuli as a graphic

word unit. . Cat
Step 3: Retrieves auditory language

signal for graphic word try nit cat
Step 4: Responds by saying/kaet/. /kaet/

((/kaet/)

Source; J.c.Chaifant and M« A. Schef felin, central Processing 
Dysfunctions in children; A Review of Research, U-S 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. c., 1969*
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S^MPTQdS OF REELING £lSkDILITY;

Drueckner and Lewis listed the following, behavioral 
syrrptoms of reading disabilities in 1947:

1. Slow rate of oral or silent reading
2. Inability to a-is^er quest ions about what is read/ 

showing lack of conprehension-
3. Inability to soate the main tc^jic 'of a simple 

paragraph or story.
4. inability to remember what is read
5. Faculty study habits, such as failure to reread Or 

Summarize or outline
6r Lack of skili in using tools to locate information 

such as index and table of contents
7* Inability to follow simple pointed *or written • 

instructions
0. Reading word by word rather then in groups/ indicating 

sh ort p e rce p t i on sp an
9. Lack of e^p ression in oral read in*

10. Excessive lip nr.ovenent in silent riding
11. Vocalization in silent r ead ing, whi^^^g
12. Lack of interest in reading in or odt « school
13. Excessive physica^ activity vhile r&adLnu. as 

squirming, head movements
14. Mispronunciation # words

a. Gross mispronunciations, showing lack of phon 
ability

b. Minor misrponuncictions, due to failure to discrL. . 
beginnings and encings

c. Guessing and randen substitutes
d. Stumbling over lone, unfamiliar words; showing 

inability to attach unfa miliar words
15. emission of words and letters
16. Insertion of words and letters

a. That spoil meaning
b. That do not spoil the meaning

17. Substitution of words in oral reading,
a. Meaningful
b. Meaningless
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10. Reversals of whole words or parts of words, largely 
faulty perception

19. Repetion of words or groups of words when reading orally
20. Character of eye movements

a. Excessive number of regressive eye movements
b. Faulty return sweep to beginning of next line
c. Short feye-voice span
d. Excessive number of eye fixations a line

INFOR^L RE* DUG DIAGNOSIS
The following fourteen informal, diagnostic questions 

were listed in Kottineyer:s Diagnostic Inventory of Reading 
skills (1959):

1. How much sight vocabulary has he? (DQlch words)
2. Does he try to use context clues?
3. Does he know the name of letters?
4. Does he know the consonant stands?
5. Can he substitute beginning consonant sounds?
6. Can he hear the short vowel sounds in words?
7. can he tell when vowel sounds are long in words?
Q. Does he know the common vowel diagrpphs?
9. Can be blend letter sounds to form words?

10. Does he make reversals?
11. Does he see the common prefixes as units?
12. Does he see the common suffixes as units?
13. Does he sae compound words as units?
14. Can he divide long words into parts?

Regular classroom teachers might ask the above 
questions about a problem reader before making a referral to 
the reading or learning disabilities specialists for 
diagnostic testing in reading. Many of those teachers with 
extensive experience in reading diagnosis will be
able to plan a remediation program for the student after 
answering these basic guest ions.



DIFFICULTIES FACED LY WRITING DlSALLED CHILDREN (DYSGi^PHICS)
• • o

DYS3RAphi»^ ( wr it ing D1 ya b il it y)

• In 19€7 Jenson and Mykiebust distinguished types 
of writing disorders: dysgraphia, defective revisuai izat icn, 
and forrnu?.ation-and syntax deficits. They described 
dysgraphia as e. visual-motor integration disorder which 
interferes with the memory and execut-on of the motor pattern

needed to write or c^y letters/ words, and numbers.
The term dysgnaphia refers to a partial inability to write, 

while agraphia describes the total inability to write.

It is the inability to copy which-differentiates agraphic 

children from other disorders of writing.

Johns or. and Mykiebust pointed out in 196 7 that 

"Many dysgraphizs over compensate for their visual—motor 

deficit by developing superior auditory skills/ good 

spoken language >nd reading ability”.

The following sequence of six steps was described 

in 1969 by Chaifoit and Sehef in n« the’"developman+-^t 

hierarchy of writ ng:

Step, I ; Scribblug The child must know how to manipulate 

his fingers and htv to grasp the pencil. t o perform the 

ftandom pencil movements inv'flvaa in this step. hBny 

dysgraphic children must be taught how to hole. - 

manipulate a-pencil. children show id :,b^ instructed in h-^ 

to position the.r paper o.-. the desk end in correct writing 

posture during this prewriting

Step. IIx Treeing: The child is introduced to tic^ing 

activities after mastering step one. proficiency is fifcxjt 

developed by trapfiig connected letters or figures. This is 

followed by practice in tracing disconnected letters or 

figures.
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Step, III: coy ing The child who develcps skill in tracing 

is ready to move on to copying. Copying should start with

reproduction of a visible model. This task should be followed 
by reproduction of the model from memory, crying of 

symbolic and ncnsymbolic figures (e. g. scribbles) should follow.

Step,IV: Completion of Tasks The child who has mastered the

pencil control and manipulation required for copying figures

is ready for practice in completing these same figures when 
portions of them are missing. Transfer from the tracing to

the completion task can be accomplished by gradually removing 

portions of the line. Dashes can be followed by dots and 

then entire sides of the figure can xoe omitted.

Mastery of figure completion can be followed ;>/ word 

&nd then sentence c-mpjotion. Letters or words which have 

been omitted from a word can first be identified thrc^gh 

multiple choice responses and then by recall.

Step. V: writ ing fr om Dictat ion This step involves the f-llowir

four types of tasks:
1. writing letters as they are spoken.
2. writing words and sentences.
3. Supplying missing words.
4. Supplying missing sentences.

Step,yl; Propositional writing

RE VISUAL I T ION PROBLEMS: ’Children with this type of visual 

memory deficit can speak/ read and copy/ but when they must 

tetrieve the visual image of a letter or word that has been 

dictated to them their revisual ination problem bee ones obv iour.
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Children who have a revisualization deficit should 

be given spelling and arithmetic tests which contain 

mult iple-choice answers. Ihis procedure will permit them 

to continue their progress in school while they <_rv. receiving 

assistance in the development of rc visualization skills. 

FORMUlATIOh /*ND SYNTAX DISORDERS

Formulation consists of the organ i2e.tion of ideas itfkv-x 

a clear, concise pattern of words. Syntax refers to the 

way these words are ordered to form phrases, clauses, 

or sentences.

Forrruiutizn and syntax disorders may involve both 

spoken and written lanyuage or may be limited to the production 

of written language. If the child's problem is confined 

to the written language, it is likely that it will go

undetected until the third grade where writing sentences and 

paragraphs becomes necessary.

The writing of children v.’ith syntactical difficulties

is characterized by word omissions, distorted word order, 
and impr^p^-r verb an.. pronoun usage, word endings and 
punctuation. Those who have mild formulation and syntax 
problems may reach high school bef ore their disability is 

recognized, when this happens, it is often assumed that 

such children lack the ability needed to learn and write.

These guest ians can be answered while working with

the child and observing his performance of specific tasks.
1. Can he write spontaneously? with a Pencil? With

alphabet blocks? With his eyes closed?
" • 2. can he write from dictation"?

3. tfiat kinds of spelling errors doe<s he make?
4. Can he copy from a visual model? From handwriting?

From print? prom Print into handwriting?
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5. Does he lose his sense of directionjfj&x in^)rminc •̂ 
letters?

6. Can he copy geometric figures which are not symbols?

7. Can he write in one language and not in another?

8. Does he do mirror writing?

9. Does the child profit from auditory or visual assistance?

10. Does he exhibit gross and / or motor incoordinatit»?

11. Has he had opportunity to practice?

12. Does he have a basic language deficiency?

13. Does he understand what he sees and hears?

Remedial procedures which are suggested for helping 

children who have formulation and syntax problems are;

1. Having the child read and analyze syntactically correct 

sentences of the type you want her to write.

2. Having the child practice formulating an<

Baningful, syntactically correct sentences into a^tape'

recorders.

3. Playing these sentences back to the child so that she 

can practice writing them from dictation.

4. Reading what the child writes back to her and helping 

her identify the types of errors she is making.

5. Placing each w^rd of a simple sentence on a jcard and 

then placing these cards in scrambled order on a table top 

and having the chile', organize them into a syntactiaaiiy corre

sentence.
6. Having the child practice writing ncsr.in/ful sentences

using the past, present, and future tenses of a verb,
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SPELLING PROBLEMS:

Most learning disabled children have spelling 

problems, because of the heavy* dependence of their spelling 

upon auditory and visual discrimination/ memory#

sequentiaiization, analysis# synthesis# and integration.

In 1967# Johnson and Myklebust linked spelling with 

reading vhen they observed: ”^s reading improves# spelling 

aiso improves; as revisuai i2at ion improves# spelling improves" 

Suggestions for dealing with spelling difficulties are:

1. Placing a chart in the classroom or on the child’s 
desk which contains all of the letters in the alphabet# 
for use by those who forget the appearance of letters.

2. Uge of sandpaper or beaded letters and words which 

permit the child to feel as well as see a word.

3. Having the child identify or change the incorrect 
letters in a misled led word or fill in missing letters

4. Having children choose the words they want to learn 
to spell.

5. Having children leam to spell words that, they use 
every day.

6. Use of word families(e.g.,man# can# tan# fan )

7. Having children identify and circle all of the little 
words contained in a larger word.

Children who are unable to revisualize the 

visual images needed to write spelling words that are 

dictated should be given multiple-choice spelling tests.



identification of learning disapled children

Pupil Behavior Rating Scale

One of the most important techniques for diagnosis 
in learning disabilities is the EUpil Behavior Rating Scale. 
This scale is used to assess areas of behavior that cannot 
be measured by standardized group screening tests. Therefore 
your careful rating of individual pupils is necessary.

You are asked to rate each child on these five areas 
of learning and behavior:

i. Auditory Comprehension and listening

In this section# you evaluate the pupil as to his
ability to understand, follow, and comprehend spoken language 
in the classroom. Four aspects of comprehension of language 
activities are to be evaluated.

ii. Spoken language
The ghild's oral speaking abilities are evaluated 

through the five aspects comprising this section. Use of 
language in the classroom and ability to use vocabulary and 
language in story form are basic to this ability.

iii. Orientation
The child’s awareness of himself in relation to his 

environment is considered in the four aspects of learning that 
make up this section. You are to rate the child on the extent 
to which he has attained time concepts, knowledge of direction, 
and concepts of relationships.

iv. Behavi or
The eight aspects of behavior comprising this section 

relate to the child *s manner of participation in the classroom. 
Self-discipline in relation to himself(i.e.ability to attend) 
as well as in relation to others is critical to your rating 
in this sect ion.

v. Motor
The final section pertains to the child’s jpaiance 

general coordination, and use of hands in classroan activities. 
Three tjpes of motor Ability ate to berated: General
Coordination, Balance, and Manual Dexterity. Rate each type 
independently because a child may have no motor d iff Katies, 
only one type of d if faulty, or any combination of those 

listed.
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Nome

Sex.

No.

Date.

Sch ool 

Teacher

Grade

1

Pupil Behavior Rating scale

2 3 4 5

l.Auditory comprehension and listening

Ability to follow directions 
Alleys confiised; Usually fdhows 
cannot or is unable simple oral 
to follow directions directions but

often needs 
individual help.

Follows 
directions 
that are 
famil iar 
and/or not 
complex.

Rememters 
and follows 
extended 
d irect ions.

Unusually 
skillful 
in remembering 
and
following 
direct ions.

Comprehension of Ciass discussion

Always inattentive 
and/or un-ble to 
follow and under
stand discussions

Listens but rarely 
comprehends well; 
mind often wanders 
fr om d is cu ss ion •

Listens and 
f ol lows t 
discuss ions 
a cc or din g 
to age and 
grade.

Understands 
well and 
benefits

Becomes 
involved 
and sh:w s

from unusual
discussions under

standing
of
mater iai 

d is cussed.

Ability to retain orally given information

Almost total 
lack of recall; 
poor memory

Retains simple ideas 
and procedures if 
repeated often

Average reten
tion of 
mater iai s; 
a de mu at e
memory for age from details an-, 
and grade, various sources cDntent

good immediate 
and delayed 
recall.

Remembers Memory
procedures and 
information both.

C mprehension of word meanings.

Sxtremely immature 
level of under
standing.

Fails to grasp Good grasp of 
simple word grade level
meanings; vocabulary for
misunderstands age and grade, 
words at
grade level.

Understands Superior 
all grade unaerstand- 
levei vopab-ing of 
ulary as vocabul ry;
wellas un de rstand s
higher level many 
word abstract
meanings. words.
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No. School.

Date. Teacher.

Grade,

Pupil Behavior Rating Scale

IL. Spoken Language

Ability to speak in complete sentences using accurate 
sent en ce st ru ctu re.

Uses correct Above-Al ways uses in com
plete sentences with grammatical 
errors.

Frequently uses 
incomplete 
sentences and/or 
numerous
grammatical errors

grammar; average
few errors oral 
of omission language 
or incorrectrareiy 

tise of pre- makes 
pos it ions.
Verb tense, 
pronouns

Always 
speaks in 
grammat ically
correct 
sentence s.

grammaticai 
errors.

Vocabulary ability
Alveys uses 
immature or 
improper 
vocabulary.

Limited vocabulary Adequatevocabularyincluding 
primarily simple 
nouns; few precise, 
de script ive 
words

for age 
and grade.

Above- High level 
average v oeci’-uq ry• 
vocabulary always -iscs
uses precise wJu,
numerous to convey
precise =k . , . message?

/ility to recall words

Enable to 
forth the 
word

call
exact

Offten gropes 
for words 
to express 
himself.

Occasionally 
searches for 
correct word 
but adecfuate 
for age. and 
grade.

Above-
average
ability '
rarely
hesitates
on a
word

Ai ^a y s spe a ks 
well;
never hesitate 
or
substitutes " * 
words.

Ability to formulate ideas from isolated facts
Un-bie to 
relate isolated 
f-cts.

Has difficulty 
relating 
isolated facts; 
ideas are 
incomplete and 
scattered.

Usually reiateg lQt 
facts into fects
meaningful ideag well
icea s;ade quate 
for age and 
grade

Out standing 
s ability in 
anu relating facts

appropriate!ye

Ability to tell stories and relate experiences
Ujj/.bie to tell a Has difficulty Average 

j-nprehensible relating ability to
story. ideas in logical tell

sequence. st or io s.

uses 
logical 
sequence.

Except ional 
ability to 
relate ideas 
in a logical 
mean ing ful 
manner.
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Name. No. school. Grade.

Sex. Date. 'Teacher.

Pupil Behavior Rating Scale

III. Orientation

Promptness
£ Poor time average Prompt; Very skilful

Lacks grasp of concept; understanding late only at handling
meaning of time; tends to dawdle; of time for with good schedules;
always late or • often late age and . reason plans and
confused grade. organizes

well.

Sp at ia l or i en t a t i on
Frecuently Can maneuver 

in familar 
1 ocat ions; 

around classroom or in relatively 
school/ playground familiar _ average for 
or neighbourhood surroundings age and 

grade.

^l^ys csnfnsed; tg lost 
unable to nevigate^

Ab ov e-average
abil ity; Never 1 ost; 
rarely lost adapts 
or con fused, to new

1 ocat ions, 
situations, 
places

Judgment of relationships; big, lttle; far, cl oso, light heavy

Judgments of 
relationships 
very inadequate.

Makes elementary 
judgments Average
successfully. ability 

reiat ion 
age and 
grade.

in
to

Ac cu rat e 
judgments 

but does

Unusually
precise
judgments;

not generalize 
t o new- 
s ituat ion s generalizes 

them t o new
situations 
and experiences

Learning directions sometimes Average;uses
, exhibits R vs L, N-s-L-W

*-ighly cai&ised; directional Goo(.i senc
□ n.-bie to dist“?9?ishcon£us. direction
directions as right, uirecexon
left, north,and south seldom

confu sed.

of
Excel lent 
sen se of 
direction
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N^me. No. school Grade.

Sex. Date. Teacher.

tUpil behavior Rating Scale

1 2 3 4 5

Cooperat ion

Continually disrupts Frequently waits his 
classroom;unable to demands turn;
inhibit responses spotlight; 

often a9e an(3
speaks out grade 
of turn

Cooperates 
well;

average for above
average

Cooperates
without
adult
encouragement

Attention
Is never attentive; 
verv distractible

Rarely
listens;
attention
frequently
wanders

i*t tends 
adequately
for a ge 
grade.

and

Always attends 
to important

AbDve 
average; 

almost a l way ci aspects;
‘attends. long attention 

span

Ability to organize
Is highly
dis organized 
very slovenly

Often 
disorganized 
in manner 
working; 
inexact, 
careless

Ma in ta in s Ab ove- avera ge 
average ability to Always completes 

^organization oryanize assignments in 
of work; * =
care ful

Ability to cope with new situations: 
part ies, trips, unanticipated changes* in routine 

becomes extremely Often overreacts

a highly and complete J 1 
work; consistent organized

and meticulous 
manner.

excitable; 
lacking in 
self-control

totally new
situations 
disturbing

Adapts 
ade uately

Adapts 
easily and

Excellent 
adaptat ion. 
Utilizing

Social acceptance 
Avoided by others Tolerated 

by others,

for a ge «it? init let ive
grade self-confidence

v independence

Liked by others well liked by
average for by others, others, 
age an d grade.

and

Acceptance of responsibility
Rejects respaisi- Avoids ACCbilitv®Sp_'nS^j =ys relS^nsi
bility;nevery responsibility; lircy/ responsibility spDns 
initiates act iv it^lmited adequate for ag%b-,ve agerayet>ility,.

acceptance ofan<^ Urade. frequently almost
role for age. takes initiative alway

or volunteers t_ikeg
in it iat ive 
with
enthu siasm.
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C ompl et ion of assignments''

Never finishes,even seldom finishes Average 
with guidance even with ability

guidance to follow
through on 
ass ignments

Ab ove-average 
ability Alv/oys 
toe ompl ete' compl ete s 
assignments.ass ignments 

without 
supervis ion

Tactfulness 
Always rude Usu< 1 ly 

ot her1 s 
feeling s

disgrades
Average 
■tactfulness; 
occa sionaiiy 
socially 
inappropr i-te

Ab ove- aVe ra ge 
tact fulness /Always 
ra rel y t a ct f ul;
socially never 
inappropriate

social ly
inapp r op r iat e

Name. No. School. Grade.

Sex. Date. Teacher.

Pupil Behavior Rating Scale

V. Motor
General coordinat ion*, running, clibming, hopping, walking
Very poorly Deleverage Average co- average ability;*131
Coordinated; clumsy coordination; cremation for CD3r.-;inQ 1

awkward. age; outstanding, . c “excels in
“t i on; c oes, , .but net this urea,

graceful. well in 
the se
act ivitie s

Diiance
Very poor balance Delow-average;

fa l is f re gu ent ly

Ability to manipulate utensils and

Very poor in manual **wkweid in 
manipulation. manual

dexterity •

>*ve rag e bai anc e Ab ove- Except i on al 
for age; * average; ability;
not out stand ingdoes well excels in 
but adequate in activities 
equilibrium. requiring balancing 

balance.

equipment; manual dexterity

Adequate dexterity
f or ag e; Ab ove- a ve ra ge
fi&anipuiates manual Almost
well dexterity perfect

performance
readily

manipulates
new
equ ipments .
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nT‘S HIERARCHY OF DvSIC LEARNING ABILITIES 
WHJ ARE HELPFUL IN IDENTIFYING LEARNING DISABLED 
IN a EARLY STAGE ITSELF.

Gross Motor development : The development and 
awareness of large muscle activity.

1. Rolling : The ability to roll one’s body in a
controlled manner.

2. Sitting; The ability to sit erect in a norm-1 posi
tion without support or constant reminding.

3. Crawiingj The ability to cr^wl on hands and
knees in a smooth and coordinated w-y.

4. walking: The ability to walk erect in a coordinated
fashipn without support.

5. Running; The ability to run a tract or obstacle
course without a change of pace.

6. Throwing: The ability to throvz a ball with a
reasonable degree of accuracy.

7. jumping: The ability to jump single obstacles
without falling.

G. Skipping: The ability to skip in normal play.

9. Dancing: The ability to move one’s body in 
coordinated response to music.

lO.Self-identification: The ability to identify one’s 
self.

11. Body localization: The ability to locate parts of one’s
body.

12. Body abstraction: Xje ability to transfer and
generalize self-concepts and b_>dy 
1 ocaiizat ions.

13. Muscular strength: The ability to use one’s muscles
to perform physical tasks.

14. General physical Health: The ability to understand
and apply principles of health and hygiene while 
demonstrating good general health.



sensorimotor integration The psychophysical integration 
of fine and gross motor activities.

15. Balance and rhythm: The‘ability to maintain gross and
fine motor balance .and to move rhythmically.

16. body-spatial organization: The ability to move one's
body in an integrated way around and through objects 
in the spatial environment.

17. Reaction speed-dexterity: The ability to respond
efficiently to general directions or assignments.

Io. Tactile discr iminat i jn: The ability to identify and
match objects by touching and feeling.

19. Directionality: The ability to know right from left,
up from down, forward from backward/ and directi nal 
orientation.

20. Laterality: The ability to integrate one's sensorimotor
contact with the environment through establishment 
of homolateral hand, eye, and foot dominance.

21. Time orientation: The ability to judge lapses, in 
time and to be aware of time concepts.

PERCEl TUAL-MOTOR SKILLS The functional utilization of 
primary auditory, visual, and visual-motor skills.

22. Auditory acuity: The ability to receive and
differentiate auditory stimuli.

23. Aiditory decoding; The ability to understand sounds
or spoken words.

24. Auditory-vocal assoclat ion: The ability to respond
verbally in a meaningful way to auditory stimuli.

25. Audb-.ory memory: Theability to retain and recall 
general auditory information.

26. Auditor; sequencing: The ability to recall in correct
sequence and. detail prior ; ory information

27. Vidual acuity: The ability to see in ^ne's
visual fie. d end to differentiate then. moaning fully 
and accurately.

20. Visual coordination and purus it: The ability D
follow and track objects and symbols with CD£Hinate<j 
eye movements.
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29. Visual-form discrimination: The ability to
differentiate visually .the forms end symbols, in 
one' s environment.

30. Visual figure-ground differentiation:Theability
to perceive objects in foreground end background 
and to separate them meaningfully.

31. Visual memory: The ability to recall accurately prior 
visual experiences.

32. Visual-motor memory: The ability to reproduce motor-wise 
prior visual experiences.

33. Visual-motor fine muscle coordination: The ability
to coordinate fine muscles such a s those reuired in 
eye-hand tafeks.

34. Visual-motor spatiai-form manipuiat ion: The ability
to move in space and to manipuiatethree-dimensional 
mat erials.

35. Visual-motor speed of learning: The 3o ility to learn
•sisuai motor skills fron repetititve experience.

36. Visual-motor integration; The ability to integrate
total visual-motor skills in complex problem solving. 

I>»NGtf*GE DEVELOPMENT The Current and functional stage of 

total psycholinguist ic development.

37, Vocabulary: The ability to understand words.
3C. Fluency and end os ing: The ability to express ,one* s 

self verbally.
39. Articulation:The ability to articulate words

clearly without notable pronunciation ora rticulatory 
problems.

40. Word attack skills: The ability to analyze words 
phonetically.

41. Reading comprehension:Ahe ability to understand 
that which one has read.

42. writing: The ability to express one's self through
written language.

43. Spelling: The ability to spell in both oral 

and written form.
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CONCEiTUAL SKILLS The funct ional level of concept attainment 
and general reasoning ability.

44. Number concepts: The ability to count and use simple
numbers to represent quantity.

45. ^rthmet ic processes: The ability to add/ subtract/
multiply and divide.

46. Arithmetic reasoning: The ability to apply basic
arithmetic processes in personal and social usage 
of problem solving.

4 7. General information: The cb ility to acquire and utiiize 
generai information from education and experience.

40. Classification The ability to recognize c&&ss identities 
and to use them in e stablishing logical relationships.

49. Comprehension: The ability to use judgment and reasoning 
in common sense situations.

SOCIAL SKILLS The skills involved in social problem solving.
50. Social acceptance: The ability to get along withone's

peers.
51. Anticipatory response: The ability to antidipate'the proba l

outcome ot a social situation by logical inference.
52. Value judgments: The ability to recognize and respond

to moral and ethical issues.

53. Social maturity:The ability to assume personal and
Social responsibility.

★ **


